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Preface
The XVI Spanish Meeting on Computational Geometry (XVI EGC, “Encuentros de Geometrı́a Computacional”) was held on July 1–3, 2015, in Barcelona, Spain. The EGC meetings were held annually from 1990 to 1995, and biennially since then. The meeting combines
a strong scientific tradition with a friendly atmosphere. The original aim of our meeting
was to provide a forum where Spanish-speaking researchers and students could present their
research activities but it gradually developed a more international character, and in 2011
the main language of the XIV EGC was English. In parallel, abstracts contained in 2011
and subsequent meetings were peer reviewed.
This volume contains the extended abstracts describing the works accepted at the XVI
EGC. A selection of the papers presented at EGC will be invited to a special issue that
the International Journal of Computational Geometry and Applications will devote to this
meeting. These papers will undergo the standard review process of this journal.
We would like to thank all the authors and attendees for their participation in the
XVI ECG. We are specially grateful to the members of the Scientific Committee for their
careful review of the papers and their insightful comments. Lastly, we are grateful for the
generous support of our sponsors: the European Science Foundation (through EuroGIGA),
the Societat Catalana de Matemàtiques and the Real Sociedad Matemática Española.
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Non-crossing monotone paths and binary trees in edge-labeled complete
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Abstract

Yuster [5] gave bounds for α(G) when G is a tree,
a planar graph, or has bounded arboricity. Burger,
Cockayne, and Mynhardt [1] gave upper bounds for
α(G) when G is a complete or complete bipartite
graph, and gave exact values for some small graphs.

Let G be a geometric graph on n vertices whose edges
are labeled with distinct positive integers. A path in
G is called monotone if its edge labels form a monotone sequence. A rooted tree in G is called monotone
if every path from the root to a leaf is monotone increasing or every path from the root to a leaf is monotone decreasing. Let α(G) be the maximum length of
a monotone non-crossing path in G. Let τ (G) be the
maximum size of the monotone a non-crossing complete binary tree in G. In this paper, we give lower
and upper bounds on α(G) and τ (G), respectively.

In this paper, we study α(G) and other parameters
in the context of geometric graphs.
e is a graph whose vertices are
A geometric graph G
points in the plane in general position and whose
edges are straight line segments joining these points.
e is a straight-line drawing of G if G
We say that G
e
e be the minimum
and G are isomorphic. Let α(G)
over all edge labelings of the maximum length of a
e Let α(G) be the
non-crossing monotone path in G.
e
e of
minimum of α(G) over all straight-line drawings G
G.

Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. An edge labeling of G is
an injective function N : E −→ Z. A monotone path
in G is a simple path P = v0 , v1 , . . . , vk in G such that
N (vi vi+1 ) < N (vi+1 vi+2 ) for all i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 2 or
N (vi vi+1 ) > N (vi+1 vi+2 ) for all i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 2.
The minimum over all edge labelings of the maximum length of a monotone path is denoted by α(G).
Chvátal and Komlós [3] raised the problem of estimating
known
 bounds are
√ α(Kn ). Currently, the best
1
1
4n
−
3
−
1
≤
α(K
)
≤
+
o(1)
n. The lower
n
2
2
bound is due to Graham and Kleitman [4] and the
upper bound to Calderbank and Chung [2]. The latter authors conjectured that this is the right order of
magnitude of α(Kn ).
The parameter α(G) has been studied for specific
families of graphs. Bialostocki and Roditty showed
that α(G) ≥ 3 if and only if G contains as a subgraph an odd cycle of length at least five or one of six
fixed graphs. Yuster [6] studied the parameter α∆ ,
defined as the maximmum of α(G) over all graphs
with maximum degree at most ∆, and proved that
∆(1 − o(1)) ≤ α∆ ≤ ∆ + 1. Roditty, Shoham, and

A rooted binary tree in G is monotone increasing
(decreasing) if all paths from the root to a leaf are
e (τ− (G))
e
monotone increasing (decreasing). Let τ+ (G)
be the minimum over all edge labelings of the maximum size of a non-crossing monotone increasing (dee Let τ + (G)
creasing) rooted complete binary tree in G.
e
e over all
(τ − (G)) be the minimum of τ+ (G) (τ− (G))
e of G. Let τ (G)
e be the minstraight-line drawings G
imum over all edge labelings of the maximum size of
a non-crossing monotone rooted complete binary tree
e and τ (G) the minimum of τ (G)
e over all straightin G
e
line drawings G of G.
A convex geometric graph is a geometric graph
whose vertices are in convex position. A convex
straight-line drawing of a graph G is a convex geoe that is isomorphic to G.
metric graph G

In this paper we prove that α(Kn ) = Θ(n). For the
case of monotone trees, there is a gap between the
lower and upper bounds. We√prove that τ (Kn ) =
Ω(log log n) and τ (Kn ) = O( n log n). As an intermediate result, if we are interested in bounding
the size of monotone increasing or monotone decreasing binary trees but not both, we prove the bounds
τ + (Kn ) = O(log n) and τ − (Kn ) = O(log n).

∗ Partially

supported by Conacyt of Mexico, grant 153984.
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¶ Partially supported by project Millennium Nucleus Information and Coordination in Networks ICM/FIC RC130003
(Chile). Email: pablo.perez@uv.cl
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W so that N (e) < N (e0 ) if and only if the slope of e
is smaller than the slope of e0 . Recursively label the
e n [U ] of K
e n induced by U and
edges of the subgraph K
e
e n induced by
the edges of the subgraph Kn [W ] of K
W in such way that the edges between vertices in U
e n [U ]
and V have larger labels than the ones in both K
e n [W ]. Now, let P be a monotone path of maxiand K
e n with respect to this edge labeling.
mum length in K
By Lemma 1, there are at most two edges that go between sets of the same level of recursion. Moreover,
e n [U ] and K
e n [W ], since
P cannot have edges both in K
e n [U ], an
there would be a subpath with an edge in K
e
edge between U and W and an edge in Kn [W ]; this
path cannot be monotone. Thus, the length T (n) of
P satisfies the recursion T (n) ≤ 2 + T (n/2), which
implies T (n) = O(log n).


Monotone non-crossing paths

Lemma 1 Let S be a set of points in convex position and ` a straight line that splits S into two
nonempty parts U and V . The maximum length of a
non-crossing polygonal chain whose vertices alternate
between U and V and whose edges increase in slope
is two.
Proof. Assume that a polygonal P of length three
with the conditions of the statement exists. Let p, q, r
denote the first, second and third vertices of P , respectively, and assume that q ∈ U (the reasoning is
analogous if q ∈ V ). There exist three ways in which
the first two edges of P can look like, as shown in
Figure 1. In any case, the fourth vertex of P must
be either in the convex wedge with apex q and vertices p and r in its boundary or across the supporting
line of pq from r. In the first case, the convexity of S
is contradicted, in the second case a crossing in P is
introduced.


2

Monotone non-crossing complete binary trees

We can obtain a lower bound on τ (Kn ) with the same
argument used to bound α(Kn ).
e n be a convex straight-line drawTheorem 3 Let K
e n ) = Ω(log n).
ing of Kn . Then, τ (K

Proof. As before, let v1 , v2 , . . . , vn denote the vere n in increasing order of x-coordinate, N
tices of K
e n , and H the complete 3an edge labeling of K
e n . For 0 ≤
hypergraph with same vertex set as K
i < j < k ≤ n, color the edge (vi , vj , vk ) of H blue
if N (vi vj ) < N (vj vk ), otherwise color it red. From
Ramsey’s theorem, there exists a complete monochromatic sub-hypergraph K of size Ω(log n) in H. Assume without loss of generality that at least half of
the vertices of K lie on the lower convex hull of the
e n . Let vi , . . . , vi denote those vertices
vertices of K
1
m
in counterclockwise order. Let m0 be the largest integer of the form 2h+1 − 1, for some integer h, such
that m0 ≤ m. We embed a rooted complete binary
tree T of size m0 and vertices vi1 , . . . , vim0 . Place the
root of T at vi1 , and inductively place its left and
right subtrees at the vertices vi2 , . . . , vi(m0 +1)/2 and
vi(m0 +1)/2+1 , . . . , vim0 with roots at vi2 and vi(m0 +1)/2+1 ,
respectively (see Figure 2). Note that T is monotone
and has no crossings by construction.


Figure 1: The fourth vertex of a polygonal with increasing slope must be in the shaded region.

Theorem 2 α(Kn ) = Θ(log n).
e n be a straight-line drawing of Kn and
Proof. Let K
assume without loss of generality that no two vertices
e n have the same x-coordinate. Let v1 , . . . , vn
of K
e n in increasing order of xdenote the vertices of K
e n , and H the
coordinate, N an edge labeling of K
en.
complete 3-hypergraph with same vertex set as K
For 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n, color the edge (vi , vj , vk )
of H blue if N (vi vj ) < N (vj vk ), otherwise color it
red. From Ramsey’s Theorem, there exists a complete monochromatic sub-hypergraph K of size m =
Ω(log n) in H with vertices vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vim . Then,
P = vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vim is a monotone path of length
e n which has no crossings, as it is also
Ω(log n) in K
x-monotone.
e n be a convex
Now, for the upper bound, let K
straight-line drawing of Kn . We define the followe n . Let ` be a vertical line that
ing labeling N of K
e n into two sets U, W of
partitions the vertices of K
size at most n/2 + 1. Label the edges between U and

Figure 2: A complete binary tree in H.
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in Svw or the subtree Tw rooted at w is contained in
Svu . Assume without loss of generality that the first
case happens. This implies that every edge of Tu is
contained in Svw . Thus, the label of every edge of Tu
is smaller than the label of vw. Therefore, T (h, s) ≥
T (h − 1, T (h, s)). It can be shown by induction that
h
T (h, s) = Ω(s22 ). Thus, there is a label in T 0 of size
h
at least Ω(22 ). This implies that h0 = O(log log n).
Therefore, T has at most O(log n) vertices.


Theorem 4 τ (Kn ) = Ω(log log n).
e n be a straight-line drawing of Kn . By
Proof. Let K
the Erdős-Szekeres Theorem, there exists a set of
Ω(log n) vertices of K n in convex position; the bound
follows from Theorem 3.

When we search for monotone paths, there is no
need to distinguish between monotone increasing and
monotone decreasing—traversing a monotone increasing path in opposite direction gives us a monotone decreasing path of the same length and vice versa. This
is not the case with complete binary trees. Theorem 3
guarantees that we can find a monotone complete binary tree of size Ω(log n), but it can be increasing or
decreasing.
e n ) must take into account
An upper bound on τ (K
both monotone increasing and monotone decreasing
complete binary trees. We start by bounding both
e n ) and τ− (K
e n ).
τ+ (K

The edge labeling used in the proof of Theorem 5
forbids large monotone increasing binary trees, but it
is possible to find a monotone decreasing binary tree
of linear size. Theorem 6 gives an edge labeling that
forbids both increasing and decreasing large binary
trees.
√
Theorem 6 τ (Kn ) = O( n log n).
e n be a convex straight-line drawing of
Proof. Let K
e n in counKn . Let v1 , . . . , vn denote the vertices
of K
lp
m
terclockwise order. Let m =
n/ log n and partition the vertices into groups S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm of consecutive
vertices
such that each one has size at most
√

n log n . Label the edges with endpoints within
Si with the same edge labeling as in Theorem 5 such
that the largest non-crossing decreasing complete binary tree contained in Si has size at most O(log n).
We refer to these edges as red edges. We refer to
the edges with endpoints in different groups as blue
edges. Label the blue edges by increasing slope. Furthermore, choose the labels in such a way that every
blue edge has larger label than every red edge.
Let T be a monotone decreasing complete binary
tree with respect to this labeling. Note that T consists of a possibly empty blue binary tree Tb and a forest of red complete binary trees such that the roots
of the red trees are leaves of Tb (Figure 3). Note
that since Tb is non-crossing, the subgraph of Tb induced by blue edges between two different groups Si
and Sj has at most two connected components. By
Lemma 1, these components are trees of height at
most three. Therefore the number of edges between
two different groups Si and Sj is at most a constant.
Let u1 , . . . , um be vertices on a circle ordered counterclockwise. Add an edge between ui and uj if and
only if there is an edge in Tb between Si and Sj .
Since Tb is non-crossing,
p the resulting graph is also
non-crossing; it haspO( n/ log n) edges. Therefore,
Tb p
has at most O( n/ log n) edges. Since
p there are
O( n/ log n) leaves in Tb , there are O( n/ log n) red
trees, each
√ with size at most O(log n). Thus, T has
size O( n log n).
Now consider a monotone increasing complete binary tree T with respect to this labeling. Note that T
consists of a possibly empty red binary tree Tr and a
forest of blue complete binary trees such that the roots

Theorem 5 τ + (Kn ) = O(log n) and τ − (Kn ) =
O(log n).

e n be a convex straight-line drawing
Proof. Let K
e n such that
of Kn . We give an edge labeling of K
e n ) = O(log n). The proof for τ− (K
e n ) = O(log n)
τ+ (K
is analogous. The supporting line of every edge e = uv
e n partitions the vertices of K
e n \ {u, v} into two
of K
sets, let Se be the smaller one. Construct a labeling
N such that if N (e) < N (e0 ) then |Se | ≤ |Se0 |. Let T
be a largest non-crossing increasing complete binary
e n with root r with respect to N .
tree in K
Let L and R be the convex hulls of the left and
right subtrees of T , respectively. We claim that L
and R are disjoint. Suppose this is not the case. Let
l, v1 , . . . , vs , r0 be the the vertices of L ∪ R sorted radially around r starting with the root of the left subtree
and ending with the root of the right subtree. There
must be a vertex of R followed by a vertex of L in
this order, otherwise L and R are disjoint; let vi be
the first such vertex of R in this order and l0 = vi+1 .
In the path that joins vi with r0 in T , there exists at
least one edge vj vk with j ≤ i < k. The vertices l and
l0 lie on different sides of the supporting line of vj vk ,
so the path that joins them in T must cross vj vk . This
is a contradiction, since T is non-crossing.
Let ` be a line through r that separates L and R.
e n \ r into two
The line ` partitions the vertices of K
parts, one with less than n/2 vertices. Let T 0 be the
subtree of T contained in this part.
Let h0 be the height of T 0 . For 0 ≤ h ≤ h0 , let
Th,s be the set of subtrees of T 0 of height h such that
the edge that joins them with their parent has label
larger than s. Let T (h, s) be the minimum of the
largest label of each tree in Th,s .
Note that for every vertex v of T 0 with children u
and w either the subtree Tu rooted at u is contained
3
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Por que no sale esto ...
Por que no sale esto ...

[4] R. L. Graham and D. J. Kleitman. Increasing paths in
edge ordered graphs. Period. Math. Hungar., 3:141–
148, 1973. Collection of articles dedicated to the memory of Alfréd Rényi, II.
[5] Yehuda Roditty, Barack Shoham, and Raphael Yuster.
Monotone paths in edge-ordered sparse graphs. Discrete Math., 226(1-3):411–417, 2001.
[6] Raphael Yuster. Large monotone paths in graphs
with bounded degree. Graphs Combin., 17(3):579–587,
2001.

Figure 3: A monotone deccreasing complete binary
tree with respect to the ordering of Theorem 6.
of the red trees are leaves of Tr (Figure 4).√The tree
Tr is contained in some Sr , so it has size O( n log n).
Identify all the roots of the blue trees with a vertex
of Sr , this produces
a non crossing blue tree. There
√
are at most O( n log n) blue edges with an endpoint
in Sr . We can bound p
the number of remaining blue
edges as
before
by
O(
n/ log n). Therefore, T has
√
size O( n log n).

Figure 4: A monotone inscreasing complete binary
tree with respect to the ordering of Theorem 6.
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Abstract

p1

A natural relaxation for problems that have no solution for plane geometric graphs is to allow the geometric graphs to be 1-plane, that is, there can be at most
one crossing per edge. In this work, we study this relaxation for Hamiltonian alternating cycles and paths.
Thus, it is well-known that one cannot always draw
a plane Hamiltonian alternating cycle, even on a bicolored point set in convex position, whilst we prove
that allowing the cycle to be 1-plane, it can always
be found, on a point set in general position, in O(n2 )
time and space. We also restrict ourselves to bicolored
point sets in convex position obtaining a remarkable
variety of results. Among them, we show that every
Hamiltonian alternating cycle with minimum number
of crossings is 1-plane, and we compute Hamiltonian
alternating cycles and paths with minimum number
of crossings in, respectively, O(n) and O(n2 ) time and
space.

p3

p2

p4

r

p5

b

p6

Figure 1: Left: A 1-PHAC. Right: A configuration
that does not admit a 1-PHAP with endpoints r, b.
are properties of the underlying abstract graph. For
short, we shall write 1-PHAC and 1-PHAP to refer to
a 1-plane Hamiltonian alternating cycle and a 1-plane
Hamiltonian alternating path, respectively. Figure 1
(left) illustrates a 1-PHAC1 .
From the fact that one cannot always find a Hamiltonian alternating path, even if S is in convex position, arose the interest to study such geometric
graphs. According to Pach [8], the first study is due
to Erdős [5] who proposed in 1989 to determine or
estimate the largest number `(n) such that, for every
set of n red and n blue points on a circle (i.e., in convex position), there exists a non-crossing alternating
path consisting of `(n) vertices. Erdős conjectured
that `(n) = 23 n + 2 + o(n), but one can find point
configurations for which `(n) < 34 n + o(n) [1, 8]. The
best bounds up to date for `(n) are due to Kynčl,
Pach and Tóth [8], and valid for bicolored point sets
in general position. However, the conjecture that
|`(n) − 34 n| = o(n) remains open, even for points in
convex position.
On the other hand, Akiyama and Urrutia [2] gave
an O(n2 ) time algorithm for computing a plane alternating path visiting the maximum possible number of
points, provided that the point set is in convex position and the endpoints of the path are previously
fixed. Moreover, Kaneko, Kano and Yoshimoto [7]
proved that there always exists a Hamiltonian alternating cycle on a bicolored point set in general position with at most n − 1 crossings. See [6] for more
references on bicolored point sets.
Due to the impossibility of achieving the plane char-

Introduction
Let R and B be two disjoint sets of red and blue
points in the plane, respectively, such that S = R ∪ B
is in general position (i.e, no three points lie on the
same line). A Hamiltonian alternating path on S is
a path passing through every point of S such that
its edges are straight-line segments, and any two consecutive vertices have distinct colors. A Hamiltonian
alternating cycle is analogously defined. Thus, unless
otherwise stated, |B| = n and n ≤ |R| ≤ n + 1.
When there are no crossings, such paths and cycles
are said to be plane, and they are 1-plane if every
edge is allowed to have at most one crossing. Observe
that the terms plane graph and 1-plane graph refer
to a geometric object, while to be planar or 1-planar
∗ Emails: merce@ma4.upc.edu, carlos.seara@upc.edu. Research supported by proyects Gen. Cat. DGR 2014SGR46 and
MINECO MTM2012-30951.
† Emails: olaverri@unizar.es, jtejel@unizar.es. Research supported by Gobierno de Aragón under grant E58 (ESF) and
project MINECO MTM2012-30951.
‡ Email: dgarijo@us.es.
Research supported by proyect
2011/FQM-164.

1 In the figures in this work, red points are illustrated as solid
red points, and blue points are depicted as hollow blue points.
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acter, and as a natural relaxation on the constraint,
Hurtado et al. [3] proposed to study 1-plane geometric
graphs in general, emphasizing on 1-plane Hamiltonian alternating cycles and paths. They proved that
one can always draw a 1-PHAC on a point set in convex position, and also on a double chain. They also
conjectured the existence of a 1-PHAP for point sets
in general position. Our main result in Section 1 (Theorem 3) settles in the affirmative this conjecture, and
is even stronger, since we prove that not only a path
but a 1-PHAC can always be obtained on a point set
in general position, also upper-bounding the number
of crossings. Our approach lets us also show that such
a cycle can be computed in O(n2 ) time and space.
Section 2 concerns Hamiltonian alternating cycles
and paths on bicolored point sets in convex position.
Theorem 5 provides a lower bound for the number
of crossings, and states that only some cycles that
are 1-plane attain the bound. We also characterize the point configurations that do not admit a 1PHAP with given endpoints, and for the remaining
we show every optimum Hamiltonian alternating path
(i.e., with minimum number of crossings) is 1-plane.
We conclude in Theorem 9 analyzing the complexities of computing optimum Hamiltonian alternating
paths and cycles. These complexities are O(n) (for
cycles and paths with consecutive endpoints of S) and
O(n2 ) (for all paths).
We want to point out that most proofs in this work
involve a number of technical results and long case
analysis. Thus, due to the space limitation, they are
omitted, although we give some brief explanations.
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Figure 2: A counterclockwise partition (left) and a
clockwise partition (right) of S around r.
On the other hand, our approach makes possible
bounding the number of crossings, not only by n − 1
but using the number of runs of S. A run of S is a
maximal set of consecutive points of the same color
on the boundary of CH(S), which can be red or blue
depending on the color of the points. We write r(X)
and b(X) to denote the number of red and blue runs
of S, respectively; observe that r(S) = b(S) whenever
the boundary of CH(S) contains points of both colors.
The following lemma, which is an adaptation of
Lemma 1 of [7], gives the method to split S into the
above-mentioned adequate subsets; see also Figure 2.
For the sake of brevity, we only state the result for
|R| = |B| = n ≥ 1 but a similar result holds for
|R| = |B| + 1 = n + 1 ≥ 2.
Lemma 1 Let S = R ∪ B be in general position, and
let r be an arbitrary red point of S. Suppose that
|R| = |B| = n ≥ 1, {p1 , . . . , p2n−1 } is the counterclockwise radial order of the points of S \ {r} around
r, and pi+1 is the first point in that sequence such that
|{r, p1 , . . . , pi+1 } ∩ R| = |{r, p1 , . . . , pi+1 } ∩ B|. Then,
(a) pi+1 = p1 if p1 is blue, (b) pi and pi+1 both exist
and are blue whenever p1 is red. In this last case, we
say that S1 = {p1 , . . . , pi } and S2 = {pi+1 , . . . , p2n−1 }
form a counterclockwise partition of S \ {r} around r.

General position

We first consider the problem of drawing a 1-PHAC on
a set S = R∪B in general position with n = |R| = |B|.
Our approach follows the technique of Kaneko, Kano
and Yoshimoto [7] to construct a Hamiltonian alternating cycle with at most n − 1 crossings, but with
important differences. Indeed, the main tool of their
technique is the fact that there always exists a Hamiltonian alternating path with at most n − 1 crossings
connecting any red point to any blue point, both located on the boundary of CH(S)2 . Then, they use
an effective way of splitting S into adequate subsets
in which, by induction, one can draw such paths so
that they can be connected giving rise to the desired
cycle. Our main obstacle is that when the path is allowed to be 1-plane, red and blue arbitrary points on
the boundary of CH(S) cannot always be connected;
see Figure 1 (right). This fact is captured in Lemma
2, which says that one can fix the endpoints of a 1PHAP in all cases except for the special configurations
of Definition 1.

If we explore the points of S \{r} in clockwise order,
we obtain the clockwise partition of S \ {r} around r,
where there are points p0i0 , p0i0 +1 playing the role of pi ,
pi+1 ; see Figure 2 (right).
Definition 1 Let S = R ∪ B such that r ∈ R and
b ∈ B are on the boundary of CH(S). The triple
(S, r, b) is a special configuration if:
(i) The two neighbors of r on the boundary of
CH(S) are red, and those of b are blue.
(ii) In the clockwise and counterclockwise partitions
of S around r, pi+1 = p0i0 +1 = b.
(iii) In the clockwise and counterclockwise partitions
of S around b, pi+1 = p0i0 +1 = r.

2 As usual, the convex hull of a point set X ⊆ S is denoted
by CH(X).

Otherwise, the configuration (S, r, b) is non-special.
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Figure 1 (right) illustrates a special configuration
(S, r, b). In the counterclockwise partition of S around
r, S1 = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 } and so pi+1 = b; for the
clockwise partition we have S1 = {p5 , p6 }, and again
p0i0 +1 = b. The same happens for the clockwise and
counterclockwise partitions of S around b: points pi+1
and p0i0 +1 coincide with r.
As it was explained before, the following lemma is
the main tool to reach Theorem 3 below. Its proof
shows simultaneously both statements by induction
on |S|, using the partitions of Lemma 1 and performing a case analysis.

Hamiltonian alternating cycle on S, and moreover,
only cycles that are 1-plane attain the bound.
Theorem 5 Let S = R ∪ B be in convex position
with |R| = |B| = n ≥ 2. Then,
(i) Every Hamiltonian alternating cycle on S has at
least n − r(S) crossings.
(ii) A Hamiltonian alternating cycle on S with n −
r(S) crossings is 1-plane.
The converse of statement (ii) in the preceding theorem is not true, i.e., it is possible to construct a
1-PHAC on a set S with more than n − r(S) crossings. For instance, if S consists of points alternating
in color then r(S) = n, and obviously one can draw a
1-PHAC without crossings, but also a 1-PHAC with
d n2 e or d n2 e + 1 crossings (depending on the parity of
n). Moreover, using the same point configuration, it
is not difficult to check that the number of different
1-plane Hamiltonian alternating cycles on a point set
can be exponential.
Regarding paths, recall that by Lemma 2, one can
always draw a 1-PHAP with given endpoints, provided that the point configuration is non-special (in
case that those endpoints are of distinct colors). The
following theorem states that for point sets in convex
position, special configurations are the unique configurations of points that do not admit such a path.

Lemma 2 Let S = R ∪ B, and let r be an arbitrary
red point on the boundary of CH(S). Then, the following statements hold.
(i) If |R| = |B| = n ≥ 1 and there is a blue point b
on the boundary of CH(S) such that the configuration (S, r, b) is non-special, then there exists
a 1-PHAP on S with endpoints r, b and at most
n − r(S) crossings.
(ii) If |R| = |B| + 1 = n + 1 ≥ 2 and there is a
red point r0 on the boundary of CH(S) different
from r, then there exists a 1-PHAP on S with
endpoints r, r0 and at most n − b(S) crossings.
By using the Ham-sandwich theorem and Lemma 2,
we can prove our main result in this section.
Theorem 3 For given S = R ∪ B with |B| = |R| =
n ≥ 2, there exists a 1-plane Hamiltonian alternating
cycle on S with at most n−max{r(S), b(S)} crossings.

Theorem 6 Let S = R ∪ B be in convex position
with |R| = |B| = n ≥ 1. Given r ∈ R and b ∈ B,
there exists a 1-plane Hamiltonian alternating path on
S with endpoints r, b if and only if the configuration
(S, r, b) is non-special.

The bound of n − max{r(S), b(S)} for the number
of crossings is tight: a point set S consisting of 2n
points in convex position, n consecutive red points
and n consecutive blue points attains the bound [7].
However, there are configurations of points for which
this bound is far to be tight: if the n red points are
on the boundary of CH(S) and the n blue points are
inside CH(S), then there is a Hamiltonian alternating
cycle on S with no crossings [4], and the bound of
Theorem 3 would be n − 1.
Lemma 2 and Theorem 3 let us compute a 1-PHAC,
not necessarily minimizing the number of crossings, in
O(n2 ) time and space.

On the other hand, when the configuration is nonspecial, one may wonder whether being optimum implies being 1-plane. This is the analogous problem
as that considered in Theorem 5(ii) for cycles, but
there is a fundamental difference: the path has fixed
endpoints, which have the same color or not.
Theorem 7 Let S = R ∪ B be in convex position
with |R| = |B| ≥ 1 or |R| = |B| + 1 ≥ 2, and let
ps , pt ∈ S such that the configuration (S, ps , pt ) is
non-special if ps , pt have distinct colors. Then, every optimum Hamiltonian alternating path on S with
endpoints ps , pt is 1-plane.

Corollary 4 For given S = R ∪ B with |B| = |R| =
n ≥ 2, a 1-plane Hamiltonian alternating cycle on S
can be computed in O(n2 ) time and space.
2

The preceding theorem is proved by assuming that
there exists such an optimum path, say Opt, and that
an edge is crossed by two other edges. Depending on
the positions of the endpoints of those edges and their
colors, we distinguish a number of cases. A contradiction (with Opt being optimum) is reached in each
case, by using a technical lemma that gives information about the order in which Opt must visit some

Convex position

We now turn to a natural restriction of our study that
is to consider point sets S in convex position. We first
obtain that, in this case, the bound of Theorem 3 is
a lower bound for the number of crossings of every
7
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subsets of points, and a property based on the quadrangular property. All the arguments of this proof,
except for those in one case, can be used for special
configurations to show that no edge of Opt can be
crossed twice. In that specific case, we obtain that
Opt has only one edge that is crossed twice. This is
contained in the following corollary.

Conclusion

We conclude by formulating some problems, related
to those here considered, that remain open.
• For point sets S in general position:
Problem 1. Characterize the special configurations
(S, r, b) that do admit a 1-PHAP.
Problem 2. Among all optimum Hamiltonian alternating cycles on S, determine whether there is at least
one that is 1-plane.
Problem 3. Decide whether it is possible to compute
in polynomial time an optimum 1-PHAC on S.

Corollary 8 Let (S, r, b) be a special configuration
for a point set S = R ∪ B in convex position with
|R| = |B| = n ≥ 1. Then, every Hamiltonian alternating path on S with endpoints r, b has at least
n − r(S) crossings. Moreover, an optimum Hamiltonian alternating path on S with endpoints r, b can be
computed in O(n) time, has n − r(S) crossings, and
all its edges are crossed at most once, except for one
of them that is crossed twice.

• For point sets S in convex position:
Problem 4. Prove that the number of 1-plane Hamiltonian alternating cycles on S is exponential in r(S).

Finally, we analyze the complexities of computing
optimum Hamiltonian alternating paths and cycles on
S in convex position. Recall that, by Corollary 4,
when S is in general position, a 1-PHAC (not necessarily optimum) can be computed in O(n2 ) time and
space.
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Theorem 9 For given S = R ∪ B in convex position,
the following statements hold.
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Abstract

In this paper, we assume that the cities are bicolored points on the plane and we focus on studying the
particular case in which the points are in convex position. Under this assumption, Section 2 is devoted to
characterizing the order of the points in any optimum
tour for the BTSP, using a technical lemma proved in
Section 1. This characterization allows us to design
an O(n6 ) algorithm, described in Section 3, to solve
the BTSP for the convex case. Finally, in Section 4,
we extend the characterization and the algorithm to
find the optimum tour inside a simple polygon, which
visits alternatively the bicolored vertices of the polygon.

Given a bicolored convex point set S = R ∪ B, with
|R| = |B| = n, we provide an O(n6 ) algorithm to
find the shortest Hamiltonian cycle C, visiting alternatively the points of R and B. The algorithm is
based on characterizing the possible order in which
the points of S can appear in C. This algorithm can
also be used to construct the shortest Hamiltonian
cycle C such that C visits alternatively the bicolored
vertices of a simple polygon P and is inside P .
Introduction
In the bipartite traveling salesman problem (BTSP),
one is given a partition of a prescribed set of cities
into two classes R and B, with |R| = |B|, and one
wishes to find the shortest route such that the cities
in R and B alternate along the route. At first glance,
dividing the cities into two classes seems to be a bit
artificial, but the BTSP appears in a natural way as a
particular case for different types of problems, mainly
in typical industrial settings where pick and place or
grasp and delivery robots are employed with some material handling tasks. See for example [10].
It is well-known that the BTSP and the Euclidean
BTSP (the cities are assumed to be points on the
plane) are NP-hard, so there is no polynomial algorithm to solve them unless P = N P . Researchers
have been focused on designing good approximation
algorithms or solving particular cases. We refer the
reader to [2, 4, 7, 9, 10] and the references therein
for different approximation algorithms along with experimental results. When the cities are on a line or
a tree, the BTSP can be solved in O(n) and O(n2 )
time, respectively [12]. In [6], the authors solve another particular case. They give an O(n4 ) algorithm
to decide whether there is a renumbering of the n
cities such that the elements of the resulting distance
matrix satisfy a set of inequalities. If this is the case,
the shortest tour can be obtained directly from this
renumbering. This set of inequalities is in fact a relaxation of the Monge property: cij + clm ≤ cim + clj ,
for i < l and j < m.

1

A technical lemma

Given a point set S on the plane, a polygonal
path P is a curve specified by a sequence of points
p1 , p2 , . . . , pk+1 called its vertices, where k ≥ 1 and
pi 6= pj for all i, j. The curve itself consists of the
line segments e1 = p1 p2 , e2 = p2 p3 , . . . , ek = pk pk+1
connecting the consecutive vertices. We consider P as
an oriented path, so P begins at point p1 , finishes at
point pk+1 and all the edges ei = pi pi+1 are oriented
from pi to pi+1 . A polygonal path is called simple if
only consecutive segments intersect and only at their
endpoints.
The following lemma allows us to associate a simple
polygonal path with every non-simple polygonal path.
Lemma 1 Let P be a polygonal path connecting
p1 to pk+1 , consisting of consecutive segments e1 =
p1 p2 , e2 = p2 p3 , . . . , ek = pk pk+1 . Then, there exists a simple polygonal path P 0 connecting p1 to
pk+1 consisting of a sequence of consecutive segments
e0i1 , e0i2 , . . . , e0ih such that every segment e0ij is contained in segment eij and 1 = i1 < i2 < . . . < ih = k.
Figure 1 shows an example of the lemma. The thicker
segments correspond to P 0 . Observe that if segment
e0i appears before segment e0j in P 0 , then segment ei
appears before segment ej in path P = p1 , . . . , p17 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 1,
P consists of segment e1 = p1 p2 , so P is simple
and coincides with P 0 . Suppose the lemma holds
for any polygonal path consisting of ≤ k − 1 segments. Hence, by induction, the polygonal path

∗ Emails: olaverri@unizar.es, jtejel@unizar.es. Research supported by Gobierno de Aragón under grant E58 (ESF) and
project MINECO MTM2012-30951.
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Figure 2: The shortest Hamiltonian alternating cycle
for this convex point set.
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convex point set, where red points are illustrated as
solid red points and blue points as hollow blue points.
Observe that C does not contain a five points star.
The proof of the theorem is mainly based on Lemma
1 and the well-known quadrangular property: Given
a geometric graph G, if edge e = pq crosses edge
e0 = p0 q 0 , then the length of the geometric graph
G0 obtained by replacing edges e, e0 by edges pp0 , qq 0
(or replacing them by edges pq 0 , qp0 ) is less than the
length of graph G. Of course, if graph G00 is obtained
from G by applying this transformation several times,
G00 is shorter than G. Using the quadrangular property, it is not difficult to check the next two properties
for the shortest Hamiltonian alternating cycle, C, on
S (see [3] for details).

0

Figure 1: The simple polygonal path P obtained from
the non-simple polygonal path P .
Pk−1 = {e1 , . . . , ek−1 } connecting p1 to pk contains
0
a simple polygonal path Pk−1
consisting of segments
0
0
ei1 , . . . , eih , with i1 = 1 < i2 < . . . < ih = k − 1, and
e0ij ⊆ eij for j = 1, . . . , h. Let p0 be the first point
0
of Pk−1
that is also a point of segment ek = pk pk+1 .
That point exists because at least pk is a common
0
point for both Pk−1
and ek . Then, by construction,
00
0
the subpath P of Pk−1
consisting of the points from
p1 to p0 has p0 as the only common point with segment e0k = p0 pk+1 . Therefore, the path P 0 obtained
by gluing segment e0k = p0 pk+1 to P 00 satisfies all the
sought properties.

2

p4

e014

p13
P
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P1 If the directed edge ei = pi qi crosses the directed
edge ej = pj qj , then points pi , pj must have the
same color (and therefore qi , qj have the other
color)

Points in convex position

P2 C cannot contain three edges ei = pi qi , ej =
pj qj , ek = pk qk crossing each other.

Let S be a point set in convex position and let CH(S)
be the convex hull of S. We suppose that the points of
S appear clockwise in the cyclic order p1 , p2 , . . . , p2n
on the boundary of CH(S). A Hamiltonian cycle C on
S is given by a cyclic permutation (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pi2n )
of the points of S, where C is assumed to be a directed
cycle, consisting of the directed segments (or edges)
pi1 pi2 , pi2 pi3 . . . , pi2n−1 pi2n , pi2n pi1 . The length of C is
P2n
the amount l(C) = j=1 d(pij , pij+1 ), where d(pi , pj )
is the Euclidean distance from pi to pj , identifying
pi2n+1 with pi1 . Given five points pi1 , pi2 , pi3 , pi4 , pi5
in clockwise order on the boundary of CH(S) and a
Hamiltonian cycle C on S, we say the five points form
a five points star if they appear in C in the order
pi1 , . . . , pi3 , . . . , pi5 , . . . , pi2 , . . . , pi4 , . . . or in the order
pi1 , . . . , pi4 , . . . , pi2 , . . . , pi5 , . . . , pi3 , . . ..
We assume that the points of S are partitioned into
two classes, R and B, such that |R| = |B| = n. R is
the set of red points and B is the set of blue points.
A cycle (path) is alternating if any two consecutive
vertices have distinct colors. The following theorem
shows that any optimum Hamiltonian alternating cycle cannot contain a five points star. Figure 2 shows
the shortest Hamiltonian alternating cycle C for that

Theorem 2 Let S = R ∪ B be a point set in convex
position, where |R| = |B| = n. If C is the shortest
Hamiltonian alternating cycle on S, then C cannot
contain a five points star.
Proof. Assuming that five points pi1 , pi2 , pi3 , pi4 ,
pi5 , clockwise on the boundary of CH(S), appear in C in the cyclic order pi1 , . . . , pi3 , . . . , pi5 , . . . ,
pi2 , . . . , pi4 , . . ., a contradiction is reached. The same
reasoning can be applied to the symmetric order
pi1 , . . . , pi4 , . . . , pi2 , . . . , pi5 , . . . , pi3 , . . ..
Let P1 , P3 , P5 , P2 , P4 be the polygonal paths consisting of the edges of C connecting pi1 to pi3 , pi3 to
pi5 , pi5 to pi2 , pi2 to pi4 and pi4 to pi1 respectively. Let
P10 , P30 , P50 , P20 , P40 be the corresponding simple polygonal paths obtained by applying Lemma 1 to those
paths. By construction, the polygonal path P50 must
be crossed by P10 and P40 . Among all the intersection
points between P40 and P50 , let q4 be the first one on
P40 , and among all the intersection points between P10
and P50 , let q1 be the last one on P10 . Note that q4
must be a crossing point between an edge e05 = p05 q50
10
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Due to space limitations, we do not explain this case
in detail. The reasoning is based again on applying
the quadrangular property twice. The main difference
in relation to Case 1 is that now paths P40 and P10 must
cross at a point q 0 , placed in the region bounded by
path P50 and the part of the boundary of CH(S) from
pi2 to pi5 , and the edges producing this crossing point
must be used to apply the quadrangular property.
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Cyclic permutations of the set {1, 2, . . . , n} where a
five points star is forbidden have been studied previously in [8], where recurrence formulas, asymptotic
values, ... are given for their number. These permutations are also called g-pyramidal permutations
[8, 11] and it is not difficult to see that the family
of g-pyramidal permutations is the same as the family of twisted sequences defined by Aurenhammer in
[1]. Given a distance matrix, in [5], Deineko et al. developed an O(n7 ) algorithm to compute the shortest
twisted sequence. In [11], a similar algorithm with
complexity O(n6 ) is given to compute the shortest gpyramidal permutation. Next, we describe this last
algorithm and how to apply it to solve the original
problem.
The algorithm to compute the shortest g-pyramidal
permutation is based on the fact that a permutation
is g-pyramidal if and only if it satisfies the subdivision property [8]: A cyclic permutation (1, i2 , i3 , . . . in )
satisfies the subdivision property if and only if
(i2 , . . . , in ) is formed by, first, a permutation σ1 of
consecutive indices and later a permutation σ2 of the
remaining indices and, besides, this division process
can be repeated again for σ1 and σ2 .
The input of the algorithm is the complete graph,
Kn , with {1, 2, . . . , n} as the set of vertices, and a
n × n distance (or cost) symmetric matrix D, where
d(i, j) is the distance or cost between vertex i and
vertex j. The output is the shortest g-pyramidal
permutation,
that P
is, a permutation πn such that
Pn
n
0
d(i,
π
(i))
≤
n
i=1
i=1 d(i, πn (i)) for any other g0
pyramidal permutation πn . Let us denote by [i, j]
the interval of consecutive vertices i, i + 1, . . . , j (assuming n + 1 = 1). For each interval [i, j], a vertex
s ∈ [i, j] and a vertex t 6∈ [i, j], let C(i, j, s, t) be the
cost (length) of an optimal path beginning at s, visiting all the vertices of [i, j] and finishing at t, with
the additional condition that the path satisfies the
subdivision property.
Clearly, if [i, j] only contains one vertex, then
C[i, i, i, t] = d(i, t). In any other case, by the optimality principle of dynamic programming, C(i, j, s, t)
is the minimum of:

q50
q1

Algorithm

q500
pi3

q10

Figure 3: Point q4 appears before point q1 in P5 .
of P5 and an edge e04 = p04 q40 of P4 , and q1 must be a
crossing point between an edge e005 = p005 q500 of P5 and
an edge e01 = p01 q10 of P1 . We distinguish two cases
depending on the order of q1 and q4 on P5 .
Case 1: q4 appears before q1 in P5
In this case, e005 must appear after e05 in P5 or both
edges coincide. Suppose first that both edges coincide,
so q4 is placed before q1 on e05 = e005 . See top part of
Figure 3. As triple crossings are forbidden by property
P2, then necessarily edges e01 and e04 do not cross each
other. Moreover, since q4 is the first crossing point
between P40 and P50 on P40 and q1 is the last crossing
point between P10 and P50 on P10 , p04 must be to the
right of e05 and p01 must be to the left of e05 . Observe
that, by property P1, p01 6= q40 , p04 6= q10 , p01 , p04 , p05 have
the same color and q10 , q40 , q50 the other color. By applying the quadrangular property twice, first replacing edges e05 , e04 by edges s5 = p05 q40 and s4 = p04 q50
and then replacing edges e01 , s4 by edges s1 = p01 q50
and s04 = p04 q10 , we obtain a shorter cycle. Specifically, if we denote by P1a , P1b , P4a , P4b and P5a , P5b
the three couples of paths obtained from P1 , P3 , P5
when edges e01 , e04 , e05 are removed, then cycle C
is P1a , e01 , P1b , P3 , P5a , e05 , P5b , P2 , P4a , e04 , P4b and the
cycle C 0 = P1a , s1 , P5b , P2 , P4a , s04 , P1b , P3 , P5a , s5 , P4b
would be shorter than C.
Suppose now that e05 is different from e005 . Again,
by applying the quadrangular property twice, replacing edges e05 , e04 by edges s5 = p05 q40 , s4 = p04 q50 , and
edges e01 , e005 by edges s1 = p01 q500 , s005 = p005 q10 we obtain
a shorter cycle (bottom part of Figure 3).

(

Case 2: q1 appears before q4 in P5
11

C(i, k, s, t0 ) + C(k + 1, j, t0 , t), k ∈ [s, j − 1], t0 ∈ [k + 1, j]
C(k + 1, j, s, t0 ) + C(i, k, t0 , t), k ∈ [i, s − 1], t0 ∈ [i, k]
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p2

because, after vertex s, either an interval [i, k] is visited
first, then a vertex t0 of [k + 1, j], next the remaining
vertices of this last interval and finally vertex t, or the
opposite, first an interval [k + 1, j], then a vertex t0 in
[i, k], next the rest of vertices in that interval and finally
vertex t.
The algorithm computes the O(n4 ) values C(i, j, s, t) in
increasing order of the size of the intervals [i, j]. Since every C(i, j, s, t) requires O(n2 ) time, the overall complexity
is O(n6 ) time and O(n4 ) space. The length of the shortest
g-pyramidal permutation is

p1
p10
p11
p12
p8

p9

p4
p7

p5
p6

Figure 4: The shortest Hamiltonian alternating cycle
p1 , p2 , p3 , p9 , p7 , p5 , p4 , p6 , p8 , p11 , p10 , p12 for the simple polygon p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 , p6 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p11 , p12 .

min(C(2, n, k, 1) + d(1, k)), k ∈ [2, n]
k

and the optimal permutation is obtained in the standard
backward way of dynamic programming.
As, by Theorem 2, the shortest Hamiltonian alternating
cycle must be g-pyramidal, the following theorem holds.

[2] A. Baltz and A. Srivastav, Aproximation algorithms
for the Euclidean bipartite TSP. Operations Research
Letters 33 (2005), 403–410.
[3] M. Claverol, A. Garcı́a, D. Garijo, C. Seara and J.
Tejel, On Hamiltonian alternating cycles and paths.
Manuscript submitted to Comput. Geom.

Theorem 3 Let S = R ∪ B be a point set in convex
position, where |R| = |B| = n. The shortest Hamiltonian
alternating cycle on S can be computed in O(n6 ) time and
O(n4 ) space.

4

p3

[4] P. Chalanasi and R. Motwani, Approximating capacitated routing and delivery problems. SIAM Journal
on Computing 28 (1999), 2133–2149.

Points being the vertices of a simple polygon

[5] V.G. Deineko and G.J. Woeginger, A study of exponential neighborhoods for the travelling salesman
problem and for the quadratic assignement problem,
Mathematical Programming 87 (2000), 519–542.

Let S = R∪B be a bicolored point set, with |R| = |B|, and
let P be a simple polygon whose vertices are the points of
S. We would like to find the shortest Hamiltonian alternating cycle C inside P . See Figure 4. Recall that, in a
simple polygon, the distance between any two vertices of
P is the geodesic distance and the shortest path between
them is the geodesic path. The geodesic distance also satisfies the quadrangular property, so, when two geodesic
paths cross, they can be replaced by another two, without
increasing the length of the resulting graph. This also implies that properties P1 and P2 hold for geodesic paths:
C cannot contain three geodesic paths crossing each other
and if the geodesic path pi qi crosses the geodesic path
pj qj , then pi , pj have the same color.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that Lemma
1 is also true when the polygonal path consists of a set
of geodesic paths instead of a set of segments. Hence, as
Theorem 2 is based on the quadrangular property, properties P1 and P2, and Lemma 1, then this theorem also
holds for optimum Hamiltonian alternating cycles inside
simple polygons. Therefore, there is a shortest Hamiltonian alternating cycle inside P not containing a five points
star and the algorithm of Section 3 can be applied again
to find it.

[6] V.G. Deineko and G.J. Woeginger, Another look at
the shoelace TSP: The case of very old shoes. In: Fun
with Algorithms (A. Ferro, F. Luccio and P. Widmayer, eds.), LNCS 8496 (2014), 125–136.
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Theorem 4 Let S = R ∪ B be a bicolored point set such
that |R| = |B| = n and the points of S are the vertices
of a simple polygon P . Then, the shortest Hamiltonian
alternating cycle inside P can be computed in O(n6 ).

[12] F. Wang, A. Lim and Z. Xu, The one-commodity
pickup and delivery travelling salesman problem on
a path or a tree. Networks 48 (2006), 24–35.
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Abstract

Perhaps the first paper in this direction, was [1] in
which the authors proved that any set
p of n points in
general position has a matching with n/12 elements
all of which cross each other, they call such matchings crossing matchings. Their result was proved using what they called mutually avoiding sets of points.
Two subsets A and B of a point set S are mutually
avoiding if any line passing through two elements of
A (respectively B) does not intersect the convex hull
of B (respectively A). Valtr [5] proved that there are
point sets S that do not
√ contain mutually avoiding
sets with more than 11 n elements.
Pach and Solymoshi [4] then proved that if a point
set with n = 2m points has exactly m halving lines,
then it has a crossing perfect matching. We believe
that in general, any point set with n points always has
a crossing matching of linear size, or almost linear size.
The problem
of finding a crossing family with more
√
than O( n) segments for any set of n points is still
open.
Observe that using the result by Aronov et al. on
the existence of crossing matchings, it is relatively
easy to show √
that S always admits a Hamiltonian cycle with O(n n) crossings.
To see this take a crossp
ing matching with n/12 edges, remove from S the
endpoints of this matching, and find again a crossing
matching in the remaining set of points. Clearly√we
can iterate this process until we
√ get a set with O( n)
crossing matchings of size O( n). By concatenating
the edges of these matchings appropriately,
we can
√
get a Hamiltonian cycle of S with O(n n) crossings
among its edges. The question now arises in a natural way to find out if S always has a Hamiltonian
matching with a quadratic number of crossings. We
answer this question in the affirmative in Section 2 of
this paper. We show that any point set always has a
2
Hamiltonian cycle such that its edges cross n12 − O(n)
times. If, as we believe, it is true that any point set always has a crossing matching of linear size this would
give a different proof of our main result.
We generalize the definition of crossing matchings
in the following way: a crossing family of k-paths on S
is a set of vertex disjoint paths in S of length k, such
that any two of them cross. In Section 1 we show

Let S be a set of n points in the plane in general position. Two line segments connecting pairs of points
of S cross if they have an interior point in common
which is called a crossing. Two edge disjoint graphs
with vertices in S cross if there is an edge in the first
and an edge in the second that cross. A set of edge
disjoint graphs with vertices in S is called mutually
crossing if any two graphs of the set cross. In this paper we show that for any point set S there always exist
a set of mutually crossing 3-paths with at least b n4 c
elements. We prove that for any point set S there always exists a set of b n6 c vertex disjoint 3-cycles (from
now on called triangles) of S that are mutually crossing. We also show that there always exists a Hamiltonian cycle on S such that its edges cross at least
n2
12 − O(n) times.
Introduction
Let S be a set of points in general position. A kpath (respectively a k-cycle) of S is a path with k
edges all of whose vertices are elements of S. Two
vertex disjoint edges with vertices in S cross if they
intersect at a point which is in the relative interior of
both of them. Two paths or two cycles of S are vertex
disjoint if no point in S belongs to both of them, and
they cross if at least an edge from the first crosses an
edge from the second. A Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle
that contains all points of S.
In the study of geometric graphs, we have been
mainly interested in finding crossing free graphs on
point sets, that is graphs containing no two crossing
edges, e.g. triangulations, non-crossing matchings in
bicolored point sets, alternating paths, etc.. In this
paper we will be interested in finding geometric graphs
on point sets with many crossings, e.g. Hamiltonian
cycles whose edges cross as many times as possible.
∗ Email: chepomich1306@gmail.com. Partially supported by
grant 80268 of CONACyT, México.
† Email: jcraviotolagos@gmail.com. Partially supported by
grant 80268 of CONACyT, México.
‡ Email: urrutia@matem.unam.mx. Partially supported by
grant 80268 of CONACyT, México.
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Figure 1: Constructing a family of crossing 3-paths.

Figure 2: Constructing a family of crossing triangles.

that if instead of a matching, we take 3-paths, then
any point set S has a crossing set of vertex disjoint
paths of S with b n4 c elements, which is tight as this
is the maximum number of vertex disjoint 3-paths of
S. We then show that we can always find a set of b n6 c
vertex disjoint triangles of S that cross.
An interesting open problem is the following:

they cross L2 , but from bottom to top. Now join
0
the right endpoint of si with the left endpoint of si ,
i = 1, . . . , n4 . It is now easy to see that we obtain a
set of crossing 3-paths.
Since any 3-path has four elements of S as vertices,
any family of vertex disjoint 3-paths of S has at most
b n4 c elements, which shows that our bound is optimal.


Conjecture 1 Any point set S in general position
always has a family of crossing 2-paths of linear size.
1

Crossing family of triangles
We now prove the following result:

Crossing families of 3-paths and triangles

Theorem 2 For every point set of n points in the
plane in general position, there is a set of bn/6c vertex
disjoint crossing triangles.

The first theorem shows a tight bound on the size of
the 3-path crossing families that can be obtained for
any point set. The second theorem in this section,
shows a lower bound on the size of a crossing families of triangles that can always be obtained. Other
crossing families were obtained during this research
but are not shown here due to space and relevance.

We recall first the next result of Buck and Buck [2]:
Theorem 3 Let S be a set of n points in the plane
in general position. Then there are three concurrent lines L1 , L2 and L3 that split the plane into six
wedges, each containing at least b n6 c elements of S.

Crossing family of 3-paths
Theorem 1 For any point set of n points in the plane
there always exists a crossing family of vertex disjoint
3-paths of size bn/4c.

We proceed now with the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof. Consider three lines L1 , L2 and L3 as in Buck
and Buck’s result, and let p be the point at which L1 ,
L2 and L3 intersect. Label the wedges induced by
these lines as W1 , . . . , W6 in the clockwise direction
around p starting at any of them, see Figure 2.
Consider a perfect non-crossing matching between
the elements of S in W1 and those in W5 , and label
the edges of this matching s1 , . . . , sbn/6c in the opposite order in which they are intersected by a ray
starting at p and is contained in W6 . Now label the
elements of S in W3 with the integers 1, . . . , bn/6c
according to their distance to L1 . Let Ti be the triangle whose vertices are the vertices of si and the point
labelled i, i = 1, . . . , bn/6c. It is now easy to verify that T1 , . . . , Tbn/6c cross each other. Our result
follows.


Proof. Let S be a set of n points in the plane in general position, assume that S has 4m elements. First
we draw two vertical auxiliary lines, L1 and L2 , such
that S is divided in three sections, A, B and C from
left to right such that A and C contain m points each,
and the middle section, B, contains 2m elements of
S. Next consider an arbitrary perfect matching of S
in which every element of A and C is joined with an
element of B. This generates m vertex disjoint edges
that cross L1 and m different edges that cross L2 , as
it is shown in Figure 1.
Label the edges that cross L1 by s1 , . . . , sm according to the order in which they intersect L1 from top
to bottom. In a similar way label the edges that
0
0
cross L2 by s1 , . . . , sm according to the order in which
14
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2

Crossings in Hamiltonian cycles

L1

We prove now that any point set S has a Hamiltonian
cycle with a quadratic number of crossings. The next
result establishes a general upper bound on the number of crossings that a Hamiltonian cycle on S can
have:

L2

W1

W3
L3

Theorem 4 The maximum number of crossings a
Hamiltonian cycle, on a set of n points, can have is
n(n−3)
. This bound is tight.
2

W5

Proof. Observe that any edge in a cycle C on S cannot cross the two edges in C incident to it, thus it can
cross at most n − 3 edges of C. This upper bound
can be reached for point sets in convex position with
n = 2m + 1 elements. To see this, take a set S of
2m + 1 points on a circle labelled in the clockwise order with the integers 0, . . . , 2m, and join each point k
to the points k + m and k − m, addition taken modulo 2m + 1. It is easy to see that this construction
generates a cycle of S in which every edge intersects
exactly n − 3 edges.


Figure 3: Construction of the first half Hamiltonian
cycle.
1. Bi is adjacent to A(m+1)−i , and to C(m+1)−i ; 1 ≤
i ≤ m.
2. Ai is adjacent to C(m+1)−i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ b m
2 c.
3. Ai is adjacent to Cm−i ; b m
2 c < i < m.

It is known that the cycle obtained in the previous
theorem, is also the longest cycle through S, see Ito
et al,’s paper [3].
Observe that using the set of b n4 c crossing 3-paths
obtained in Section 2, we can obtain a Hamiltonian
2
cycle for S with n32 crossings. To achieve this, simply
concatenate appropriately these paths into a cycle.
We will now show that any point set S has a Hamil2
tonian cycle with n12 − O(n) crossings.

2

We will now prove that P has n24 − O(n) crossings.
To do so, we will assign two crossings to every pair
of points that belong to W1 . Let Ai and Aj be two
points in W1 , i < j < m, and consider the 2-path
P2 formed by the two edges of P incident to Ai , and
the 4-path P4 contained in P whose mid-vertex is Aj ,
see Figure 4. Both P4 and P2 have an end vertex in
W3 and W5 . Let Bi0 and Ci” be the vertices adjacent
to Ai in P2 , and Bj 0 and Cj 00 the vertices adjacent
to Aj in P4 . It is easy to see that the edges of P4
divide the plane into two regions, one of which is a
polygon Q which can be a triangle or a quadrilateral
that contains p in its interior.
It is now easy to see that i0 > j 0 , and i00 > j 00 , and
thus Bi0 and Ci00 belong to the exterior of Q. Since
P2 begins and ends outside of Q, and i < j, it follows
that it must intersect Q at least two times. These
crossings are assigned to the pair of points (Ai , Aj ).

Theorem 5 For every point set of n points in the
plane in general position, there exists a Hamiltonian
2
cycle with at least n12 − O(n) crossings.
Proof. Suppose as before that S has n = 6m elements, and consider again three concurrent lines L1 ,
L2 and L3 that intersect at a point p, and split the
plane in six regions each containing m elements of S
in their interior. Label the regions generated by L1 ,
L2 and L3 as W1 , . . . , W6 as in Figure 2.
Our cycle is obtained by joining two paths, each
2
with at least n24 − O(n) crossings. The first path P
will be constructed with the points from W1 , W3 , and
W5 . The other path will be constructed in a similar
way with the points of S in W2 , W4 , and W6 .
We will now label the points in the interior of W1
with labels A1 , . . . , Am according to their distance to
L2 such that if i < j, then the distance of point Ai to
L2 is smaller than the distance of Aj to L2 . In a similar way we label the points in W3 (respectively in W5 )
as B1 , . . . , Bm (respectively C1 , . . . , Cm ) according to
their distance to L1 (respectively L3 ).
The edges of P are:

In a similar way we can assign two crossings to every
pair of points Bi , Bj in W3 (respectively Ci and Cj
in W5 ) such that Bi and Bj are the mid vertices of a
2- and a 4-path contained in P, i < j.
We now prove that every crossing assigned to
(Ai , Aj ) can be assigned to at most one more pair
of points in W3 or in W5 . The two crossings assign to
(Ai , Aj ) may be between the following pairs of edges:
• The edge Ai Bi0 joining Ai to Bi0 may cross the
following edges: Aj Bj 0 , Aj Cj 00 , or Bj 0 C` , where
C` is an end vertex of P4 .
• The edge Ai Ci00 joining Ai to Ci00 may cross the
15
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L1
W1
Aj

2.0.1

L2

We finish our paper presenting an example of a point
set S with n = 3m points such that any Hamiltonian
2
cycle on S has at most 5n
18 − O(n) crossings.
Consider three convex curves as shown in Figure 5,
each containing m equidistant points. We can prove
2
that any Hamiltonian cycle on S has at most 5n
18 −
O(n) crossings. An example of a cycle achieving this
bound is shown in Figure 5.

B i0 W 3
Bj 0

Ai

Bk

L3

Cj 00
Ci00
W5

An upper bound

C`
h1

Figure 4: Crossings assigned to (Ai , Aj ).

following edges: Aj Bj 0 , Aj Cj 00 , or Cj 00 Bk , where
Bk is the other end vertex of P4 .
The only pairs of points to which we can assign
these crossings are (Bi0 , Bj 0 ), (Bi0 , Bk ), (Ci00 , Cj 00 ),
and (Ci00 , C` ).
We will now prove that any crossing can be assigned
to at most two pairs of elements of S. We show only
one of the several cases that may arise. The others
can be proved in a similar way.
Suppose that Ai Bi0 crosses Aj Bj 0 at a point q as in
Figure 4, and that it is assigned to the pair (Ai , Aj ).
Then the crossing at q can also be assigned to the
pair (Bj 0 , Bi0 ), but not to any of (Bi0 , Bk ), (Ci00 , Cj 00 ),
and (Ci00 , C` ). To see this, observe that since Aj Bj 0
does not belong to the 4-path with central vertex Bk
then the crossing at q cannot be assigned to the pair
(Bi0 , Bk ). The crossing at q cannot be assigned to the
pairs (Ci00 , Cj 00 ), and (Ci00 , C` ) because Aj Bj 0 does
not belong to the 2-paths with central vertices Cj 00
and Ci00 .
Since each of W1 , W3 and W5 has m elements, the
numberof valid pairs that we can take in each of them
is m−1
(we leave out one element of S in each of W1 ,
2
W3 and W5 , Am , B(m+1)−d m2 e , and Cd m2 e respectively,
as they do not always generate valid pairs).
Thus
 the total number of crossings is at least:
3 m−1
, which since n = 6m equals
2

h3
h2

Figure 5:

3

In this paper we started the problem of studying
Hamiltonian cycles on point sets with many crossings
among its edges. Similar results were obtained for triangles and k-paths. We proved that any point set S
in general position always has sets of crossing k-paths
of linear size, for k ≥ 3. It is an open problem if this
is also true for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2.
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Abstract

definition captures better the intuitive idea of shortcut, and it allows us to enrich the problem with new
elements.
Since one can easily find Euclidean graphs that
have no shortcut segment (a triangle, for example),
an interesting question arises: is it possible to reduce
the diameter of any Euclidean graph by adding a finite number of segments? With this idea in mind,
we define a shortcut set for G as a finite set S of
straight line segments with endpoints on G such that
diam(G ∪ (∪s∈S s)) < diam(G). The shortcut number
scn(G) is the cardinality of a minimum shortcut set
for G, and S is optimal if |S| = scn(G) and it minimizes diam(G ∪ (∪s∈S s)) among all shortcut sets of
size scn(G). The Euclidean graphs G here considered
are those that have no two antipodal vertices with dilation 1 (otherwise G does not admit a shortcut set).
From now on, we assume this condition to be satisfied.
In [1], the author deals with shortcut segments
for Euclidean chains (i.e., Euclidean graphs obtained
from paths). He designs three different approximation
algorithms to compute optimal shortcut segments for
that family of Euclidean graphs. Further, he obtains
necessary and sufficient conditions on the uniqueness
of those shortcut segments in certain subfamilies, and
studies the ratio diam(C ∪ pq)/diam(C) for any Euclidean chain C. In particular, we extend here some of
his results to general graphs. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other studies on shortcut sets and
so our work initiates the study of these sets in general
Euclidean graphs. We want to stress that our problem
can be viewed as a variant of the Diameter-Optimal
k-Augmentation Problem for edge-weighted geometric graphs, where one has to insert k additional edges
to a plane geometric graph in order to minimize the
diameter of the resulting graph. Even for this case in
which the endpoints of the added segments are vertices of the graph, there are very few results as it is
pointed out in [2] (where other references are given).

A Euclidean graph G is the locus of a rectilinear embedding of a planar graph in the Euclidean plane. A
shortcut set S is a collection of segments with endpoints on G such that the Euclidean graph obtained
from G by adding the segments in S has smaller diameter than G. The minimum cardinality of a shortcut
set is the shortcut number scn(G). In this work, we
first provide a tight upper bound on scn(G). We then
show that it is possible, in polynomial time, to determine if scn(G) = 1 and, in that case, to construct a
shortcut set that minimizes the diameter among all
possible shortcut sets. Finally, we compute the shortcut number in some families of Euclidean graphs.
Introduction
The set of points G in the Euclidean plane lying on
a rectilinear embedding of a certain planar graph is
called a Euclidean graph. We write p ∈ G for a point
p on G, and distinguish the vertices of the underlying planar graph saying that u ∈ V (G). The edge
set E(G) of G is the collection of straight-line segments uv such that u, v ∈ V (G) are adjacent in the
underlying planar graph. The length of an edge is
the Euclidean distance between its two endpoints. A
path between p, q ∈ G is a sequence pu1 . . . uk q such
that u1 u2 , . . . , uk−1 uk ∈ E(G), p is a point on an
edge (6= u1 u2 ) incident with u1 , and q is a point on
an edge (6= uk−1 uk ) incident with uk . The distance
d(p, q) between points p and q is the length of a shortest p-q path in G. The diameter of G is diam(G) =
maxp,q∈G d(p, q), and the pair p, q ∈ G is called antipodal whenever they are at distance diam(G). As
usual δ(u) denotes the degree of vertex u.
We define a shortcut segment for a Euclidean graph
G as a segment pq with p, q ∈ G satisfying that
diam(G ∪ pq) < diam(G), and it is called simple if
G ∩ pq = {p, q}. We want to point out that this definition comes from that given by Yang in [1], which
includes as a possibility the equality of the diameters
of those two Euclidean graphs, but we believe that our

1

In this section, we provide an upper bound on scn(G)
by constructing, in polynomial time, an adequate
shortcut set. This leads us to show that one can al-
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paths, say P1 and P2 , such that either u, u0 ∈ P1 and
v, v 0 ∈ P2 , or u, v 0 ∈ P1 and v, u0 ∈ P2 (see Figure 2).

ways find an optimal shortcut set.
Theorem 1 Let G be a Euclidean graph with n1
pendant vertices. Then, there exists a shortcut set for
G of cardinality at most 2|E(G)|−n1 that can be computed in polynomial time. Consequently, scn(G) ≤
2|E(G)| − n1 , and moreover, this bound is tight.

u

P2

u0

`i

v0

Note that, in general the diameter of the Euclidean
graph is given by points that may not belong to
V (G), which entails a substantial difficulty for finding
diam(G). However, the proof of the following lemma
shows that this parameter can be computed in polynomial time by only considering the distances between
elements of V (G).
Lemma 4 The diameter of a Euclidean graph with
n vertices can be computed in polynomial time.

Hi+

Proof. (Sketch) For a graph G on n vertices, our aim
is to find an antipodal pair p, q ∈ G. In a first step,
we compute the distance between any pair of vertices
of V (G). After this, we consider the case when p
(similar for q) lies on some pendant edge, say e = uv,
with δ(u) = 1 . We have,

uj

Figure 1: Segment si (depicted as a thick segment)
cuts all edges ek with i ≤ k ≤ j.
In this way, we canPconstruct a shortcut set for G of
cardinality at most u∈V (G),δ(u)≥2 δ(u) = 2|E(G)| −
n1 . Thus, we obtain the desired bound whose equality is attained by the star Sn with odd n, given by
V (Sn ) = {u, u0 , ..., un−1 }, E(G) = {uui : 0 ≤ i ≤
2π
n−1}, and every ui placed at (cos( 2π
n i), sin( n i)). 

d(p, q) = max
d(u, r) =
0 0
r∈u v

d(u, u0 ) + d(u0 , v 0 ) + d(v 0 , v)
2

since d(u0 , v 0 ) = |u0 v 0 | (note that e0 cannot be a
pendant edge since this would lead us to the case
p, q ∈ V (G)). So, as a second step, we find all furthest points to the pendant vertices of V (G) using
only the information obtained in the first step.
Finally, we assume that p and q lie on two nonpendant edges e = uv and e0 = u0 v 0 , respectively. To
compute d(p, q), we only need to consider the shortest p-q paths P1 and P2 provided by Lemma 3, and
again the distances computed in the first step. More
precisely,

d(u, v) + d(v, v 0 ) + d(v 0 , u0 ) + d(u0 , u)
,
d(p, q) = min
2

d(u, v) + d(v, u0 ) + d(u0 , v 0 ) + d(v 0 , u)
,
2

Corollary 2 Every Euclidean graph admits an optimal shortcut set.
2

q

Figure 2: Paths P1 and P2 (depicted with thick edges)
containing respectively vertices u, u0 and v, v 0 .

ui

si

v

P1

Proof. (Sketch) Let u ∈ V (G) be a vertex of degree
δ(u) = r ≥ 2 and let u0 , ..., ur−1 be the set of its
neighbors sorted clockwise. Let `i be the line containing the edge ei = uui with i ∈ {0, ..., r − 1}, and
let Hi+ be the right half-space considering the positive
direction from u to ui . For each i, let ϕ(ui ) = uj (if it
exists) such that uj ∈ Hi+ and uj+1 6∈ Hi+ (where indices are taken modulo r). Clearly, the angle formed
by edges ei and ej is smaller than π, and so we can
take a segment si intersecting all edges ek for every
k so that i ≤ k ≤ j; Figure 1 illustrates this fact.
Further, si shortens all paths formed by any two of
those edges, and it can be placed sufficiently close to
u in order not to increase diam(G).

u

p

Euclidean graphs G with scn(G) = 1

The aim of this section is to show that it is possible
to identify in polynomial time whether scn(G) = 1
and, in that case, to find an optimal shortcut set (see
Theorem 5). To do this, we first need to prove that
the diameter of a Euclidean graph G can be computed
in polynomial time. We begin with a technical lemma.
Lemma 3 Let p, q ∈ G be an antipodal pair placed
in two different non-pendant edges, say e = uv and
e0 = u0 v 0 . Then, there exist two different shortest p-q

Thus, diam(G) corresponds with the maximum over
all values obtained in each step.
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lines intersecting both e and e0 . We define the map
(e,e0 )
(e,e0 )
f`
: P(`) −→ R as f`
(m) = diam(G ∪ sm ). To
compute the minimum of this map, we shall see that
it is only necessary to consider segments intersecting
the border of P(`). Indeed, let m ∈ P(`) be a line so
that sm does not intersect the border of P(`). It is
clear that at least one of the four segments depicted
in Figure 4 has image lower than sm .

Theorem 5 For every Euclidean graph G, it is possible to determine in polynomial time whether scn(G) =
1 and, in that case, to construct an optimal shortcut
set for G.
Proof. Let us first construct two vertical lines α and
β such that G lies inside the strip that they define.
To each vertex u ∈ V (G), we assign two horizontal
segments with an extreme in w and the other in, respectively, α and β. The set of all those horizontal
segments is denoted by H.
For a pair of edges e, e0 ∈ E(G) and a line ` crossing both of them, we define the class P(`) as the set
of lines intersecting exactly the same segments of H
that are intersected by `. Thus, we have classified the
lines that cross edges e and e0 by this relation. Note
that a line m ∈ P(`) crosses e and e0 in two points,
say em ,e0m , and these points define a segment that we
denote by sm . Throughout this proof, we shall consider P(`) as a set of lines as well as a set of points in
segments defined by those lines. An example of the
region of the plane formed by points on segments sm
with m ∈ P(`) is depicted in Figure 3.
em
u

u

u0

e0m
`

v

emvv0

v

u

su0v

sm

smvv0

u0

suv0
e0u0v

e0uv0

e0m

uu0

v0

(a)

e0m e0
v0
mvv0

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Segments suv0 and su0 v , and (b) segments smuu0 and smvv0 .

v

e

e0

emuu0 em

smuu0

Finally, observe that if sm with m ∈ P(`) is a shortest segment between e and e0 going through a fixed
point p on the border of the region induced by P(`),
then sm must be orthogonal to the bisector of the angle formed by e and e0 , whenever these edges are not
parallel (see Figure 5). Otherwise sm is orthogonal to
both e and e0 .

sm

u0

euv0

eu0v

v0

m

em

u

Figure 3: The region in grey corresponds to the points
on segments defined by P(`) and edges e, e0 .

v

sm
p

We now show that the number of families P(`) per
pair of edges e, e0 is of order O(n2 ). For each pair of
vertices u, v ∈ V (G), we construct a line `u+ v+ parallel to segment uv leaving u and v to its left, and satisfying that any other such a line closer to uv crosses
the same segments of H. In the same way, we construct the lines `u+ v− (leaving u to its left and v to its
right), `u− v+ (u to its right and v to its left) and `u− v−
(both to its right). Observe that if a line ` intersects
a subset of segments of H then there exist vertices
u, v ∈ V (G) such that one among the above defined
lines, say `u+ v− , crosses exactly the same segments
of H, and so P(`) = P(`u+ v− ). Thus, there are four
different families of lines P(`) associated with every
pair u, v ∈ V (G), and so the total number of families
is of order O(n2 ).
On the other hand, let e = uv and e0 = u0 v 0
be two edges of G, and let P(`) be a family of

u0
e0m

v0

Figure 5: A shortest segment joining e and e0 intersecting the border of P(`).
(e,e0 )

Therefore, in order to find the minimum of f`
it suffices to compute the images of the lines containing the following segments: suv0 and su0 v , the two
segments orthogonal to the bisector of the angle between e and e0 (or orthogonal to both e and e0 if
they are parallel) that intersects the border of P(`)
and are inside P(`), and the segments inside P(`)
containing a segment of the border of P(`). Thus,
the line with the smallest image is the minimum of
(e,e0 )
f`
and, by Lemma 4, this can be computed in
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p1

polynomial time. Consequently, we can also obtain in
(e,e0 )
polynomial time the minimum value of f`
over all
pairs e, e0 and classes P(`), which is attained by a certain segment say sm . If this minimum is smaller than
diam(G) then segment sm forms an optimal shortcut
set for G (thereby showing that scn(G) = 1); otherwise scn(G) > 1.

3

p
q

u
r0

p2

r

(a)

v

(b)

Special families of graphs
Figure 6: (a) Polygons do not admit simple shortcut
segments, and (b) non-convex polygons always admit
shortcut segments.

Due to the hardness of computing the shortcut number, it is natural to restrict the problem to certain
graph classes. Indeed, as well as Yang studies shortcuts of Euclidean chains in [1], we compute this parameter in Euclidean graphs generated from polygons
and embeddings of K4 .
First, we consider polygons P as Euclidean graphs
that come from planar embeddings of cycles, and provide their shortcut number.

v
sv

u
su

Figure 7: A convex polygon and one of its shortcut
sets (depicted with thick edges).

Proposition 6 For every polygon P , the following
statements hold.
1. P does not admit a simple shortcut segment.

4

2. If P is convex then scn(P ) = 2.

Concluding remarks and open questions

We have studied shortcut sets of Euclidean graphs,
designing first a method to construct, in polynomial
time, shortcut sets of bounded size for Euclidean
graphs G that have no two antipodal vertices with
dilation 1 (which is a necessary condition to guarantee the existence of a shortcut set). This method
yields a tight upper bound on scn(G) that is used to
prove that G has an optimal shortcut set. We then
show that Euclidean graphs G with scn(G) = 1 can
be identified in polynomial time and, in that case, we
construct an optimal shortcut set for G. Finally, we
have computed the shortcut number of polygons, and
all possible rectilinear embeddings of K4 .
It would be interesting to reduce the complexity
of the algorithm provided in the proof of Theorem 5.
Also, it is unknown if the problem of deciding whether
scn(G) = k, for fixed k ≥ 2, is polynomial. Finally, it
would be interesting to explore the shortcut number
of Euclidean graphs generated from other classes of
graphs; for instance: trees, 2-connected outerplanar
graphs, and planar graphs with high symmetry.

3. If P is non-convex then scn(P ) = 1.
Proof. (Sketch) First, observe that if P is a convex
polygon then any segment pq with p, q ∈ P and P ∩
pq = {p, q} splits P into two paths, say P1 and P2 .
Thus, let p1 and p2 be the midpoints of P1 and P2 ,
respectively (see Figure 6(a)). It is trivial to check
that p1 and p2 remain at distance diam(P ).
On the other hand, if P is non-convex then there is
some pocket given by two vertices, say u, v ∈ P . We
consider a segment going through u and very close to v
that produces three intersection points with P : vertex
u, a point r outside the pocket, and a point r0 inside
the pocket; Figure 6(b) illustrates this situation. We
can prove that ur is a shortcut segment just checking
that for any antipodal pair p, q ∈ P ∪ ur there is a
shortest p-q path shortened by ur. Finally, Figure 7
shows that scn(P ) ≤ 2.

The only non-trivial Euclidean graphs G obtained
from a planar embedding of a complete graph Kn appear for n = 3 and n = 4. Since the case n = 3 has
been already studied in Proposition 6, it only remains
to consider the case n = 4; with an analysis of the antipodal points we can prove the following proposition.
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Proposition 7 For any Euclidean graph G obtained
from a planar embedding of K4 , it holds that
scn(G) = 1.
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Abstract

technique for finding minlink paths; see Chapters 26.4
and 27.3 in the handbook [1]. Visibility in terrains
and general 3D scenes has been studied extensively
both in theory and in practice [3–7], and it is well
understood how to compute the area (volume) visible
by one or even multiple viewpoints [8].
An intriguing open question has been to see whether
the staged illumination works in higher dimensions:
finding minlink path in 3D has been mentioned as an
open problem in the handbook [1] (Chapter 27.5, Open
problem 3) and in The Open Problems Project [2] (see
Problem 22); the earliest reference to the problem
is, perhaps, the 1993 thesis [9] (Chapter 6). In this
paper we answer the question in the negative, showing
NP-hardness of computing minimum-link paths in 3D
(even when the obstacles are just a terrain).
Diffuse reflection. In a vanilla minlink path problem
the location of vertices (bends) of the path are unconstrained, i.e., they can occur anywhere in the free
space. In the diffuse reflection model [10–14] the bends
are restricted to occur on the boundary of the domain.
Studying this kind of paths is motivated by ray tracing
in realistic rendering of 3D scenes in graphics, as light
sources that can reach a pixel with fewer reflections
make higher contributions to intensity of the pixel [15,
16]. Despite the 3D graphics motivation, all work on
diffuse reflection has been confined to 2D polygonal
domains, where the path bends are restricted to edges
of the domain. While there is evidence that in simple
polygons the problem can be solved in polynomial
time [12, 14], the complexity of the problem in polygonal domains with holes has been open [10]. In this
paper we resolve the open question: we show that the
problem is NP-hard.

We study the problem of connecting two points on a
polyhedral terrain with a minimum-link chain, whose
vertices lie on the terrain and whose links go above the
terrain. This kind of problem arises, e.g., in free-space
optical communication technology, when a transmission channel has to be set up between two points that
do not directly see each other. We give hardness results
for several versions of the problem.
As a by-product, we resolve the open problem mentioned in the handbook [1] (see Chapter 27.5, Open
problem 3) and The Open Problems Project [2] (see
Problem 22): “What is the complexity of the minimumlink path problem in 3-space?” Our results imply that
the problem is NP-hard.
Last, but not least, we give similar results for diffuse
reflection paths (paths that are allowed to bend only
on the boundary of the domain) for two-dimensional
polygonal domains with holes. Hardness of the problem has remained an open problem, despite a large
body of work on the paths, motivated by ray tracing
in graphics applications.
Introduction
Staged illumination. Link distance is intimately related to guarding and visibility: the set of points
reachable with 1 link from a point s is exactly the
set seen by s, and more generally, the region that can
be seen from the set reachable from s with k links,
is exactly the set reachable from s with k + 1 links
(for any k). This simple observation forms the basis
of “staged illumination” paradigm—the predominant
∗ Email: i.kostitsyna@tue.nl. Research supported by the
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) under
grant 612.001.106
† Email: m.loffler@uu.nl. Research supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) under grant
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§ Email: f.staals@uu.nl. Research supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) under grant
612.001.022

1

Settings

The input to the minimum-link path problem consists
of the environment and two points, s and t in it; the
goal is to connect s to t by a path with minimum
number of links. We use terms links and bends for
edges and vertices of the path, saving the terms edges
and vertices for those of the environment.
We consider various settings, which can be cate21
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Polygon
Full 2D
Terrain
Full 3D

FreeFlight
O(n)[17]
O∗ (n2 )[18]
O(1)
NP-hard

Crawler
O(n)
O(n)
NP-hard
NP-hard

DiffRefl
O(n9 )[14]
NP-hard
NP-hard
NP-hard

Crawler: The path must stay on the boundary of
the environment. This model is the standard for path
planning on polyhedral surfaces or terrains. For full
3D scenes this model makes sense only if there is a
single 3D obstacle, in which case it reduces to the case
of a single polyhedral surface. In 2D scenes, the path
is fully determined.
DiffuseReflection: The path’s vertices (bends) must
belong to the environment boundary, but the path’s
edges (links) may go anywhere through the free space.
This model is motivated from diffuse reflection.
The different environments and path types can be
combined into many different problems, some of which
are trivial. Table 1 shows an overview of the possible
combinations.
For minimum-link paths, O(n)-time algorithms are
known for simple polygons in the realRAM model
(standard in computational geometry) [17, 19], the bit
complexity of the path’s vertices may be quadratic [20].
For polygonal domains with holes the fastest known
algorithm for minlink path runs in nearly quadratic
time [18], which may be close to optimal due to 3SUMhardness of the problem [21]. The Crawler model
in 2D comes down to following the boundary of the
domain, which is silly and can be done in linear time.
The state-of-the-art of link distance problems in
3D is much duller: complexity of no version has been
known before. For FreeFlight paths on terrains, the
problem is not interesting: any two points can be
connected via a path with just a single bend. In this
paper, we show that all other versions are NP-hard.

Table 1: Complexity of minimum-link path in the different
environments and path types. Polynomial results are known or
trivial; hardness results are from this work.

gorized by two aspects. Firstly, the environment in
which we work can be, in order of increasing complexity, a simple polygon in 2D, a general 2D polygonal
domain, a 3D terrain (xy-monotone surface), or a full
3D scene. Secondly, our minimum-link-path may be
allowed to go anywhere in the domain (free flight), to
stay on the boundary of the domain (crawler), or have
its bends on the boundary while allowing the links to
go anywhere in the domain (diffuse reflection). We
now survey these settings in more detail.
Environments One classical distinction between
working setups in 2D is simple polygons vs. polygonal
domains (polygons with holes). For many geometric
problems, more efficient algorithms are possible in
simple polygons. Similarly, terrains are an important
special case of full 3D scenes.
A common assumption in work on 3D scenes is that
faces of the environment are triangles. For shortest
paths planning and some other applications such an
assumption can be made w.l.o.g., since all faces can
be triangulated in linear time and adjacent coplanar
triangles can be perturbed to break the coplanarity—
this will not change the answer to the problem. On
the contrary, for link distance computation (as well as,
e.g., for visibility) coplanarity breaking may be fatal:
we allow (and in some versions actually require) the
links to stay on the surface of a face and span multiple
coplanar triangles with a single link. Therefore in
our problem formulation we will assume that faces
are triangles, but allow degenerate inputs in which
adjacent triangles may be coplanar. Similarly, for the
diffuse reflection path problem in a 2D domain, we will
assume that the domain is triangulated. Note that in
the 2D setting, the restriction to bend on the domain
boundary is equivalent to the restriction to bend on
the domain edges (in diffuse reflection studies it is
assumed that no reflection happens from the vertices
[10]).

2

Hardness

We prove that all versions, defined above, of minlink
problems in 3D are NP-hard. We worked out a single
reduction idea that works for all the problems, and we
believe the idea can work to give hardness results for
other problems as well: as a demonstration, we apply
it to prove the NP-hardness of the diffuse reflection
path problem in 2D polygonal domains with holes.
We reduce from the 2-Partition problem: Given a set
of integers A = {a1 , . . . , am }, is there a subset A0 ⊆ A
whose sum is equal to half the sum of all numbers. One
feature of our hardness proof is that essentially the
same reduction works for all our problems, including
the 2D diffuse reflection path. For concreteness we
present the reduction for Terrain-Crawler-e (path must
stay on the terrain and bend only on edges); the
modifications for the other problems are given next.
The terrain in the reduction consists of a creased
rectangle, on which fences, with two slits in each fence,
are installed between consecutive creases; the rectangle does not depend on the instance of 2-Partition,
while the fences do (more precisely, the location of
one of the slits in each fence is instance-dependent)—
see Figure 1 for the overall construction. All creases

Path types We consider three different versions of
minimum-link paths, depending on where the links
and bends of the paths are allowed to be.
FreeFlight: The path may go anywhere through the
free space in the environment. This model is standard
for 2D path planning, as well as some applications in
3D.
22
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a2

a2 -slit

ai -slits). Reaching any other point b 6= a or a + ai
on `i requires more than 2 links since any path must
bend on every crease.
To avoid leakage from 0-slits to ai -slits (or back) between consecutive important creases, additional fences,
serving as curtains, are installed perpendicularly to
the fences, between the slits, in faces between creases
`0i−1 and `i . This way, in order to reach `i from `i−1 ,
any path must either use the two 0-slits in the fences
between the creases (which brings the path to the
same location and corresponds to not taking ai into
the subset) or use the two ai -slits (which shifts the
location by ai and corresponds to picking ai to the
subset). Overall our construction possesses the following crucial property: the locations on the crease
`i that can be reached from s with 2i − 1 links are
exactly the sums of all possible subsets of the first i
numbers
in A. In particular, t, the point at location
P
ai /2 on `m can be reached with 2m − 1 links iff the
instance of 2-Partition is feasible.

a3 -slit

a1+a2
a1 -slit

a1

a3

`0

`1

`2

0

`3

a1+a2

0

`2

a1+a2+a3
a1+a3
a2+a3
a1+a2
a3
a1
a2

a1
a2

0

a1+a2
a1
a2
0

a1

a1

a1+a2+a3
a1+a3
a2+a3
a1+a2
a3
a1
a2

0

0

0

`1
0-slits

`0

a1+a2
a1
a2

a1+a2+a3
a1+a3
a2+a3

0

0

0

0 on important
creases

`3

Figure 1: The first 6 creases; the important creases are dashed.
The locations on `i that are reachable with 2i−1 links correspond
to sums formed by all possible subsets of {a1 , . . . , ai }. The
flipped-over numbers on intermediate creases are just labels
(not coordinates of the points) showing the positions from which
the corresponding locations on the following important creases
are obtained by mirroring in the slits (the labels are flipped to
emphasize that they are mirror images). Bottom left corner
shows the view of our construction from the top when the
creased rectangle is unfolded (i.e., creases are straightened).
The important and intermediate creases are dashed and dotted
resp. For the fences, only their top ridges are shown (blue).

Theorem 1 Terrain-Crawler-e is NP-hard.
Our reduction directly works to show hardness also
of Terrain-Crawler (path must stay on the terrain but
can bend anywhere), Terrain-DiffRefl (path can go
anywhere through the free space but can bend only on
the surface of the terrain) and Terrain-DiffRefl-e (path
can go anywhere through the free space but can bend
only on the edges of the terrain) because bending in
the interior of faces and/or lifting the links from the
terrain surface does not reduce link distance between s
and t (to make jumping onto the fences useless, make
the fences low in height, so that fences situated on
different faces of the creased rectangle do not see each
other). The 3D versions are more general than the
terrain ones; to see this put a copy of the terrain,
without the fences, slightly above the original terrain
(so that the only free space is the thin layer between
the terrains): if the layer is thin enough, the ability
to take off from the terrain does not help decreasing
the link distance from s to t.

are parallel to two sides, `0 and `m , of the creased
rectangle; abusing the notation, `0 and `m are also
called creases (they can be turned into real creases by
attaching an extra rectangular piece to each of `0 , `m ).
Overall there are 2m creases, and the even creases
are named `1 , `2 , . . . , `m ; we call them (and the first
crease, `0 ) the important creases. The other creases,
`01 , `02 , . . . , `0m−1 , are called intermediate. We envision
that each of the important creases is a real line, and
that the 0s on all important creases are aligned; in particular, by location of point p on an important crease
we will understand the (signed) distance from 0 to p
(i.e., the coordinate of p on the crease). The points s
and P
t are put on the creases `0 and `m at locations 0
and
ai /2 resp.
Fences run parallel to the creases, exactly in the
middle of the face between the consecutive creases.
Any fence is just a wall of small height (the reason for
making the height small is to make sure that the path
would not benefit from jumping onto fences—this is
important in other versions). The two slits on the fence
between creases `i−1 and `0i−1 correspond to values 0
and ai . And the two slits on the fence between creases
`0i−1 and `i restores the order of locations between `0i−1
and `i (see Figure 1).
Starting from a point at any location a on an important crease `i−1 , one can reach the same location
a on the important crease `i in 2 links (straddling
through the 0-slits in the two fences that separate the
creases), or the location a + ai (going through the

Corollary 2 All versions of the minlink problem in
3D settings defined in Section 1 are NP-hard.
Diffuse reflection in 2D. We can “flatten” our construction and turn the faces of the creased rectangle
into “corridors”, while turning the creases into edges
of a “zigzag” polygon; the fences are turned into obstacles within the corresponding corridors, and slits
remain slits—the only free space through which it is
possible to go with one link between the edges that
correspond to consecutive creases of the terrain (Figure 2). This retains the crucial property of our terrain
construction: locations reachable with fewest links
on the edges correspond to sums of numbers in the
subsets of A.
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Abstract
We study the Oβ -hull of a planar point set, a generalization of the Orthogonal Convex Hull where the
coordinate axes form an angle β. Given a set P of
n points in the plane, we describe algorithms to:
(i) maintain the Oβ -hull of P while β runs from 0
to π, (ii) maximize the area/ perimeter of the Oβ -hull
of P , (iii) achieve the best fitting to P of a two-joint
polygonal chain with alternate interior angle β, and
(iv) compute a monochromatic Oβ -hull in a bi-colored
point set. All our algorithms run in O(n log n) time
and O(n) space.

top-left
bottom-left

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The set Oβ . (b) The Oβ -hull of P .
of points in the plane contained in all connected Oβ convex supersets of P [5, 1]. See Figure 1.
In this paper, we show how to maintain Oβ H(P )
while β changes in (0, π), and apply this result to
solve three related computational problems. All our
algorithms run in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. We
will omit some details because of the lack of space. For
a comprehensive background on Oβ -convexity please
refer to Fink et at. [4]. A recent related computational
problem can be found in Alegrı́a et al. [1].

Let Oβ be a set of two lines with slopes 0 and tan(β),
where 0 < β < π. A region in the plane is said to
be Oβ -convex, if its intersections with all translations
of any line in Oβ are either empty or connected. An
Oβ -quadrant is a translation of one of the (Oβ -convex)
open regions that result from subtracting the elements
of Oβ from the plane. We refer to this quadrants as
top-right, top-left, bottom-right, and bottom-left, according to their position around the common point of
the lines in Oβ .
Let P be a set of n points in the plane. We assume
P to have no three collinear points, and no pair of
points over an horizontal line. Let Q be the set of
all Oβ -quadrants that are P -free, i.e., that contain no
points from P . The Oβ -hull of P is the set
[

bottom-right

(a)

Introduction

Oβ H(P ) = R2 −

top-right

β

1

Computing and maintaining Oβ H(P )

Let R be the region obtained by removing from the
plane all P -free top-right Oβ -quadrants. The topright Oβ -staircase of P is the directed polygonal chain
formed by the segment of the boundary of R that
starts at the rightmost and ends at the topmost vertex
(element of P that lies over the boundary) of Oβ H(P ),
with respect to the coordinate system defined by the
lines in Oβ . We further define the top-left, bottom-left,
and bottom-right Oβ -staircases in a similar way. The
Oβ -hull of P is disconnected when the intersection of
two opposite (top-right and bottom-left, or top-left
and bottom-right) Oβ -staircases is not empty. We refer to each region bounded by their intersection as
an overlapping region. See the regions bounded by
dashed lines in Figure 1(b).

q

q∈Q
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pi+1

pi+1
αi,top-left
αi

β1

pi

pi

αi,top-right
αi,bottom-right

β1

β2

β3
αi,bottom-left

pi−1

pi−1

Figure 2: Segment of the top-right Oβ -staircase before
(β1 ), at (β2 = α1 ), and after (β3 ) a deletion event.

Figure 3: The event angles corresponding to the four
Oβ -staircases for the point pi ∈ P .

We specify Oβ H(P ) in terms of its sets of vertices
and overlapping regions. While β goes from 0 to π, we
recognize four types of events that modify those sets.
An insertion (resp. deletion) event occurs when a
vertex joins (resp. leaves) an Oβ -staircase. At overlap
(resp. release) events, an overlapping region is created
(resp. destroyed). For a fixed value of β, we can
compute the sets of vertices and overlapping regions
in Θ(n log n) time and O(n) space [5]. We show next
how to maintain those sets while β changes.

zero when the corresponding opposite wedges cease to
intersect. To compute the release event, we need to
maintain the current pairs of points which define the
opposite wedges determining the overlap, updating
them as in Figure 2, and focusing on the two points
on rays with the direction of the non-horizontal line
in Oβ (see Figure 5). The overlap finishes when β
reaches the angle γ between the horizontal and the
line through those two points. The cost of this update is constant, once we know which point is to be
changed. Nevertheless, we also need: (i) To maintain the list of the angles γ for all the current overlaps and, (ii) To compute the minimum of this list
(the next release event). These updates require at
most O(log n) time per each insertion/deletion event,
for each time such an overlap-event occurs. Since the
number of these overlap-events is linear, the total cost
is O(n log n) time. Standard techniques [6] allow us
to obtain the boundary of Oβ H(P ) in O(n log n) time
and O(n) space. This time complexity is optimal since
the vertices of the convex hull of P can be obtained,
in linear time, from those of Oβ H(P ).

1.1

Computing vertex events

Let {p1 , . . . , pn } be the elements of P labeled in ascending vertical order, and α(P ) = {α1 , . . . , αn−1 }
the set of angles such that, the slope of the line
through pi and pi+1 equals to tan(αi ). For a small
enough initial value of β, every point in P is the apex
of a top-right and a bottom-left P -free Oβ -quadrants.
Note that, while β approaches to π, the first point
that stops being the apex of a P -free top-right Oβ quadrant, is the one corresponding to the smallest αi
(see Figure 2). To compute the next deletion event,
we must remove αi from α(P ), update αi−1 to the angle where the slope of the line through pi−1 and pi+1
equals tan(αi−1 ), and obtain the new smallest element
in α(P ). A recursive repetition of this computation
allows us to obtain all deletion events corresponding
to top-right Oβ -quadrants.
Note there is a linear number of insertion/deletion
events and therefore, if we store P in a balanced
search tree ordered according to the y-axis and α(P )
in a priority queue, we require O(n log n) time and
O(n) space to compute all events associated to topright Oβ -quadrants. Considering the angles shown in
Figure 3, a similar algorithm can be used to obtain the
corresponding events for the remaining Oβ -staircases
in the same time/space.
1.2

Theorem 1 The sets of vertices, overlapping regions,
edges, connected components, and points in the interior of Oβ H(P ) can be maintained in Θ(n log n) time
and O(n) space for all β ∈ (0, π).
2

Area and perimeter maximization

Let {β1 , . . . , βO(n) } be the sequence of events, ordered
by appearance while β goes from 0 to π. Following the
lines of Bae et al. [2], we express the area of Oβ H(P )
for any β ∈ [βi , βi+1 ) as
X
X
area(P(β))−
area(4i (β))+
area( j (β)), (1)
i

j

where P(β) is the polygon obtained by joining counterclockwise consecutive vertices of Oβ H(P ), 4i (β)
is the ith triangle bounded by a line segment and a
segment of an Oβ -staircase both joining consecutive
vertices in it, and j (β) is the jth overlapping region defined by the intersection of two opposite Oβ staircases (see Figure 6). Our general approach is to

Computing overlap events

For a small enough initial value of β, consecutive
points of P in the y-coordinate order define a very
large overlap, whose area will decrease until reaching
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P
The term
i area(4i (β)) is impacted by insertion
and deletion events. At a deletion event two triangles
are removed and one triangle is added. The converse
occurs for insertion events.
(xj+1 , yj+1 )
(xk , yk )
(xi+1 , yi+1 )
β
Figure 4: The polygon P(β) in dotted lines, the area
of Oβ H(P ) in light brown, and a triangle and two
overlapping regions in blue.

(x0 , y1 )

(b)

|(xk+1 − xi+1 )(yk − yi ) + (yk+1 − yi+1 )(yk − yi ) cot(β)|.

P
The term
j area( j (β)) is impacted by all types
of events. Overlap and release events require a single overlapping region to be added or deleted. For
insertion and deletion events, at most two new overlaps are created, or destroyed. As β increases from 0
to π, overlaps between top-left and bottom-right Oβ staircases arise after the overlaps between the topright and the bottom-left Oβ -staircases. Therefore,
we can process them independently.
To maintain the perimeter it is sufficient to maintain the four Oβ -staircases and the set of overlapping
region. Thus, the discussion above leads to the following result.

β

p3
p3
p2
p2
(a)

(xk+1 , yk+1 )

The overlapping regions. Overlapping regions are
bounded by parallelograms with sides parallel to the
lines in Oβ . If we consider top-right and bottom-left
intersecting Oβ -staircases (Figure 6(b)), the area of
an overlapping region is given by

p4

p1

(x0 , yj )

Figure 6: (a) The triangle 4i (β) on the top-right βstaircase. (b) The parallelogram j (β) between the
top-right and bottom-left β-staircases.

The polygon. At any fixed value of β, the area of
P(β) can be obtained from the vertices of Oβ H(P )
in linear time, so it is only modified by insertion and
deletion events. Each event can be handled in constant time: the area of a triangle needs to be added
(deletion event) or subtracted (insertion event) from
the previous value of area(P(β)). See Figure 5.
p4

(xi , yi )
(a)

maintain the terms of Equation (1) during a complete
angular sweep. We first compute the optimal value of
β for [β1 , β2 ), and then traverse the event sequence updating the affected terms at each event. At the same
time, we compute the local angle of maximum area
at each [βi , βi+1 ), and keep the local optimal angle if
the maximum area is improved.

β

(x00 , yj )

β

(xj , yj )

p1
(b)

Figure 5: (a) Before the first release event, the topright bottom-left Oβ -staircases are formed by all the
points of P , and the top-left and bottom-right Oβ staircases are equal to p4 and p1 , respectively. (b) After the first release event, p2 and p3 leave respectively,
the top-right and bottom-left Oβ -staircases.

Theorem 2 The value(s) of β for which Oβ H(P )
has maximum area or perimeter can be obtained in
Θ(n log n) time and O(n) space.
3

The oriented (2, β)-fitting problem

For k ≥ 1, θ ∈ [0, π), and β ∈ (0, π), a (k, β)polygonal chain with orientation θ, Ck,β (θ), is a chain
with 2k − 1 consecutive alternating links with slopes
tan(θ) and tan(θ + β), such that the extreme links are
half-lines with slope tan(θ). The (k, β)-fitting problem

The triangles. If we consider a top-right Oβ staircase (Figure 6(a)), the area of 4i (β) is given by
(xi − xi+1 )(yi+1 − yi ) + (yi+1 − yi )2 cot(β) .
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for P with the Min-Max criterion, consists on finding
a chain Ck,β (θ) with minimum error tolerance

Theorem 3 The (2, β)-fitting problem can be solved
in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.

µ(Ck,β (θ), P ) = max df (pi , Ck,β (θ)),

4

pi ∈P

Computing a monochromatic Oβ -hull

Here we consider P = R ∪ B with R ∩ B = ∅, and
solve the problem of computing the interval(s) of β
where Oβ H(B) ∩ R = ∅.
Note that a point in P is a vertex of Oβ H(P ) if,
and only if, it is the apex of at least one P -free Oβ quadrant. Conversely, a point in the plane lies in the
interior of Oβ H(P ) if, and only if, every Oβ -quadrant
with apex on that point contains at least one element
of P . As Oβ H(P ) is a closed region, these observations lead to the following lemma.

where df (pi , Ck,β (θ)) is the minimum distance between Ck,β (θ) and pi , along a line with slope tan(θ+β)
(Figure 7). We consider here the case where θ = 0,
and we want to find the chain C2,0 (θ) of optimal error
tolerance.
plt
εl
plb

Lemma 4 The Oβ -hull of B contains no points of R
if, and only if, every element in R is the apex of at
least one B-free Oβ -quadrant.

prt
εr
`i,β

In the algorithm to compute the vertex events described in Section 1.1, we are interested in deletion
events generated by pairs pi , pi+1 where pi is red and
pi+1 is blue, as they mark the angles where a red
point is leaving or joining Oβ H(B). While traversing
the event list, we can obtain the (possibly empty) set
of angular intervals where Oβ H(B) contains no points
from R, by keeping track of the number of red points
contained in Oβ H(B). From Theorem 1 we get the
following result.

prb

Figure 7: Oβ H(P ) and the polygonal chain C2,β .
In [3] the O π2 -hull of P is used as a tool to solve

the 2, π2 -fitting problem in O(log n) time for a fixed
value of θ, inside a closed orientation interval [θi , θi+1 ].
An event sequence of a linear number of orientation
intervals is created to maintain O π2 H(P ) as θ changes
from 0 to 2π. In our problem we can follow exactly the
same techniques. We refer the reader to reference [3]
to see the evident changes coming from the use of a
different structure. More concretely, O π2 H(P ) is replaced by Oβ H(P ), which needs also a linear number of interval events [βi , βi+1 ] to be maintained, and
where the angular sweep is done over β. Thus, Lemmas 3 and 4 in [3] can now be stated as follows:

Theorem 5 The interval(s) of β ∈ (0, π) where
Oβ H(B) ∩ R = ∅ can be computed in O(n log n) time
and O(n) space.
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studied by Abu-Affas et al. [3].
Second, Ábrego et al. [1, 2] studied a variant of geometric matching, called C-matching, in which a set S of points
are to be matched using regions of a specified type (e.g.,
squares) from a set C; the regions serve as the “edges” of
the C-matching. In a perfect C-matching, each point of S
lies in exactly one of the |S|/2 regions of the C-matching,
and each such region contains exactly two points of S. If
the regions are pairwise-disjoint, the matching is strong.

Abstract
Given a set S = {R1 , R2 , . . . , R2n } of 2n disjoint open
regions in the plane, we examine the problem of computing a non-crossing perfect region-matching: a perfect
matching on S that is realized by a set of non-crossing line
segments, with the segments disjoint from the regions. We
study the complexity of this problem, showing that, in general, it is NP-hard. We also show that a perfect matching
always exists and can be computed in polynomial time if
the regions are unit (or more generally, nearly equal-size)
disks or squares. We also consider the bipartite version of
the problem in which there are n red regions and n blue
regions; in this case, the problem is NP-hard even for unit
disk (or unit square) regions.
1

Preliminaries. We are given a set S = {R1 , . . . , R2n }
of 2n disjoint (open) regions; most of our attention is focused on the case of regions that are circular disks or axisaligned squares. The complement, <2 \ (∪i Ri ) of the set
of regions is a (closed) connected set, which we call the
free space. Consider the region visibility graph, G, whose
nodes are the regions S and whose edges E correspond to
pairs of regions, Ri and Rj , that are weakly visible, meaning that there exist points pi ∈ ∂Ri and pj ∈ ∂Rj such
that the line segment pi pj lies fully within the free space.
A set of line segments is a non-crossing matching for S
if the segments all lie within the free space, are pairwise
non-crossing (no point lies in the relative interior of two
distinct segments), and there is a matching in the graph G
for which the segments are a geometric realization. Note
that even if the graph G on S has a perfect matching, it
may not be possible to realize it with non-crossing line
segments; see Figure 1(a), where the only realization by
straight segments of a perfect matching on the set of small
and large squares results in two edges crossing in the middle of the figure. In Figure 1(b), we show a simple case of
circular regions (small and large) for which the graph G is
a star (so only one pair of regions can be matched).

Introduction

We consider a natural geometric matching problem on planar regions. Given a set S = {R1 , R2 , . . . , R2n } of 2n
disjoint regions in the plane, we examine the problem of
computing a non-crossing perfect region-matching: determine whether there exists a set of n pairs of regions,
{(P1 , Q1 ), (P2 , Q2 ), . . . , (Pn , Qn )}, of S (Pi , Qi ∈ S)
such that there exist non-crossing (disjoint interiors) line
segments, pi qi , that realize the matching, with pi ∈ Pi ,
qi ∈ Qi , and pi qi disjoint from the interiors of the regions
of S (i.e., the regions of S are obstacles through which the
edges of the matching are not allowed to pass).
Related Work. This problem is related to two problems
posed by Ferran Hurtado at his Barcelona workshops.
First, Aloupis et al. [4] considered the problem of realizing a given matching (i.e., with a pairing of the regions
specified) by a set of non-crossing line segments connecting each pair of regions in the matching. They particularly
studied the problem in which one region of each given pair
is a single point, while the other region is either a discrete
point set or a line segment, possibly in a special configuration. The bottleneck version of this problem has been

Our Results. We prove that determining whether a noncrossing perfect matching exists is NP-complete for disjoint regions that are squares or disks, not all the same
size. In contrast, we prove that if the regions are (disjoint) unit disks/squares, a non-crossing perfect matching
always exists and can be computed efficiently. If the re29
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(a) While the graph G has a perfect matching, it has no realization with non-crossing straight
segments.

(b) The graph G
is a star; at most
two regions can be
matched.

Figure 1: Examples.

(a) Blocker using squares.

gions are disks/squares with a bounded ratio of largest to
smallest, then one can always find a non-crossing matching that matches a constant fraction of the input regions.
We also consider the bipartite case, in which the input is n
“red” regions and n “blue” regions; we prove that it is NPcomplete to decide whether there is a non-crossing perfect
bipartite matching for unit disks/squares.
2

Hardness
(b) Blocker using circular disks.

Theorem 1 Given a set S of 2n disjoint disks or axisaligned squares in the plane, deciding whether there exists
a non-crossing perfect matching on S is NP-complete.

Figure 2: Blocker gadgets.

Proof. [Sketch] Our reduction is from Planar Exactly-1in-3-SAT. We focus on the case of axis-aligned squares. In
Figures 3, 4, 2 we show some of the gadgets; not shown
are the (polynomially) numerous “blockers”, which fill the
space around the squares and red/blue edges shown, making it so that the only edges possible to consider for the
matching are (essentially) those red/blue edges shown, as
there are no other combinatorially distinct free-space connecting segments between pairs of squares. Gadgets for
blockers are shown in Figure 2 (both for squares and circular disks). A blocker is designed in such a way that the
only way to pair up the objects in the blocker is to make
internal connections that leave the outer bounding objects
unavailable for matching.
In the variable gadget of Figure 3(a), using the red (vertical) edges corresponds to setting the variable to True,
while using the blue (horizontal) edges corresponds to setting the variable to False. Once we commit to the type
of edge (red or blue) matching to the square labelled vi ,
we are commited to this choice along the “variable chain”.
Figure 3(b) shows a splitting gadget that allows the signal from a variable to be split, so that it can propagate to
multiple different clauses. Figure 4 shows three variable
chains connecting to a clause gadget (a single square). In
a solved configuration, one of the dashed blue edges and
one of the dashed red edges will be active, depending on
which unique variable is true. We claim that there is a
non-crossing perfect matching if and only if it is possible to satisfy all clauses using exactly one true literal per

(a) Variable gadget.

(b) Split gadget.

Figure 3: Variable gadgets used in the proof of Theorem 1.
clause. Further, we claim that the entire construction uses
a polynomial number of squares.


3

Matching Unit Disks and Squares

Theorem 2 Given a set S = {R1 , . . . , R2n } of 2n disjoint unit-radius disks or axis-aligned unit squares in the
plane, there is always a non-crossing perfect matching on
S, and it can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. For disks Ri , we construct the Euclidean Delaunay
triangulation of the disk centers, pi , in time O(n log n).
We know, from Dillencourt [5], that there is a perfect
matching in the Delaunay triangulation. We match pairs
of disks according to this matching. We then realize the
30
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on 2n unit disks or axis-aligned unit squares has an
Ω(n log n) lower bound in the algebraic decision tree
model.
Proof. Our reduction is from sorting. Given n distinct integers {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } that are to be sorted, we create an
instance of region matching on a set of 2n − 2 disjoint
small squares, each of side length 1/4, centered on the
points ximin , ximax , and xi ± 1/4, for i 6= imin , imax ,
along the x-axis. Here, ximin = mini xi = xπ1 and
ximax = maxi xi = xπn are the smallest and largest of
the input integers, whose sorted sequence (unknown to us)
is given by the permutation π: (xπ1 , xπ2 , . . . , xπn ). (The
values ximin and ximax are easily computed in time O(n).)
For this set of disjoint squares, the only non-crossing perfect matching is that which joins the square centered at
ximin with the square centered at xπ2 − 1/4, the square
centered at xπ2 +1/4 with the square centered at xπ3 −1/4,
etc. Thus, the result of the matching (which square is
matched to which square) determines the sorted order of
the input xi .


Figure 4: Clause gadget, bringing together three variables.

(a) Circular regions.

Note that if the radii of the regions (disks) can be arbitrary, then it may not be possible to match more than a
single pair of regions; see Figure 1(b). It is interesting to
consider for what ratio of large to small radius can we say
that a perfect matching always exists. For any arrangement
of disks, let rmax (resp., rmin ) denote the radius of the
largest (resp., smallest) disk/square. Let ρ = rmax /rmin
be the ratio of the size of the largest to smallest object.
One natural question is whether there is a critical ratio ρ∗S
for squares or ρ∗D for disks, respectively, so that a noncrossing matching exists for any ratio ρ ≤ ρ∗D or ρ ≤ ρ∗S ,
but not for ρ > ρ∗D , ρ > ρ∗S . As it follows from Theorem 2
that there is a non-crossing matching whenever ρ = 1, the
existence of ρ∗D and ρ∗S would follow from a monotonicity
property. The examples in Figure 6 show that (assuming
existence) ρ∗D ≤ 3 for disjoint disks, and ρ∗S ≤ 1/φ for
disjoint squares, where φ = 0.618 . . . is the Golden Ratio.

(b) Square regions.

Figure 5: Proof of Theorem 2.
connections as follows (see Figure 5(a)): for a Delaunay edge (pi , pj ), with corresponding witness circle Ci,j
(which passes through pi and pj and has no other center points interior to it), centered at ci,j , we connect point
p0i ∈ ∂Ri to the point p0j ∈ ∂Rj , where p0i (resp., p0j ) is the
“shifted” point on the segment pi ci,j at distance 1 from pi
(resp., on the segment pj ci,j at distance 1 from pj ). Then,
0
the circle Ci,j
centered at ci,j of radius 1 less than the radius of Ci,j has an interior disjoint from all other unit disks
Rk of S (since Ci,j is empty of unit disk centers, and the
0
radius of Ci,j
is 1 less than that of Ci,j ). Thus, the segment
0 0
0
pi pj , which lies within Ci,j
, does not intersect any other
unit disk. Further, the segments p0i p0j obtained from Delaunay edges in this way are pairwise non-crossing, since
0
each such segment has a corresponding witness circle Ci,j
,
0
whose interior contains no other shifted points pk . Thus,
we have obtained a non-crossing perfect matching on the
set S of unit disks.
For squares, we construct the L∞ Delaunay triangulation of the centers of the regions S. We know that the
Delaunay triangulation has a perfect matching (in fact, it
also has a Hamiltonian path; one simple proof is given in
[2]). We match pairs of squares according to such a matching/path. We then realize the connections as shown in Figure 5(b).


x
1 1−x
x

Figure 6: Lower bounds for the critical ratio: Examples
for which no non-crossing perfect matchings exist.
We now consider the question of achieving a matching
(with non-crossing edges) of at least a certain fraction of
the input regions.
Theorem 4 If rmax /rmin ≤ C, then there always exists
a non-crossing matching of Ω(n/C) pairs.

Theorem 3 Computing a non-crossing perfect matching
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Proof. [Sketch] We shrink disks to rmin and do a noncrossing matching on the equal-radius disks. Then, we
argue that no original (larger) disk can block more than
O(C) of the matched edges.

4

Bipartite Matchings

Theorem 5 Given a set S of 2n disjoint axis-aligned unit
squares in the plane, n of them “red” and n of them
“blue”, deciding whether there exists a non-crossing perfect bipartite matching between red and blue squares is
NP-complete.

(c) One input active, (d) One input active,
output inactive.
output active.

Proof. [Sketch] We reduce from planar Constraint Graph
Satisfaction [6]: given a planar graph with edge weights
of 1 (denoted red) or 2 (denoted blue), where each vertex is red-red-blue (called AND) or blue-blue-blue (called
OR ), decide whether there is an orientation such that every vertex has a total incoming weight of at least 2. Given
such a graph, we embed it orthogonally in a grid, and replace each AND vertex, each OR vertex, and each turn with
Figures 7a, 8a, and 9a, respectively. Dashed lines denote
candidate matching connections; all other connections are
suitably blocked by a bipartite unit-square blocker (details
appear in the full paper). Figures 7, 8, and 9 show all
valid solutions of these gadgets. Each 6-cycle forces the
contained two points to either both match into this gadget
(representing an outgoing edge in the orientation) or into
the adjacent gadget (representing an incoming edge in the
orientation). In the AND and OR gadgets we view the horizontal edges to the widget as inputs and the vertical edges
from it as an output; we call an input active if it is incoming, and call an output active if it is outgoing. The central
points force the appropriate behavior by blocking certain
connections.


(a) Gadget

(b) No inputs active, forcing output inactive.

(a) Gadget

(e) Two inputs active,
output inactive.

(f) 2 inputs active,
output active.

Figure 8: Constraint-graph OR vertex.

(a) Gadget

(b) Left to top.

(c) Top to left.

Figure 9: Constraint-graph 90◦ turn.
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Abstract

crossing number [5].
It is natural to ask what is the complexity of verifying if a given drawing of a graph is equivalent to
an x-monotone drawing (that is, if there is a selfhomeomorphism of the sphere and a stereographic
projection that takes the original drawing into an xmonotone drawing). We call such a drawing monotone. For monotone drawings of Kn , tight lower
bounds on the crossing number are known [1, 2]. The
only algorithmic question related to monotone drawings that we are aware of was settled in [3], where an
O(n2 ) algorithm is given that tests whether a graph
with given x-coordinates assigned to the vertices has
an x-monotone embedding (respecting the given xcoordinates).
Here we adopt the broader point of view that we
are given the rotation system of the drawing (as opposed to, say, its cell structure). We recall that in a
given drawing, the rotation at a vertex is the clockwise ordering of edges at that vertex, and that the
rotation system is the collection of rotations at its vertices. We investigate the question of whether, given
a rotation system that corresponds to a good drawing of Kn , there exists a monotone drawing of Kn
with the same rotation system (i.e., the drawings are
weakly isomorphic). We show (see Theorem 5) that
there is a polynomial-time algorithm that settles this
decision problem.
A major tool in our algorithm is a variation of a
characterization of monotonicity by Balko, Fulek, and
Kynčl [2, Lemma 4.8] (see Theorem 2). The algorithm
can be easily modified to test whether a given good
drawing is weakly isomorphic to a 2-page book drawing (see Corollary 7). Finally, we briefly discuss in
Section 3 a related result on characterizing pseudolinear drawings of complete graphs.

We describe an O(n5 ) time algorithm for deciding
whether a good drawing of the complete graph Kn ,
given in terms of its rotation system, can be re-drawn
using only x-monotone arcs.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate x-monotone drawings of
complete graphs. We recall that a drawing of a graph
is x-monotone if each vertical line intersects each edge
at most once. We are interested in good drawings of
the complete graphs Kn . We recall that in a good
drawing of a graph no two edges share more than
one point (either a common end vertex or a crossing) and no edge crosses itself (this last condition is
obviously satisfied in every x-monotone drawing). An
important motivation to focus the attention on good
drawings is that every crossing-minimal (in the usual
definition of crossing number) drawing of a graph is
good.
Besides their natural aesthetic appeal, x-monotone
drawings provide a nice generalization of rectilinear
and pseudolinear (see Section 3) drawings. Very little
seems to be known about this natural class of drawings. Pach and Tóth proved in [4] two Hanani-Tutte
type theorems for (arbitrary, not necessarily good) xmonotone drawings; their results were later strengthened by Fulek et al. in [3]. Pach and Tóth also showed
that, in sharp contrast with the behavior of the rectilinear and the pseudolinear crossing numbers, which
cannot be bounded from above by any function of the
usual crossing number, the x-monotone crossing number of a graph is at most twice the square of its usual
∗ Email: oaich@ist.tugraz.at. Supported by the ESF EUROCORES programme EuroGIGA–ComPoSe, Austrian Science
Fund (FWF): I 648-N18.
† Email: thackl@ist.tugraz.at. Supported by the Austrian
Science Fund (FWF): P23629-N18 ‘Combinatorial Problems on
Geometric Graphs’.
‡ Email: apilz@ist.tugraz.at. Supported by the ESF EUROCORES programme EuroGIGA–ComPoSe, Austrian Science
Fund (FWF): I 648-N18.
§ Email: gsalazar@ifisica.uaslp.mx. Supported by CONACYT grant 222667.
¶ Email: bvogt@ist.tugraz.at.

1

A different characterization of monotonicity

For a drawing D of Kn let S = (v1 , . . . , vs ) be a sequence of its vertices. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s, we denote
with D(S, i, j) the drawing obtained from D by removing v1 , . . . , vi−1 , vj+1 , . . . , vs . If D is seen as a
subset of the plane, then a cell of D is a connected
component of R2 \ D.
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Definition 1 (Ábrego et al. [1]) A drawing D of
Kn is s-shellable if there exists a sequence S =
(v1 , . . . , vs ) of vertices and a cell C of D with the following property: for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s, the vertices vi
and vj are on the boundary of the region of D(S, i, j)
that contains C. The sequence S is an s-shelling of D
witnessed by C.

is an n-shelling of D (witnessed by a cell C). By
Lemma 1 this is the case if D has a partial shelling
sequence from v1 to vn and one from vn to v1 , witnessed by C.
We first show that D has a partial shelling sequence
from v1 to vn . The vertices v1 and vn share at least
one cell C, the unbounded cell. By Property 2, v1 v2
is not crossed. Thus, v1 and v2 share two cells, which
merge with C when removing v1 . Continuing this argument for any i from 2 to n, we can derive from
Properties 2 and 3 that vi and vn share a cell (the unbounded cell) that contains C in D(π, i, n). Hence, vi
and vn share a cell (the unbounded cell) in D(π, i, n)
and D has a partial shelling sequence from v1 to vn
witnessed by C.
Next we show that D has a partial shelling sequence
from vn to v1 witnessed by C. For the sake of contradiction assume that there is no such partial shelling
sequence. Recall that, by Property 3, v1 and vn share
the unbounded cell C in D. Therefore, there is an
edge vi vi+1 (i ≤ n − 1) that is crossed by an edge
vj vk of the sub-drawing induced by v1 , . . . , vi+1 . Both
j and k have to be less than i. W.l.o.g., let j < k.
Note that k = j + 1 is not possible due to Property 2.
Thus, 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 3 and j + 1 < k < i. Consider the
drawing induced by vj , vk , vi , vi+1 , plus vk−1 (see
Figure 1). The vertices vi and vi+1 partition the rotation around vk into two parts. By Property 1, vk−1
and vj have to be in the same partition. However, by
Property 2, the path (vj , . . . , vk ) must not cross any
of the edges of the 3-cycle vk vi vi+1 , a contradiction.
Thus, by Lemma 1, π is an n-shelling of D and
since the path (v1 , . . . , vn ) is plane, it follows that D
is monotone w.r.t. π.


Definition 2 Let D be a drawing of Kn . We say
that a sequence of vertices (v1 , . . . , vs ) is a partial
shelling sequence from v1 to vs if there is a cell C of
D such that for all 1 < i < s, vi is incident to the cell
of D(S, i, s) that contains C. Similarly, we say that
(v1 , . . . , vs ) is a partial shelling sequence from vs to v1
if there is a cell C of D such that for all 1 < i < s, vi
is incident to the cell of D(S, 1, i) that contains C. In
either case, C witnesses the partial shelling sequence.
The following lemma is similar to [2, Observation 4.5], but uses a slightly more general formulation.
Lemma 1 A sequence S = (v1 , . . . , vs ) of vertices is
an s-shelling of a drawing D of Kn witnessed by a
cell C of D if and only if (i) v1 and vs are incident
with C, (ii) (v1 , . . . , vs ) is a partial shelling sequence
from v1 to vs witnessed by C, and (iii) (v1 , . . . , vs )
is a partial shelling sequence from vs to v1 witnessed
by C.
The following theorem is the key ingredient to our
algorithm. It connects monotonicity (the existence of
a monotone good drawing) of a rotation system with
three simple properties. For the proof of this theorem
we need the notion of the unbounded cell of a good
drawing D. This is the cell of D of which every point
is connected to infinity.

vk−1

Theorem 2 A good drawing D of Kn is monotone if
and only if there exists a permutation π = (v1 , . . . , vn )
of its vertices such that the following three properties
hold.

vk
vj

1. For every vi , the rotation of vi contains a consecutive subsequence that contains exactly the elements vi+1 , . . . , vn .

vk−1
vi

vi+1

Figure 1: There cannot be an edge vj vk crossing an
edge vi vi+1 .

2. For every vi , the edge vi vi+1 does not cross any
edge va vb , for all a, b > i.

Note that the second part of the proof shows that
our properties imply the reverse formulation of Property 2 (i.e., where a, b < i + 1).

3. No 3-cycle in D separates v1 from vn .
Proof. The three properties clearly hold if D is
monotone w.r.t. π. A drawing is monotone if and only
if it contains a permutation π = (v1 , . . . , vn ) of its vertices such that π is an n-shelling of D and the path
defined by π is plane [2, Lemma 4.8]. Planarity of
the path (v1 , . . . , vn ) in D directly follows from Property 2. By [2, Lemma 4.7], Property 3 is equivalent to
v1 and vn sharing a cell. It remains to prove that π

2

The algorithm

In this section, we provide an O(n5 ) time and O(n4 )
space algorithm for deciding monotonicity, based on
Theorem 2. The algorithm is separated into two
phases, one where the checks for the properties are
prepared, and one where we pick the rightmost ver34
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tex vn and test the properties with respect to this
choice. Both phases rely on dynamic programming.
Throughout this section, an interval (w, k) in the
rotation of a vertex v is the consecutive subsequence
of its rotation that starts with w and has length k.

following query. Is there an edge in D(v, w, k) that
crosses vv 0 ?
Proof. We use dynamic programming. Clearly, for
k = 2, the edge vv 0 is uncrossed. Suppose it is
also uncrossed for a subproblem given by the tuple
(v, v 0 , (w, k)). If there is an edge crossing vv 0 in the
subproblem (v, v 0 , (w, k + 1)), this crossing must be
with an edge that is incident to the additional vertex.
(Note that given the rotation system, we can determine in constant time whether two edges of a good
drawing of Kn cross.) There is only a linear number of choices for the other end vertex for an edge
crossing vv 0 . Thus, one step can be performed in linear time and the O(n5 ) time and O(n4 ) space bounds
follow.


Preprocessing. In the preprocessing phase we prepare two data structures to be able to check Properties 1 and 2 of Theorem 2 (see Lemmata 3 and 4,
respectively) in constant time per problem instance.
For Property 3 we need no preprocessing as it can be
checked directly in the permutation search algorithm
(see the proof of Theorem 5).
Lemma 3 Let D be a good drawing. Given two vertices v and v 0 , as well as an interval (w, k), 2 ≤ k ≤
n − 1, in the rotation around v that contains v 0 . Let
D(v, w, k) be a sub-drawing induced by v and the vertices in the interval (w, k). In O(n5 ) time we can construct a data structure of size O(n4 ) to answer the
following query. Is there a consecutive subsequence of
k − 1 vertices in the rotation of v 0 that contains exactly the vertices of D(v, w, k) without v and v 0 ? In
addition, the data structure provides the first element
of the subsequence, if it exists.

Permutation search. Using the data structures from
the preprocessing we can now prove our claim about
checking monotonicity. The algorithm is implicitly
given in the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 5 Given the rotation system of a good
drawing D of Kn , we can test in O(n5 ) time and
O(n4 ) space whether there exists a permutation π of
its vertices such that D is monotone w.r.t. π.

Proof. Let σ be the linearly ordered sequence obtained from the rotation around v 0 when removing v
(i.e., σ starts with the element after v). Add the first
k − 1 vertices of σ to a queue Q and let c be the
number of vertices in Q that are in the interval (w, k)
in the rotation around v (c can be obtained in linear
time). If c = k − 1, Q is the required subsequence and
we are done. (As an answer we only store the first
element of Q in our data structure.) Otherwise, add
the next element vl of σ that has not been added to
Q to it, and remove the first element vf of Q from
it. (The invariant that |Q| = k − 1 is maintained.)
If vf is part of the interval at v, there cannot exist a
subsequence as required at v 0 and we are done. If vl
is part of the interval at v, we increase c by one. If at
some point c = k − 1, we are done and Q defines the
requested subsequence. The first element of that subsequence (i.e., the first element of Q) can obviously
be reported in constant time in that case. Otherwise,
if we added all vertices of σ to Q without c becoming
k−1, we know that the required subsequence does not
exists. We repeat this process for any combination of
v, v 0 , w, and k, resulting in overall O(n5 ) time and
O(n4 ) space.


Proof. Using dynamic programming we build a permutation π = (v1 , . . . , vn ) of the vertices of D and
show that it fulfills the properties of Theorem 2, or
that such a permutation does not exist. In a first
phase, we apply the preprocessing provided by Lemmata 3 and 4. For the second phase, we guess a vertex
vn , the last element of π. We then apply Theorem 2
as follows. For any vertex vi and an interval (w, k) in
its rotation containing vn , let D(vi , w, k) be the subdrawing induced by vi and the vertices in the interval
for k ≤ n − 1. We check whether there is a permutation of the vertices of D(vi , w, k) starting with vi
and ending with vn such that Properties 1 and 2 are
fulfilled. At the end of the second phase for each vn ,
we check whether there exists a vertex and an interval
around it, such that this vertex can be v1 (in combination with the guessed vn ), fulfilling Property 3.
In the following, we describe the second phase in
more detail. For each choise of vn we consider problem
instances comprising a vertex vi and an interval (w, k)
around vi . The base cases (vi , (w, 3)) can be easily
decided. Using dynamic programming, we can assume
that all problem instances up to k − 1 are decided.
For each vertex vi and an interval (w, k) around vi
that is containing vn , we guess a successor vi+1 from
that interval. We check whether the rotation of vi+1
has a consecutive subsequence that matches the chosen interval at vi ; let (w0 , k − 1) be this interval at
vi+1 . Then, we check whether the edge vi vi+1 crosses
any edge in the sub-drawing D(vi , w, k). Both checks

Lemma 4 Let D be a good drawing. Given two vertices v and v 0 , as well as an interval (w, k), 2 ≤ k ≤
n − 1, in the rotation around v that contains v 0 . Let
D(v, w, k) be a sub-drawing induced by v and the vertices in the interval (w, k). In O(n5 ) time we can construct a data structure of size O(n4 ) to answer the
35
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can be done in constant time (see Lemmata 3 and 4)
after the preprocessing phase. As soon as one of these
checks fails, we know that this problem instance is not
part of the required permutation and continue with
the next instance. If both checks are positive, we obtain w0 and there is a permutation of the vertices of
D(vi , w, k) starting at vi and ending at vn fulfilling
Properties 1 and 2 if there exists one such permutation for vi+1 and the interval (w0 , k − 1).
After all problem instances (vi , (w, n−1)) have been
decided for one fixed vn , it remains to find a valid v1 .
Note that Properties 1 and 2 are fulfilled for one interval (w, n − 1) at v1 if and only if they are fulfilled
for all intervals of length n − 1 around v1 . We check
Property 3 for each of the O(n) possibilities for v1 in
a brute-force way (O(n3 ) triangle side tests) and are
done for the fixed vn .
The first phase takes O(n5 ) time and O(n4 ) space.
There are linearly many possibilities to chose vn , there
is a cubic number of subproblems (vi , (w, k)), and for
each subproblem, we check a linear number of successor vertices. Checking all possible choices for v1 takes
O(n4 ) time for each vn . Hence, the overall algorithm
to decide monotonicity needs O(n5 ) time and O(n4 )
space.


good drawing of Kn contains a plane Hamiltonian cycle. For our dynamic-programming approach, the interval of a vertex defining the subproblem enables us
to reason about the subproblem. This interval can
not be used when looking for plane Hamiltonian cycles. Is there a polynomial-time algorithm to obtain
a plane Hamiltonian cycle in a good drawing of Kn , if
it exists? Can the set of all uncrossed edges of a good
drawing be reported in o(n3 ) time?
3

Pseudo-linear drawings

Consider a drawing of Kn in the projective plane P2 .
A pseudo-line is a bi-infinite simple curve in P2 that
does not disconnect P2 . A drawing in P2 is pseudolinear if each edge can be simultaneously extended to
a pseudo-line such that in the resulting set of pseudolines each pair of pseudo-lines intersects exactly once
in a proper crossing. It is well-known that a pseudolinear drawing is monotone. Balko, Fulek, and Kynčl [2]
show that a monotone drawing is pseudolinear iff it
does not contain a drawing of K4 that contains a
crossing and where in this sub-drawing one vertex is in
the interior of a triangle (w.r.t. the unbounded cell).
We call such a drawing a bad K4 . We show (in the
full version) that the restriction to monotone drawings in the statement of [2] is unnecessary, a result
obtained independently by Arroyo, McQuillan, and
Richter (personal communication).

Note that in case such a permutation π exists, we
can easily retrieve it with the algorithm by simply
storing valid successor vertices. For a valid vertex v1
it is then standard to retrieve π in linear time.
We can modify the above approach to obtain an
algorithm to test whether a drawing has a 2-page book
drawing. Instead of checking whether an edge vv 0 is
crossed by edges of a sub-drawing (Lemma 4), we can
check whether it is crossed at all.

Theorem 8 A good drawing of Kn in P2 is pseudolinear if and only if it does not contain a bad K4 .
Acknowledgements. We want to thank Bernardo
M. Ábrego, Silvia Fernández-Merchant, and Pedro
Ramos for valuable discussions.

Lemma 6 The set of uncrossed edges of a good drawing D can be reported in O(n3 ) time.
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Abstract

we always assume that a pseudolinear drawing is xmonotone.
A rectilinear drawing of G is a drawing of G in
which the vertices are represented by points in general
position (no three points lie on a common line) and
each edge is represented by a straight-line segment.
A crossing in a drawing D of G is a common interior
point of two edges. The number of crossings in D is
denoted by cr(D). The pseudolinear crossing number
cr(G)
e
of G is the minimum number of crossings in a
pseudolinear drawing of G. Similarly, the rectilinear
crossing number cr(G) of G is the minimum number
of crossings in a rectilinear drawing of G. We have
cr(G)
e
≤ cr(G) for every graph G, as every rectilinear
drawing is pseudolinear.
Both the rectilinear and the pseudolinear crossing number of Kn have attracted a lot of attention, see the survey by Ábrego, Fernández-Merchant,
and Salazar [3]. For the pseudolinear crossing number of Kn , the best known lower bound cr(K
e n) >
0.379972 n4 − O(n3 ) is due to Ábrego et al. [2].
Ábrego and Fernández-Merchant
 [1] proved the upper bound cr(Kn ) < 0.380559 n4 + O(n3 ) using an
iterative procedure that generates arbitrarily large
rectilinear drawings with few crossings from a given
base drawing. In his Rectilinear Crossing Number
Project, Aichholzer [5] published a list of best known
rectilinear drawings of Kn for n ≤ 100. Ábrego et
al. [4] used one of these drawings to improve the
upper bound to cr(Kn ) < 0.380544 n4 + O(n3 ) and
also produced new drawings yielding
 the general upper bound cr(Kn ) < 0.380488 n4 + O(n3 ). FabilaMonroy and López [10]recently improved this bound
to cr(Kn ) < 0.380473 n4 +O(n3 ) using a simple heuristic, moving the vertices of an initial rectilinear drawing one by one by a vector chosen randomly from a
product of exponential distributions. The bound of
Fabila-Monroy and López [10] has been the best known
upper bound on cr(K
e n ).
Our main contribution is the following improvement.

A drawing D of a graph is pseudolinear if the edges
of D can be extended to doubly-infinite curves that
form an arrangement of pseudolines. The pseudolinear crossing number of Kn , denoted by cr(K
e n ),
is the minimum number of crossings in a pseudolinear drawing of Kn . Using simulated annealing, we
obtain new pseudolinear drawings of Kn with few
crossings for small values of n. We introduce a pseudolinear version of known constructions that blow
up rectilinear drawings
of Kn and we prove that

cr(K
e n ) < 0.380448 n4 + O(n3 ), shrinking the current
gap between the lower and upper bound roughly by
five percent.
Introduction
In a drawing of a graph G, the vertices of G are represented by distinct points in the plane and each edge
is represented by a simple continuous arc connecting
the images of its endpoints. As usual, we identify the
vertices and their images, as well as the edges and
the arcs representing them. We require that the edges
pass through no vertices other than their endpoints
and that no three edges meet at a common interior
point.
A drawing D of G is called pseudolinear if the edges
of D can be extended to doubly-infinite simple curves
that form an arrangement of pseudolines, that is, any
two curves cross exactly once. It is well-known that
every arrangement of pseudolines is homeomorphic
to an arrangement of x-monotone curves, therefore
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Theorem 1 For every positive integer n, we have
 
n
cr(K
e n ) < 0.380448
+ O(n3 ).
4

pseudolinear drawing D the number of crossings cr(D)
equals the number of 4-tuples of one of the forms
++++, −−−−, ++−−, −−++ in the n-signature
realized by D.
For a sign σ(i, j, k), we use σ(i, j, k) to denote the
opposite sign. That is, σ(i, j, k) = + if σ(i, j, k) =
− and σ(i, j, k) = − otherwise. A switch of a sign
σ(i, j, k) is the change of σ(i, j, k) to σ(i, j, k).

To prove Theorem 1, we follow Fabila-Monroy’s and
Lopez’s [10] approach and adapt it to pseudolinear
drawings. We perform small random changes in an
initial pseudolinear drawing D of Kn for small n while
keeping track of cr(D). To search the space of configurations efficiently, we use simulated annealing [8, 11],
a probabilistic metaheuristic motivated by the thermodynamics of annealing in metallurgy. In most of
the cases (where n ≥ 42), we obtain a pseudolinear
drawing of Kn with fewer crossings than the current
best known upper bounds. The improvement on the
leading constant in cr(K
e n ) is derived using a pseudolinear version of the construction by Ábrego and
Fernández-Merchant [1].
According to our knowledge, all previous upper
bounds on cr(K
e n ) follow from upper bounds on cr(Kn ).
It is possible that some of our configurations are not
stretchable; this would hint at the possibility that
cr(K
e n ) < cr(Kn ) for large values of n. This it true for
general graphs, see [9] for a construction of graphs for
which the rectilinear crossing number is strictly larger
than the pseudolinear one.
Some improvements on the leading constant of
cr(K
e n ) are illustrated in Figure 1. The results of
our experiments can be found on our webpage [7].
1

2

Crossing minimization via simulated annealing

Simulated annealing is a probabilistic metaheuristic
for minimizing a given objective function over vast
configuration spaces, first described by Kirkpatrick,
Gelatt, and Vecchi [11] and independently by Černý [8].
Here we describe our implementation of this method.
The input of the algorithm consists of a realizable
n-signature σ0 , a parameter T0 ∈ R, called the temperature, and an upper bound tmax ∈ N on the total
number of steps.
In every step t ∈ {0, . . . , tmax −1}, we find all triples

from [n]
3 whose signs can be switched in σt so that the
resulting n-signature is still realizable. Such triples are
called switchable in σt . Let {i, j, k} be a switchable
triple in σt chosen uniformly and independently at
random from the set of all switchable triples in σt . We
use σ 0 to denote the realizable n-signature obtained
from σt by the switch of σt (i, j, k). Let Dt and D0 be
the pseudolinear drawings of Kn that realize σt and
σ 0 , respectively.
We set σt+1 := σ 0 if cr(D
e 0 ) < cr(D
e t ). In the case
0
cr(D
e
) ≥ cr(D
e t ) we set σt+1 := c0 with the acceptance
probability p(cr(D
e t ), cr(D
e 0 ), Tt ) and set σt+1 := σt
otherwise. At the end of step t, we update the temperature by setting Tt+1 := h(Tt , t) where h is socalled cooling function. In one of our implementations
of the algorithm, we set p(a, b, T ) := e(a−b)/T and
h(T, t) := T / log2 (t + 1000).
The algorithm terminates after tmax steps and outputs the realizable n-signature σtmax .
Note that we allow switches that increase the number of crossings. By being able to move to a worse
drawing, it is possible to jump out of local minima
and, possibly, find a better drawing.
It follows from Theorem 2 that inevery realizable
n-signature σ, a triple {i, j, k} ∈ [n]
with i < j < k
3
is switchable in σ if and
only
if
σ
contains
no 4-tuple

F = {a, i, j, k} ∈ [n]
of one of the following forms:
4

Representation of pseudolinear drawings

We use the following representation of pseudolinear drawings
of Kn . An n-signature is a function

σ : [n]
→
{+,
−}. Every pseudolinear drawing D of
3
Kn realizes an n-signature as follows. If v1 < · · · < vn
are the vertices of D ordered by x-coordinates, then a
triple {i, j, k} ∈ [n]
with i < j < k receives the sign
3
− if vj lies above the edge vi vk in D and + otherwise.
An n-signature σ is realizable if there is a pseudolinear drawing D of Kn realizing σ. For integers
1 ≤ i < j < k < ` ≤ n and signs ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , ξ4 ∈ {+, −},
we say that the form of the 4-tuple {i, j, k, `} is
ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4 in σ if we have σ(i, j, k) = ξ1 , σ(i, j, `) = ξ2 ,
σ(i, k, `) = ξ3 , and σ(j, k, `) = ξ4 .
Pseudolinear drawings of Kn can be characterized
in terms of n-signatures as follows.
Theorem 2 ([6]) An n-signature σ is realizable if

and only if every 4-tuple from [n]
is of one of the
4
eight forms ++++, +++−, ++−−, +−−−, −−−−,
−−−+, −−++, −+++ in σ.

(i) •◦◦◦ or ••◦◦ for a < i,

(ii) ◦◦◦◦ or •◦◦◦ for i < a < j,
(iii) ◦◦◦◦ or ◦◦◦• for j < a < k,

See [6] for further discussion of this representation.
We choose signatures to represent D, as they permit a straightforward implementation and allow fast
prototyping. It is a simple observation that in every

(iv) ◦◦◦• or ◦◦•• for k < a.
Here ◦ ∈ {+, −} denotes the sign σ(i, j, k) and • ∈
{+, −} is σ(i, j, k).
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Figure 1: Improvements on the leading constant in cr(Kn ) and cr(K
e n ).
After the switch of σt (i, j, k) in step t, only triples

contained in a 4-tuple F ∈ [n]
with i, j, k ∈ F can
4
become or stop being switchable in σt . It can be shown
that exactly one triple in F becomes and exactly one
stops being switchable in σt . Therefore we can update
the list of switchable triples in σt in time O(n).
We can update the number of crossings in time O(n),

as it is sufficient to check only 4-tuples from [n]
that
4
contain i, j, and k. Thus the time complexity of a
single step of our algorithm is O(n).
We obtained new pseudolinear drawings of Kn for
small values of n, improving the previously best pseudolinear drawings in many instances. In particular, we
found a pseudolinear drawing of K216 with 33 260 204
crossings. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on this
drawing. All the new drawings can be found in [7].
Compared to the method of Fabila-Monroy and
López [10], our approach is, in a certain sense, finer.
Fabila-Monroy and López perturb a single vertex of a
rectilinear drawing D of Kn in every step. However,
this may lead to a rather large change in the number
of crossings (quadratic in the worst case), as such
perturbation can switch more signs in the n-signature
realized by D. In our approach we perform only a
single switch per step. Moreover, we use simulated
annealing to avoid being trapped in local minima.
3

Theorem 3 ([1, 4]) Let D be a rectilinear drawing
of Kn0 that contains a halving matching. Then there
is a rectilinear drawing of K2n0 that contains a halving
matching and has 16 cr(D) + (n0 /2)(2n20 − 7n0 + 5)
crossings.
Ábrego et al. [1, 4] showed that an iterative application of Theorem 3 with the base drawing D of Kn0
implies that cr(Kn ) is at most
 
24 cr(D) + 3n30 − 7n20 + 30
7 n0 n
+ O(n3 )
(1)
n40
4
for every sufficiently large n.
To prove Theorem 1, we now translate this method
into the pseudolinear setting. First, we generalize the
notion of a halving matching. Let i, j be elements of
[n] with i < j and let σ be an n-signature realized
by a pseudolinear drawing D of Kn . We say that an
element a from [n] \ {i, j} is on the left side of {i, j} in
σ if one of the following cases occurs: σ(a, i, j) = + for
a < i, σ(i, a, j) = − for i < a < j, or σ(i, j, a) = + for
j < a. The pair {i, j} is a halving pair in σ if there are
b(n − 2)/2c or d(n − 2)/2e elements of [n] \ {i, j} on the
left side of {i, j}. Then D contains a halving matching
if there is a mapping f : [n] → [n] such that for every
element i from [n] the pair {i, f (i)} is a halving pair
in σ and there are no distinct i, j ∈ [n] with f (i) = j
and f (j) = i.

Blowing up pseudolinear drawings
Proposition 4 Let D be a pseudolinear drawing of
Kn0 that contains a halving matching. Then there is a
pseudolinear drawing of K2n0 that contains a halving
matching and has

l m
n0 2 j n0 k2
7n2
5n0
16 cr(D) + 2n0
+
− 0+
2
2
2
2

The general approach for bounding cr(Kn ) is to blow
up a given base drawing of Kn0 with few crossings so
that the blown-up drawing also contains few crossings.
Currently, the best constructions of this type are due to
Ábrego et al. [1, 4] and give the following lower bound
(there are two constructions, one for each parity of
n0 ).

crossings.
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and cr(D) :=
e n) ≤
 33 2603 204 in (1) and
obtain 3cr(K
n
120 772 213 n

317 447 424 4 + O(n ) < 0.380448 4 + O(n ).

For n0 even, Proposition 4 produces drawings with
the same number of crossings as we have in Theorem 3.
In Figure 1 we illustrate the bound on the leading
constant in cr(K
e n ) obtained by iteratively applying
Proposition 4 to the new drawings of Kn for n < 100.

4

We observed that restarting the annealing process from
n-signatures obtained in previous runs of the algorithm
often resulted in better solutions.
We plan to continue our experiments and try to further improve the upper bound on cr(K
e n ). We plan to
employ faster algorithms, a representation by rotation
systems, and advanced annealing methods.
We also plan to check whether some of the best pseudolinear drawings are stretchable. That is, whether
they correspond to rectilinear drawings of Kn . If that
would be the case, then we could apply Theorem 3
and obtain a better upper bound on cr(Kn ).

Sketch of the proof of Proposition 4. Let D be
a pseudolinear drawing of Kn0 with vertices v1 , . . . , vn0
ordered by their x-coordinates. Let f : [n0 ] → [n0 ] be
the halving matching in the n0 -signature realized by
D. To construct D0 , we first replace each vertex vi of
D with two vertices w2i−1 and w2i that are placed on
the pseudoline vi vf (i) within a small neighborhood of
vi . Assuming that pseudolines of D are oriented from
left to right, we place w2i after w2i−1 on vi vf (i) .
Pseudolines in D are replaced with bundles of pseudolines. Each pseudoline vi vf (i) is replaced with the
bundle from part a) of Figure 2. Every other pseudoline has the form vi vj for i 6= f (j) and j 6= f (i) and
is replaced with the bundle from part b) of Figure 2.
This finishes the construction of D0 .
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Figure 2: Replacing pseudolines of D with bundles.
If we draw the new pseudolines very close to the
original pseudolines, then it can be shown that the
drawing D0 is indeed pseudolinear. Observe that D0
contains a halving matching f 0 : [2n0 ] → [2n0 ] defined
as f 0 (2i−1) := 2i and f 0 (2i) := 2f (i) for every i ∈ [n0 ].
To finish the proof of Proposition 4, it remains to count
the number of crossings in D0 . We omit this part, as
it is done similarly as in [1].

This construction can be described in the terms
of 2n0 -signatures, which are more suitable for implementation. Due to space restrictions, we omit this as
well.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. Let n0 be a
positive even integer and let D be a pseudolinear
drawing of Kn0 with a halving matching. Iterative
application of Proposition 4 with the base drawing D
bounds cr(K
e n ) from above by (1). Therefore it suffices to choose the base drawing D so that the leading
constant in (1) is minimized.
We let D be the pseudolinear drawing of K216 with
33 260 204 crossings found by our experiments. Since
D contains a halving matching [7], we can set n0 := 216
40
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Abstract

of a complete graph.
An abstract topological graph (briefly an ATgraph), a notion introduced by Kratochvı́l, Lubiw and
Nešetřil [9], is a pair (G, X ) where G is a graph and

X ⊆ E(G)
is a set of pairs of its edges. Here we
2
assume that X consists only of independent (that is,
nonadjacent) pairs of edges. For a simple topological
graph T that is a drawing of G, let XT be the set of
pairs of edges having a common crossing. A simple
topological graph T is a simple realization of (G, X )
if XT = X . We say that (G, X ) is simply realizable if
(G, X ) has a simple realization.
An AT-subgraph of an AT-graph (G, X ) is an ATgraph (H, Y) such that H is a subgraph of G and

Y = X ∩ E(H)
. Clearly, a simple realization of (G, X )
2
restricted to the vertices and edges of H is a simple
realization of (H, Y).
We are ready to state our main result.

An abstract topological graph (briefly an AT-graph) is
a pair A = (G, X ) where G = (V, E) is a graph and
X ⊆ E2 is a set of pairs of its edges. The AT-graph A
is simply realizable if G can be drawn in the plane so
that each pair of edges from X crosses exactly once
and no other pair crosses. We characterize simply
realizable complete AT-graphs by a finite set of forbidden AT-subgraphs, each with at most six vertices.
This implies a straightforward polynomial algorithm
for testing simple realizability of complete AT-graphs,
which simplifies a previous algorithm by the author.
1

Introduction

A topological graph T = (V (T ), E(T )) is a drawing of
a graph G in the plane such that the vertices of G are
represented by a set V (T ) of distinct points and the
edges of G are represented by a set E(T ) of simple
curves connecting the corresponding pairs of points.
We call the elements of V (T ) and E(T ) the vertices
and the edges of T , respectively. The drawing has to
satisfy the following general position conditions: (1)
the edges pass through no vertices except their endpoints, (2) every pair of edges have only a finite number of intersection points, (3) every intersection point
of two edges is either a common endpoint or a proper
crossing (“touching” of the edges is not allowed), and
(4) no three edges pass through the same crossing. A
topological graph or a drawing is simple if every pair
of edges have at most one common point, which is either a common endpoint or a crossing. Simple topological graphs appear naturally as crossing-minimal
drawings; it is well known that if two edges in a topological graph have more than one common point, then
a local redrawing decreases the total number of crossings. A topological graph is complete if it is a drawing

Theorem 1 Every complete AT-graph that is not
simply realizable has an AT-subgraph on at most six
vertices that is not simply realizable.
We also show that AT-subgraphs with five vertices
are not sufficient to characterize simple realizability.
Theorem 2 There is a complete AT-graph A with
six vertices such that all its induced AT-subgraphs
with five vertices are simply realizable, but A itself is
not.
Theorem 1 implies a straightforward polynomial
algorithm for simple realizability of complete ATgraphs, running in time O(n6 ) for graphs with n vertices. It is likely that this running time can be relatively easily improved. However, compared to the
first polynomial algorithm for simple realizability of
complete AT-graphs [12], the new algorithm may be
more suitable for implementation and for practical
applications, such as generating all simply realizable
complete AT -graphs of given size or computing the
crossing number of the complete graph [4, 15]. On
the other hand, the new algorithm does not directly
provide the drawing itself, unlike the original algorithm [12]. The explicit list of realizable AT-graphs
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on six vertices can be generated using the database of
small simple complete topological graphs created by
Ábrego et al. [1].
For general noncomplete graphs, no such finite
characterization by forbidden AT -subgraphs is possible. Indeed, in the special case when X is empty, the
problem of simple realizability is equivalent to planarity, and there are nonplanar graphs of arbitrarily large girth, such as subdivisions of K5 . Moreover, simple realizability for general AT -graphs is NPcomplete [10]. See [12] for an overview of other similar
realizability problems.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the polynomial algorithm for simple realizability of complete ATgraphs from [12]. The main idea is very simple: every
time the algorithm rejects the input, it is due to an
obstruction of constant size.
Theorem 1 is an analogue of a similar characterization of simple monotone drawings of Kn by forbidden
5-tuples, and pseudolinear drawings of Kn by forbidden 4-tuples [3].
Ábrego et al. [1, 2] independently verified that simple complete topological graphs with up to nine vertices can be characterized by forbidden rotation systems of five-vertex subgraphs; see Section 2 for the
definition. They conjectured that the same characterization is true for all simple complete topological
graphs [2]. We verify this conjecture during the proof
of Theorem 1. In other words, this gives a finite characterization of realizable abstract rotation systems defined in [13, Section 3.5] and thus corrects the intuition expressed therein.
2

we say that their extended rotation systems are inverse if their rotation systems are inverse and, in addition, for every crossing x in T , the rotation of x
and the rotation of the corresponding crossing x′ in
T ′ are inverse cyclic permutations. For example, if T ′
is a mirror image of T , then T and T ′ have inverse
extended rotation systems.
We say that two cyclic permutations of sets A, B
are compatible if they are restrictions of a common
cyclic permutation of A ∪ B.
Simple complete topological graphs have the following key property.
Proposition 3 [7, 12]
(1) If two simple complete topological graphs are
weakly isomorphic, then their extended rotation
systems are either the same or inverse.
(2) For every edge e of a simple complete topological
graph T and for every pair of edges f, f ′ ∈ E(T )
that have a common endpoint and cross e, the
AT-graph of T determines the order of crossings
of e with the edges f, f ′ .
By inspecting simple drawings of K4 , it can be
shown that the converse of Proposition 3 also holds:
the rotation system of a simple complete topological
graph determines which pairs of edges cross [11, 16].
3

Proof of Theorem 2

We use the shortcut ij to denote the edge {i, j}. Let
A = ((V, E), X ) be the complete AT-graph with vertex set V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and with

Preliminaries

Topological graphs G and H are weakly isomorphic if
they are realizations of the same abstract topological
graph.
The rotation of a vertex v in a topological graph is
the clockwise cyclic order in which the edges incident
with v leave the vertex v. The rotation system of
a topological graph is the set of rotations of all its
vertices. Similarly we define the rotation of a crossing
x of edges uv and yz as the clockwise order in which
the four portions xu, xv, xy and xz of the edges uv
and yz leave the point x. Note that each crossing has
exactly two possible rotations. We will represent the
rotation of a vertex v as an ordered sequence of the
endpoints of the edges incident with v. The extended
rotation system of a topological graph is the set of
rotations of all its vertices and crossings.
Assuming that T and T ′ are drawings of the same
abstract graph, we say that their rotation systems
are inverse if for each vertex v ∈ V (T ), the rotation of v and the rotation of the corresponding vertex
v ′ ∈ V (T ′ ) are inverse cyclic permutations. If T and
T ′ are weakly isomorphic simple topological graphs,

X = {{02, 13}, {02, 14}, {02, 15}, {02, 35}, {03, 14},
{03, 15}, {03, 24}, {04, 15}, {04, 25}, {04, 35},

{13, 24}, {24, 35}, {35, 14}, {14, 25}, {25, 13}}.

Every complete AT-subgraph of A with five vertices
is simply realizable; see Figure 1.
On the other hand, we show that A is not simply
realizable. Suppose that T is a simple realization of
A. Without loss of generality, assume that the rotation of 5 in T [{1, 2, 3, 5}] is (1, 2, 3). By Proposition 3
and by the first drawing in Figure 1, the rotation
of 5 in T [{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}] is (1, 2, 3, 4), since the inverse
would not be compatible with (1, 2, 3). Similarly, by
the second drawing in Figure 1 the rotation of 5 in
T [{0, 2, 3, 4, 5}] is (2, 3, 0, 4), since the inverse would
not be compatible with (1, 2, 3, 4). By the third drawing in Figure 1, the rotation of 5 in T [{0, 1, 3, 4, 5}] is
(0, 1, 3, 4) or (0, 4, 3, 1), but neither of them is compatible with both (1, 2, 3, 4) and (2, 3, 0, 4); a contradiction.
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Having oriented the rotation system of every 5-tuple,
the algorithm now computes the rotation of every x ∈
[n], as the cyclic permutation compatible with the ro
tation of x in every Φ(R(Q)) such that x ∈ Q ∈ [n]
5 .
We show that this is always possible. The following
lemma forms the core of the argument.

2

2

5
0

1c) Computing the rotations of vertices.

4

0
5

1

3

3

3

0


Lemma 4 Let k ≥ 4. For every F ∈ [k+1]
, let πF
k
be a cyclic permutation
of
F
such
that
for
every
pair

′
F, F ′ ∈ [k+1]
,
the
cyclic
permutations
π
and
π
are
F
F
k
compatible. Then there is a cyclic permutation π[k+1]
of [k + 1] compatible with all the cyclic permutations

πF with F ∈ [k+1]
.
k

4

Figure 1: Simple realizations of all six complete subgraphs of A with five vertices.
4

Proof of Theorem 1

1d) Computing the rotations of crossings.
Let A = (Kn , X ) be a given complete abstract topological graph with vertex set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The
algorithm from [12] for deciding simple realizability of
A has the following three main steps: computing the
rotation system, determining the “homotopy type” of
every edge with respect to the edges incident with one
chosen vertex v, and computing the number of crossings of every pair of edges in a crossing-optimal drawing with the rotation system and “homotopy type”
fixed from the previous steps. We follow the algorithm and analyze each step in detail.

For every pair of edges {{u, v}, {x, y}} ∈ X , the algorithm determines the rotation of their crossing from
the rotations of the vertices u, v, x, y. This finishes
the computation of the extended rotation system.

Step 2: determining the homotopy classes of the
edges.
Let v be a fixed vertex of A and let S(v) be a topological star consisting of v and all the edges incident with
v, drawn in the plane so that the rotation of v agrees
with the rotation computed in the previous step. For
every edge e = xy of A not incident with v, the algorithm computes the order of crossings of e with the
subset Ev,e of edges of S(v) that e has to cross. By
Proposition 3 (2), the five-vertex AT-subgraphs of A
determine the relative order of crossings of e with every pair of edges of Ev,e . Define a binary relation ≺x,y
on Ev,e so that vu ≺x,y vw if the crossing of e with
vu is closer to x than the crossing of e with vw. If
≺x,y is acyclic, it defines a total order of crossings of
e with the edges of Ev,e . If ≺x,y has a cycle, then
it also has an oriented triangle vu1 , vu2 , vu3 . This
means that the AT-subgraph of A induced by the six
vertices v, u1 , u2 , u3 , x, y is not simply realizable.
The order of crossings of e with the edges of S(v)
together with the rotations of the crossings determine
the homotopy class of e, considered in the sphere with
n punctures representing the vertices and with the
endpoints of e fixed. We further refine the homotopy
classes of the edges by cutting circular holes around
the points representing all the vertices except v, and
requiring the endpoints of the edges to be fixed on
the boundaries of the holes, so that their cyclic orders
on the boundaries agree with the computed rotation
system.

Step 1: computing the extended rotation system
This step is based on the proof of Proposition 3;
see [12, Proposition 3]. It consists of four substeps.
1a) Realizability of 5-tuples.
For every 5-tuple Q of vertices of A, the algorithm
tests whether A[Q] is simply realizable. If not, then
the 5-tuple certifies that A is not simply realizable. If
A[Q] is simply realizable then by Proposition 3, the
algorithm computes a rotation system R(Q) such that
the rotation system of every simple realization of A[Q]
is either R(Q) or the inverse of R(Q).
1b) Orienting 5-tuples.
For every 5-tuple Q ⊆ [n], the algorithm selects an
orientation Φ(R(Q)) of R(Q) so that for every pair of
5-tuples Q, Q′ ⊆ [n] having four common vertices and
for each x ∈ Q∩Q′ , the rotations of x in Φ(R(Q)) and
Φ(R(Q′ )) are compatible. If there is no such orientation map Φ, the AT-graph A is not simply realizable.
In the full paper, we show by elementary combinatorial arguments that in this case there is a set of six
vertices of A that certifies the nonrealizability of A.
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Step 3: computing the minimum crossing numbers.

of edges.

For every pair of edges e, f , let cr(e, f ) be the minimum possible number of crossings of two curves from
the homotopy classes of e and f . Similarly, let cr(e)
be the minimum possible number of self-crossings of
a curve from the homotopy class of e. The numbers
cr(e, f ) and cr(e) can be computed in polynomial time
in any 2-dimensional surface with or without boundary [5, 6, 8, 14, 17]. In our special case, the algorithm
is relatively straightforward [12].
We use the key fact that from the homotopy class
of every edge, it is possible to choose a representative
such that the crossing numbers cr(e, f ) and cr(e) are
all realized simultaneously [12].
For the rest of the proof, we fix a drawing D of A
such that its rotation system is the same as the rotation system computed in Step 1, the edges of S(v)
do not cross each other, every other edge is drawn
as a curve in its homotopy class computed in Step
2, and the total number of crossings is the minimum
possible. Then every edge f of S(v) crosses every
other edge e at most once, and this happens exactly
if {e, f } ∈ X . Moreover, for every pair of edges e1 , e2
not incident with v, the corresponding curves in D
cross exactly cr(e1 , e2 ) times, and the curve representing e1 has cr(e1 ) self-crossings. Hence, A is simply
realizable if and only if all the edges e1 , e2 not incident with v satisfy cr(e1 ) = 0, cr(e1 , e2 ) ≤ 1, and
cr(e1 , e2 ) = 1 ⇔ {e1 , e2 } ∈ X .
We further proceed in four substeps. First we characterize the homotopy classes of the edges and observe that for every edge e not incident with v, we
have cr(e) = 0, so there are no self-crossings in D.
Next we verify that the parity of the crossing numbers is consistent with the input. In particular, we
show that if e1 and e2 are independent edges not incident with v, then cr(e1 , e2 ) is odd if and only if {e1 ,
e2 } ∈ X . We also show that if e1 and e2 are adjacent
edges not incident with v, then cr(e1 , e2 ) is even. It
follows that A is realizable if and only if every pair
edges in D cross at most once.
Next we show that adjacent edges do not cross in D,
otherwise some AT-subgraph of A with five vertices
is not simply realizable. This part is rather straightforward, although not short. We observe several necessary conditions implied by the simple realizability
of 5-tuples, and then use them to reconstruct a general form of the homotopy classes of adjacent pairs of
edges.
Finally, we show by induction that if two independent edges cross more than once, then there is a fivevertex AT-subgraph that forces this, possibly for a
different pair of edges. In this part, we strongly rely
on the established fact that adjacent edges do not
cross in D. We avoid a tedious case analysis by not
continuing in the approach chosen for adjacent pairs
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Abstract

and vertex guarding) were extended to include its distance versions on plane graphs ([1, 4]), the same did
not happen with the other monitoring concepts, that
is monitoring by edges and faces. In this paper we
will extend the concepts of monitoring the elements
of triangulations by its edges and faces, at its distance versions, which we will call remote monitoring
by edges and faces, respectively. We establish tight
bounds for the remote monitoring by edges and for
remote monitoring by faces on a special class of triangulations, namely the maximal outerplane graphs.

The concepts of monitoring the elements of triangulation graphs by edges and faces at a distance k (remote
monitoring by edges and faces, respectively) were defined by Hernández and Martins, Electronic Notes in
Discrete Mathematics,(46) (2014), 145–152 [2]. Furthermore, for any n-vertex maximal outerplane graph,
they provide combinatorial bounds when k = 2. In
this paper we continue their study, generalizing its
results to any value of k ≥ 2.
Introduction

1

In Graph Theory, the notion of monitoring vertices,
edges of graphs by other vertices or edges has been
widely studied (see, e.g., [3]). For instance, monitoring vertices by other vertices or edges by other
edges leads to well known parameters concerned with
vertex domination or edge domination, respectively.
When vertices are to monitor edges we have the well
known notions of vertex covering. Finally, when edges
are to monitor vertices we obtain parameters associated with edge covering. In Computational Geometry,
for triangulation graphs, i.e., a triangulation of a set
of points in the plane, a different monitoring notion
was established – the notion of monitoring bounded
faces (faces, for short). When the faces are monitored by vertices or edges, we obtain the parameters
associated with vertex guarding or edge guarding, respectively. It was natural to extend the notions of
monitoring by faces. So, three new concepts were defined by Hernández and Martins [2]: face-vertex covering, face guarding and face-edge covering in triangulations, that is, when faces monitor vertices, faces
and edges, respectively. While the monitoring concepts by vertices (vertex domination, vertex covering

Given a triangulation T = (V, E) its elements (vertices, edges and faces) can be monitored by other
edges or faces (i.e., triangles). We start by defining the remote monitoring of the elements of T by
its edges. Let T = (V, E) be a triangulation. Note
that, to avoid confusion with multiple domination –
where the typical notation is k-domination – we will
use kd-domination, with an extra “d” to mean “distance”.
A kd-edge cover for T , is a subset C ⊆ E such that
for each vertex v ∈ V , distT (v, e) ≤ k − 1 for some
e ∈ C, where distT (v, e) is the minimum distance
between the endpoints of e and v (see Fig. 1(a))). The
0
kd-edge cover number βkd (T ) is the number of edges
in a smallest kd-edge cover set for T . Given n ∈ N, we
0
0
define βkd (n) = max{βkd (T ) : T is triangulation T =
(V, E) with |V | = n}.
We say that a triangle Ti of T is kd-edge guarded
by an edge e ∈ E if distT (Ti , e) ≤ k − 1, where
distT (Ti , e) is the minimum distance between the endpoints of e and the vertices of Ti (see Fig. 1(b)). A
kd-edge guarding set for T is a subset L ⊆ E such that
every triangle of T is kd-edge guarded by an element
e
of L. The numbers kd-edge guarding number, gkd
(T ),
0
e
and gkd (n) are defined in a similar way to βkd (T ) and
0
βkd (n), respectively.
Finally, a kd-edge dominating set for T , is a subset
D ⊂ E such that for each edge e ∈ E, distT (e, e∗ ) ≤
k − 1 for some e∗ ∈ D, where distT (e, e∗ ) is the minimum distance between the endpoints of e and e∗ (see
Fig. 1(c)). The numbers kd-edge domination number,
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0

0

0

f
guarding number, gkd
(T ), are defined similarly to
0
0
e
βkd (T ), gkd
(T ) and γkd (T ), respectively. Given
f
v
e
n ∈ N, the values fkd
(n), gkd
(n) and fkd
(n) are defined similarly to γkd (n), gkd (n) and βkd (n), respectively.
Our main goal is to obtain combinatorial bounds related to the established remote monitoring numbers
on triangulations. That is, establish tight bounds on
f
0
e
0
v
e
βkd
(n), gkd
(n), γkd
(n) and fkd
(n), gkd
(n), fkd
(n). For
that, we start by studying a special class of triangulations, namely the maximal outerplane graphs. A
maximal outerplane graph is a maximal outerplanar
graph embedded in the plane and corresponds to a
triangulation of a polygon.

γkd (T ), and γkd (n) are defined analogously to βkd (T )
0
and βkd (n), respectively.

e

e

(a)

(b)

e

2
(c)

Monitoring maximal outerplane graphs

In this section we establish tight bounds for the minimum number of edges and faces that remote monitor
the different elements (vertices, edges and faces) of
a special class of triangulation graphs – the maximal
outerplane graphs. We call the edges on the Hamiltonian cycle C of a maximal outerplane graph exterior
edges, otherwise we call them interior edges. Table 1
summarizes our results.

Figure 1: The edge e: (a) 2d-edge dominates the black
vertices; (b) 2d-edge guards the shadowed triangles;
(c) 2d-edge dominates the dashed edges.
Now, we are going to present the concepts and terminology related to remote monitoring the elements
of a triangulation by its faces. A kd-face-vertex covering set, a kd-face guarding set and a kd-face-edge
cover for a triangulation T are defined analogously to
a kd-edge cover, a kd-edge guarding set and a kd-edge
dominating set for T , respectively, but using subsets
of triangles of T instead of subsets of edges. For example, a kd-face-vertex covering set for T , is a subset
C of triangles of T such that for each vertex v ∈ E,
distT (v, Ti ) ≤ k − 1 for some Ti ∈ C. Fig. 2 illustrates
these three new concepts.

Table 1: A summary of our results.
Monitored by

Monitored elements

Edges
Vertices

Edge-Covering
0 (n) = b n c
βkd
2k

Faces

Edge-Guarding
e (n) = b n c
gkd
2k+2

Edges

Edge-Dominating
0 (n) = b n c
γkd
2k+1

Faces
Face-vertex
Covering
v (n) = b n c
fkd
2k
Face
Guarding
f
n
c
gkd
(n) = b 2k+2
Face-edge
Covering
e (n) = b n c
fkd
2k+1

We started by establishing a relationship between
remote monitoring maximal outerplane graphs from
its edges and from its faces.
(a)

(b)

Theorem 1 Every n-maximal outerplane graph T
0
f
v
e
satisfies: fkd
(T ) ≤ βkd (T ), gkd
(T ) ≤ gkd
(T ) and
0
e
fkd (T ) ≤ γkd (T ).
Proof. Omitted.



Then, we constructed examples of maximal outerplane graphs for which the lower bounds are achieved.
Consider the maximal outerplane graphs illustrated in
Fig. 3. The black vertices, in Fig. 3(a), not only need
different edges to be kd-edge covered, as well as different triangles to be kd-face-vertex covered. Thus,
n
n
0
v
βkd
(n) ≥ b 2k+1
c and fkd
(n) ≥ b 2k+1
c. Fig. 3(b)
shows a maximal outerplane graph T for which no
two shadowed triangles can be kd-edge guarded by

(c)

Figure 2: The gray face: (a) 2d-face-vertex covers
the black vertices; (b) 2d-face guards the shadowed
triangles; (c) 2d-face-edge covers the filled edges.
v
The kd-face-vertex covering number, fkd
(T ), the
f
kd-face guarding number, gkd (T ) and the kd-face
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n
e
the same edge, thus gkd
(n) ≥ b 2k+2
c. We can also see
f
n
that gkd (n) ≥ b 2k+2 c, since each shadowed triangles
can only be kd-guarded by different triangles. Finally,
the bold edges of the maximal outerplane graph illustrated in Fig. 3(c) require different edges and different
triangles to become kd-edge dominated and kd-facen
0
c
edge covered, respectively. Thus, γkd
(n) ≥ b 2k+1
n
e
and fkd (n) ≥ b 2k+1 c.

T0

Figure 4: The bold edge 5d-edge covers every vertex
of the left triangulation T 0 , regardless of how it is
triangulated.

On the other end, we proved that:
4. n = 4k − 1. Let be e = (u, v) be an edge of maximum longitude h. The longitude of an interior
edge is the distance between its endpoints within
the Hamiltonian cycle C of T . It is clear that
h ≤ 2k − 1. Here we can distinguish two cases:

1) The vertices of any maximal outerplane graph of
n vertices (n ≥ 2k, k ≥ 2) can be kd-edge covered
n
n
0
c edges, that is, βkd
(T ) ≤ b 2k
c.
by b 2k
2) The vertices of any maximal outerplane graph
of n vertices (n ≥ 2k + 2, k ≥ 2) can be kdn
e
edge guarded by b 2k+2
c edges, that is, gkd
(T ) ≤
n
b 2k+2 c.

(a) h = 2k − 1. The edge (u, v) partitions T
into two triangulation T1 and T2 , with h +
1 = 2k and n − h + 1 = 2k + 1 vertices,
respectively. The edge uv covers T1 . If it
does not covers T2 , we know that one of its
endpoints has degree 2 in T2 . Suppose that
u is this endpoint (see Fig 5). Then each of
the two edges (u, w) or (w, v) covers T2 and
one of them also covers T1 (since u or v has
degree greater than 2 in T1 ).

3) The vertices of any maximal outerplane graph of
n vertices (n ≥ 2k + 1, k ≥ 2) can be kd-edge
n
0
dominated by b 2k+1
(T ) ≤
c edges, that is, γkd
n
b 2k+1 c.
Here we only present the proof of the first result. In
order to do this we first need to introduce the following auxiliary lemmas. Of these lemmas we will only
present the proof of one of them.

u

w

Lemma 2 Let T be a maximal outerplane graph
with n ≥ 2s vertices. There is an interior edge e in T
that separates off a minimum number m of exterior
edges, where m = s, s + 1, . . . or 2s − 2. Therefore,
the edge e partitions T into two pieces, one of which
contains m exterior edges of T .

2k + 1

2k
v

(a)

Figure 5: Case h = 2k − 1.

This previous lemma was proved by Shermer in [5].

(b) h ≤ 2k −2. The edge (u, v) partitions T into
two triangulation T1 and T2 , with h ≤ 2k−1
and n − h + 1 ≥ 2k + 2 vertices, respectively.
Let T ∗ = (u, v, w) be the triangle supported
by (u, v) in T2 . This triangle decomposes
T2 into two triangles T 0 and T 00 each with
at most 2k − 1 vertices. In this way the edge
(u, v) covers T 0 and T 00 (first case, Lemma
4) and also covers T1 ∪T ∗ which has at most
2k vertices (first case, Lemma 4).

0
0
Lemma 3 βkd
(n) ≤ βkd
(n + 1), for all n, k ∈ N.
0
Lemma 4 βkd
(n) = 1, for all 3 ≤ n ≤ 4k − 1.

Proof. Let T be a n-vertex maximal outerplane
graph. We distinguish four cases:
1. n ≤ 2k − 1. Whatever the vertex v ∈ T , any
incident edge to v kd-edge covers T . Moreover,
this edge can be a “collapsed edge” at v (i.e., any
edge incident at v), see Fig. 4.



2. n = 2k. Any edge kd-edge covers T . Moreover, a
“collapsed edge” at any vertex of degree greater
than 2, also covers T .

0
Lemma 5 βkd
(n) = 2, if n = 4k or n = 4k + 1.

Lemma 6 Suppose that f (m) edges are always sufficient to kd-edge cover any outerplane maximal graph
with m vertices. Let T be a m-vertex outerplane
maximal graph and e = (u, v) an exterior edge of
T . Then with f (m − 1) edges and an additional “collapsed edge” at the vertex u or v (i.e., any edge incident at v or u) are sufficient to kd-edge cover T .

3. n = 2k + 1. In this case we have two options: i)
any edge with endpoints of degree greater than
2 kd-edge guards T ; ii) or, if we need to kd-edge
cover with an edge with one endpoint of degree
2, we can easily see that one of the two adjacent
edges to that vertex kd-edge covers T .
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n
n
n
0
e
0
Figure 3: Maximal outerplane graphs for which: (a) βkd
(n) ≥ b 2k
c; (b) gkd
(n) ≥ b 2k+2
c; (c)γkd
(n) ≥ b 2k+1
c.

n0 = 2k + 1 vertices, and the triangulation T 00
defined by the remaining of T1 together with T2 .
T2 has n00 = n − 2k + 1 vertices. By Lemma 6, T 00
n
can be kd-edge covered by b 2k
c − 1 edges plus a
“collapsed edge” at u or v. This “collapsed edge”
also kd-edge covers T 0 . Thus, T can be kd-edgen
covered by b 2k
c edges.

Now we can present the proof of the main result.
n
0
c, for every n-vertex maxiTheorem 7 βkd
(T ) ≤ b 2k
mal outerplane graph T , with n ≥ 2k and k ≥ 2. And
if n ≤ 2k − 1 it can be covered by 1 edge.

Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. By Lemmas 4 and 5 the theorem is true for 3 ≤ n ≤ 4k + 1.
Assume that the theorem holds for all n0 < n. Let
T be a maximal outerplane graph with n vertices,
n ≥ 4k + 2 = 2(2k + 1), Lemma 2 guarantees the existence of an interior edge e = (u, v) that divides T into
two maximal outerplane graphs T1 and T2 , such that
T1 has m exterior edges of T with 2k + 1 ≤ m ≤ 4k.
Each value of m is considered.

(3) m = 4k. The proof of this case is similar to the
previous one, thus it is omitted.

The previous theorem together with Theorem 1 allow us to conclude the following result:
n
v
Theorem 8 fkd
(T ) ≤ b 2k
c, for every n-vertex maximal outerplane graph T , with n ≥ 2k and k ≥ 2. And
if n ≤ 2k − 1 it can be covered by 1 triangle.

(1) m ≤ 4k − 2. T1 has m + 1 ≤ 4k − 1 vertices,
thus it can be kd-edge covered with 1 edge.
T2 has n2 = n − m + 1 vertices, and by induction hypothesis, it can be kd-edge covered by
0
b n−2k
If n2 ≥ 2k, then βkd
(T ) ≤
2k c guards.
n−2k
n
0
0
βkd (T1 ) + βkd (T2 ) ≤ 1 + b 2k c = b 2k c. Oth0
0
0
erwise (n2 < 2k), βkd
(T ) ≤ βkd
(T1 ) + βkd
(T2 )
n
≤ 1 + 1 ≤ b 2k c. In any case T can be kd-edge
n
covered by b 2k
c guards.
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A new meta-module for efficient robot reconfiguration∗
Irene Parada, Vera Sacristán, and Rodrigo I. Silveira
Departament de Matemàtica Aplicada II, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain.

Abstract
We present a robust and compact meta-module of MTRAN and other similar robots that is able to perform the expand/contract operations of Crystalline
and Telecube robots, based on the rotational degrees
of freedom of M-TRAN units. Our meta-modules also
perform the scrunch/relax and transfer operations of
Crystalline and Telecube meta-modules. These results make it possible to apply efficient geometric reconfiguration algorithms to this type of robots.
1

Figure 1: Different reconfiguration strategies. In both
cases, the leftmost configuration is the starting one,
and the rightmost is the target one. a) Tunnelling
algorithm for expandable and contractible modules.
b) Surface algorithm.

Introduction

meta-modules of at least 2 × 2(×2) units. The meltgrow [8] is a centralized algorithm which reconfigures
any connected robot of n units in O(n2 ) moves and
steps. The Pac-Man algorithm [5] and the algorithm
in [12] use O(n2 ) parallel steps. Maintaining the assumptions of constant velocity and strength and using
meta-modules of 2 × 2(×2) units, in-place reconfiguration (space requirement is just the union of the the
source and target configurations) is possible in linear
time [2]. The total number of unit moves is O(n2 ),
which is optimal in this setting. Requiring modules
to have linear strength, i.e., to be able to pull or push
a linear number of other modules, the total number
of unit moves can be reduced to O(n) [3]. With this
force requirements and allowing velocities to build up
over time, reconfiguration is possible in O(log n) parallel steps and O(n log n) total moves [4].
Many current modular robots prototypes have
other very convenient properties but cannot expand
and contract. We would like to apply the previously
described algorithms also to some of these robots by
constructing meta-modules with their units, which
cannot expand and contract, such that the whole
meta-module can.
One of the most interesting robotic systems developed so far is the M-TRAN series, from M-TRAN I
to M-TRAN III [6]. On one hand, its units (Figure 2)
can be connected in a string or tree topology which allows for continuous movement. This makes M-TRAN
suitable for a wide range of tasks. On the other hand,
the blocks constituting its units can be arranged in a
cubic grid. In this lattice architecture reconfiguration
is simpler.
For these reasons, there has been interest in design-

Modular self-reconfigurable robots are connected sets
of units that can change their connectivity, varying
the shape of the robot. Thus, these systems can modify their morphology (reconfigure) to better suit different tasks and environments and to self-repair. This
makes them more versatile and robust than fixedshape unique-purpose robots.
They can be classified according to different criteria: architecture and topology, connections, degrees of
freedom, propulsion method, etc. We are interested
in robots whose units are able to expand and contract since this property can be exploited by reconfiguration algorithms. As can be seen in Figure 1a,
for this kind of units movements interior to the robot
configuration are allowed, leading to tunneling reconfiguration strategies, in which modules travel through
the volume of the robot. Figure 1b shows how the
same reconfiguration is achieved by means of a surface
strategy, i.e., by moving the units along the boundary
of the configuration.
Physical prototypes of self-reconfiguring systems
with square or cubic units that can can expand and
contract by a factor of two in each of its dimensions
are Crystalline robots [9] in two dimensions and Telecube [11] in three dimensions.
Several tunneling algorithms for universal reconfiguration have been proposed for Crystalline and Telecube robots. In all of them the units are grouped into
∗ Emails:
irenedeparada@gmail.com, {vera.sacristan, rodrigo.silveira}@upc.edu.
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Figure 2: An M-TRAN unit.
ing meta-modules of M-TRAN units that can expand
and contract. Murata and Kurokawa present in [7]
a small and compact meta-module, but it can only
expand and contract in 2 dimensions. For 3D, the
only such meta-module that we are aware of is that of
Aloupis et al. [1]. Their meta-module is also valid for
Molecube units [13]. However, the meta-module of [1]
is formed by 58 units and the side length of its minimum axis-aligned bounding cube when expanded is
32 units. In addition, it is much less compact than the
one by Murata and Kurokawa, making it less robust.
We would be interested in a more realistic metamodule, both in size and number of modules.

Figure 3: Our M-TRAN meta-module. Left: all arms
expanded. Center: central blocks. Right: all arms
contracted.

Figure 4: The 2-unit chain is able to contract while
maintaining its potential connections at both ends.
the blocks within the units allows them to contract
an expand, while preserving potential connections.

Results Restricting ourselves to M-TRAN, in Section 2 we present a more robust and compact metamodule that is able to simulate the operations performed by Crystalline and Telecube units. The metamodule we propose is also valid for SuperBot [10].
Moreover, since the meta-modules of expandable and
contractible units required in the algorithms would
lead to meta-meta-modules of M-TRAN units, in Section 3 we show that the use of these meta-metamodules can be avoided.
2

Lemma 1 The 2-unit chain can be contracted. During this operation its two extremal blocks stay aligned
and keep their orientation.
Proof. The contraction operation is shown in Figure 4. Its realization is allowed by the two rotational
degrees of freedom and the semicylindrical shape of
the blocks. It is easy to see that this operation does
not change neither alignment nor the orientation of
the extremal blocks of the chain.


A smaller and more robust meta-module

The pairs of arms of the meta-module that are oriented in the same direction are connected to each
other, resulting in a 4-unit chain whose blocks are all
aligned. However, the linkages of the two connected
arms differ in their orientation (see Figure 5 left). We
call the blocks connecting the two arms central. The
end blocks of a 4-unit chain are called tips.

M-TRAN units (Figure 2) consist of two linked
semi-cylindrical cubes. We refer to these semicylindrical cubes as blocks. Each block has a gender
(male/female) and connectors (different for the two
genders) on its three flat surfaces. Two units can be
attached by flat surfaces of different gender, in any of
the four possible relative orientations.
The units have two degrees of freedom: each semicylindrical block can rotate from −90◦ to 90◦ with
respect to the link joining both blocks (Figure 2).
In the remaining of this section we describe how
M-TRAN units can be combined into a meta-module
that is able to expand and contract.
Our meta-module, illustrated in Figure 3, consists
of 6 arms, aligned in three directions that are parallel
to the x, y and z axes.
Each arm is implemented using a 2-unit chain: two
units attached at square flat faces and with the direction of their links aligned, as shown in Figure 4. The
key property of 2-unit chains is that the rotation of

Figure 5: Left: connecting two arms into a 4-unit
chain. The central blocks are highlighted in green.
Right: the compression movement.
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The six arms of the meta-module form three 4-unit
chains, one for each of the x, y and z directions, attached through their central blocks at their semicircular faces.
Since the linkages of the two arms forming a 4-unit
chain have different directions, their contraction and
expansion movement takes place on two orthogonal
planes, as illustrated in Figure 5 right.
The meta-module can contract or expand each arm
independently while keeping the six central blocks
still. An important property of the meta-module is
that the expansion or contraction of an arm can never
interfere with another arm of the same meta-module.

Furthermore, robustness is also improved over the
previous meta-module: when contracted, our metamodule has only two corner joints per arm, as opposed
to the four used in previous work, and leaves no gaps,
making it much more compact.
3

Avoiding meta-meta-modules

By Theorem 4, we can apply the algorithms in [8,
5, 12, 2] for Crystalline and Telecube units to our
meta-module. These algorithms, in turn, use metamodules of Crystalline or Telecube units that are able
to perform the following operations:
Scrunch and Relax : compressing two connected
meta-modules so that both occupy the same single
lattice cell, and the reciprocal operation. See Figure 6a.
Transfer : a compression in a meta-module is transferred to an adjacent lattice cell whose meta-module
is not compressed. See Figure 6b.

Lemma 2 No self-intersection is produced when expanding or contracting any of the six arms of the
meta-module.
Proof. Consider the minimum axis-aligned cube containing the expanded meta-module and decompose it
into eight octants. It is easy to see that each expanded
arm is contained in a different octant. The plane on
which the contraction of an arm occurs always has a
region in the corresponding octant. Therefore, when
we contract an arm, we can always use the octant
that is exclusive to that arm. This guarantees that
collisions cannot occur.


Figure 6: Crystalline and Telecube meta-module operations. a) Scrunch and Relax. b) Transfer.

Lemma 3 During the expansion and contraction of
any subset of arms of a meta-module the structure
remains connected.

In the previous section we showed that our metamodule is able to perform the Crystalline and Telecube unit operations. In this section we show that
meta-meta-modules of M-TRAN units are not required since our meta-module is also able to simulate
the scrunch/relax and transfer operations. This decreases the resolution of the configurations that we
can handle, both in size and number of units.
Figure 7 illustrates two adjacent meta-modules before and after a scrunch/relax operation. In a scrunch
operation one of the meta-modules stays still, guaranteeing the connectivity of the overall structure. The
other meta-module adopts a position that we call
canonical, and has the following properties: (i) the
4-unit chains of the moving meta-module are parallel to those of the still meta-module, and they are all
connected at their central blocks; (ii) the symmetry
of the resulting configuration allows to perform a relax operation on the moving meta-module to place it
in any of the six adjacent lattice cells.
In a transfer operation two adjacent meta-modules
stay still, while the other moves from the canonical
position attached to one of the still meta-modules to
the canonical position attached to the other.
The low density of the configuration with two
meta-modules in the same bounding box, as shown
at the bottom of Figure 7, allows performing the

Proof. While expanding and contracting any arm,
the central blocks remain immobile.
These six
blocks maintain the meta-module connected at all
times. Moreover, connectivity with neighboring metamodules is preserved: if the tip of an arm is attached
to the tip of another meta-module arm, Lemma 1
guarantees that this attachment can be maintained
during expansion and contraction.

Theorem 4 The meta-module can perform the
Crystalline and Telecube unit operations: expand,
contract, attach and detach.
Proof. From the previous lemmas we conclude that,
in any direction, the length of the meta-module can be
reduced by half (when expanded arms are contracted)
or doubled (when contracted arms are expanded) in
any of the x, y and z directions. This can be done
while preserving connectivity (Lemma 3) and avoiding
collisions (Lemma 2).

The meta-module we have presented uses 12 MTRAN units. When expanded, its length is 8 units.
Thus, the number of units is significantly reduced with
respect to the 58-units meta-module presented in [1]
and its size is scaled down to half.
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scrunch/relax and transfer operations. Their actual
implementation is rather involved. It comprises 57
independent moves of the six 2-unit chains of the moving meta-module for the scrunch operation and 69 for
the transfer operation.
This leads to the following result, whose proof we
omit due to space limitations.
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Abstract

and Telecube units [2].
The expanding/contracting capability is particularly interesting, because it allows reconfiguration
strategies based on making the units travel through
the interior of the shape (i.e., the connected set of
units), as opposed to the traditional reconfiguration
strategies based on moving the units along the boundary of the shape. Several algorithms have been developed with this goal [12, 6, 14, 4, 3, 5], which differ
in their assumptions on unit strength and maximum
velocity, and have different efficiency in terms of their
overall running time and the number of moves performed by the robot units. One of the main current
challenges in this field, though, still is to come up with
reconfiguration algorithms that are not only asymptotically efficient but also massively parallel and scalable, as the miniaturization of the units will require
to manage robot configurations formed by a huge
amount of units.
In this paper we present an efficient reconfiguration algorithm for expanding/contracting squares or
cubes which is distributed and parallel, and allows to
reconfigure in-place any set of n connected units into
any other one with the same number of units in O(n)
moves per unit and O(n) parallel steps (if run sequentially). Each unit stores O(n)-size information of the
goal shape, and uses O(1) communication and computation per move. The algorithm is inspired in the
InPlaceReconfiguration (IPR) algorithm of [3], although the last one is centralized and has one sequential phase, while the one we propose is distributed and
parallel, giving rise to a scalable time efficient reconfiguration.

We present an efficient in-place algorithm to reconfigure modular robotic systems made of expanding/contracting cubes. The reconfiguration is completely distributed and produces a large number
of parallel moves, giving rise to a scalable algorithm whose performance improves over the previously known results.
Introduction
Self-organizing modular robotic systems are made of
a large number of independent units with a small
processor, that can attach to and detach from each
other, and can move relative to each other. This allows them to rearrange themselves into the best-suited
structures to perform different tasks under different
space restrictions. Self-organizing modular robots are
therefore envisaged to be a promising option for a variety of applications, ranging from long-term spacial
missions to rescue tasks in dangerous or unaccessible
environments. If massively produced, they could also
constitute a cheap and reusable bucket-of-stuff to be
used in ordinary life [15, 9].
Many prototypes of self-organizing modular robots
have been designed and implemented by the robotics
community, with a variety of shapes, movement methods, attachment mechanisms, and degrees of freedom,
see [15, 9] for details. Among them, Crystalline [12]
and Telecube [13] respectively are square and cubical
units equipped with an expansion/contraction mechanism that allows each unit to extend its faces out
and retract them back, as to double/halve their size
in each of the x, y and z directions. Each unit face
has an attaching/detaching mechanism that allows it
to attach to (or detach from) the face of an adjacent
unit. Due to the potential of this squeezing property,
there has been also some work on how to group together units of other non-contractible units such as
M-Tran [10] or Molecubes [16] to simulate Crystalline

1

Basic moves

Some configurations, such as a single row of units
for example, cannot be reconfigured without disconnecting the robot. In order to achieve connectedness of the reconfiguration space, units are grouped
into meta-modules, i.e., groups whose minimum size
is 2 × 2(×2) units [4]. For simplicity, we represent
each meta-module by a square or cube. Our algorithm uses three meta-module moves, namely expand,
contract and transfer, illustrated in Figure 1. The unit
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sal of the goal shape spanning tree, the algorithm can
produc many unnecessary module moves. This is inconvenient, as robot moves are expensive in time and
energy consumption.
Figure 1: 2D illustration of the basic moves of our algorithm. Above: unit view. Below: meta-module representation. Left: the expand/contract move. Right:
the transfer move.

3

The algorithm we present improves on the one described in Section 2 in three aspects.
1) It is distributed, i.e., each module takes its own
decisions, based on local information of its own situation and that of its neighbors, without the help of
any central controller. By its own situation, we mean
its state (a short text string), its attachments to its
neighbors, the numerical value of its internal variables
(8 or 11 integers, plus 10 or 20 bits, depending on the
dimension) and the content of its incoming messages
(2 per neighbor, can be numerical or text). By local
information we mean information on the existence,
state, and internal variables of each of its four or six
neighbors, depending on whether in 2 or 3 dimensions.
Each module runs the same set of rules. Each rule has
a precondition combining the previously described information, and a postcondition or action, which the
module performs if it satisfies the precondition. In
addition, rules have priorities, so that each module
only applies the rule(s) of higher priority among those
whose precondition it satisfies.
2) The algorithm does not require the compression
of the modules towards the current root to be completed at each expansion step. In fact, as soon as
one module gets to a position where it can expand,
it actually does so. In other words, the compression
and the expansion phases of the algorithm are run in
parallel. This gives rise to an asymptotically equal
but in practice faster reconfiguration because it prevents a number of useless moves of the IPR algorithm,
namely module moves that needed to be undone.
3) The expansion is done in a parallel breadth-first
way, as opposed to the sequential depth-first strategy
used in the original algorithm. Naturally, this further reduces the number of moves per module and
the number of parallel steps of the reconfiguration.
For the third of these characteristics to be feasible,
the modules keep at all times some global information
about their current shape and their goal shape, as we
will see. The information about their current shape
is obtained by the modules themselves at an initial
stage by means of a set of self-organizing rules, and
then kept updated during the reconfiguration. The
information on the goal shape is given to them at the
beginning of the reconfiguration, and is analogous to
that of the goal shape. We describe our algorithm as
thee sets of rules.
The self-organizing rules allow to form a logical
spanning tree structure and to elect a leader as its
root, as in [11]. While doing that, the modules also

moves required to produce these meta-module moves
are discussed in detail in [3].
2

The novel distributed algorithm

The centralized algorithm

This section briefly reviews the IPR algorithm of [3],
which has inspired our strategy. As already mentioned, in this algorithm the reconfiguration is run by
a central controller which instructs each meta-module
(from now on module) what to do. The algorithm essentially consists of three phases: 1) build a logical
spanning tree of the initial and the goal shapes (both
shapes share at least one module, which behaves as
root of the initial configuration); 2) iteratively compress all leaves of the current spanning tree towards
the root of the tree; 3) once completely compressed,
grow the goal spanning tree by expanding the root of
the current tree in a depth-first traversal of the goal
shape spanning tree. After each expanding step, apply again the compress step, as to keep at all times
all modules compressed towards the current root. See
Figure 2 for an illustration.

Figure 2: A few steps of a reconfiguration produced
by the IPR algorithm. The colors of the modules are
just to show their evolution.
The only module moves required are, indeed, compress, transfer and expand, resulting in a completely
in-place reconfiguration, i.e., a reconfiguration using
only grid positions occupied either by the initial or
the goal shapes. The algorithm is therefore optimal
in the use of space. For a configuration of n modules,
the number of moves per module is trivially O(n) and
the overall number of parallel steps of the algorithm
is also O(n), which are both optimal. Refer to [3]
for details. The only disadvantages of this algorithm
are i) the fact that it is centralized and, therefore,
not easy to scale, and ii) the lack of parallelization of
the expanding phase, which is intrinsic to the depthfirst traversal strategy and implicit in the expandcompress sequence in phase 3. As a consequence, since
all compressed modules follow the root in its traver54
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count the number of their descendants in the tree.
Our implementation combines those of [1] and [8].
The compressing rules compress the leaves of the
tree into their parent, and up towards the root of the
tree, by means of the compress and transfer moves.
A handshaking strategy (by means of message passing between face-adjacent modules) allows preventing
collisions. For this purpose, a priority order of the
compressing directions (up, north, west, east, south,
down) is used.
The expanding rules grow the goal shape spanning tree by means of the transfer and expand moves.
At each branching point of the goal spanning tree, one
module, which we call a leader, expands in each of the
necessary directions to build the required subtrees,
and the remaining modules required to build each subtree follow the leaders to keep building the subtrees.
In this building process, every time a module is transferred or expanded, the corresponding counter of the
required descendants is updated, as to make sure that
the exact number of modules move towards their goal
destination. If the initial and the goal shapes were
to be disjoint (except for a common module acting as
root in both the initial and the goal spanning trees),
this strategy would suffice to perform the reconfiguration in an optimal number of moves, in the sense
that no module would ever need to backtrack. But
this is not always necessarily the case. When the initial and the goal shapes overlap, it may happen that
an expanding module (a leader) bumps into a compressing module, i.e., some growing branch of the goal
spanning tree needs to expand into a position which
happens to be occupied by a module still in the initial
spanning tree. In this case, deadlocks could appear if
the expanding module had to wait for the compressing
one to move away and free the position. Our solution
in this case is again inspired by the IPR algorithm:
the growing branch incorporates the module from the
old disappearing branch, and keeps advancing. This
is what we call a change-branch action. What makes
a difference between the IPR algorithm and the new
one is that now we do not want such actions to produce new unnecessary moves. Therefore, every time
a branch change happens, a message is sent back to
the ancestors in the currently built goal spanning tree
to decrease the number of required descendants of all
the modules lying in the path from the position where
the branch change happened up towards the root.
The precise transcription and enumeration of the
rules is omitted due to space constraints, and can be
found in [7]. We obtain the following result:

Each module stores the O(n)-size information of the
goal shape and performs O(1) computation and communication per move.
Proof. We omit the proof of correctness of the proposed rules due to space constraints. As for the complexity of the algorithm, the number of moves per
module is bounded above by that of the IPR algorithm, and therefore is O(n). As mentioned above,
our algorithm can run in an asynchronous way. Nevertheless, when run synchronously, the number of iterations can be bounded by the number of parallel
steps of the centralized IPR algorithm, and therefore
is O(n). Communication per module is constant per
move and, as a consequence, is also O(n). The amount
of memory used per module is O(n) as each module
needs to know the goal shape. To apply the rules, each
module needs to perform O(1)-size computations and
communication.

4

Experimental results

In addition to the theoretical asymptotic results, we
have run our algorithm in the 2-dimensional simulator
of [1] with different configurations of different sizes,
like the ones shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Some of the configurations used in the experiments.
Figure 4 shows the mean of the total number of
moves and the total amount of communication used.
It is worth noticing that, although it could seem that
the reduction of moves with respect to the previously
known algorithm should be done to the price of increasing communication, in practice this is not really
so, as the results show. This is due to the decrease of
unnecessary moves and wait-in-line situations, as well
as to a more asynchronous implementation, which applies delays in the handshaking procedures.
5

Discussion

Given any connected configuration of n minimum
size meta-modules of expand/contract units in either 2D or 3D, we have presented a scalable algorithm to reconfigure it into any other connected shape
with the same number of modules. The algorithm
is distributed and parallel, and optimizes the number of moves and parallel steps. This improves on

Theorem 1 It is possible to reconfigure any connected configuration of n modules into any other of
the same number of modules by means of an asynchronous distributed algorithm, using O(n) moves per
module in O(n) parallel steps (if run synchronously).
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Figure 4: Total number of moves (left) and total number of messages (right), as a function of the number of
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the asymptotic results of the previously known distributed algorithms, as well as on the experimental results of the previously known centralized algorithms.
There is still some space left for further reducing
the effective number of moves by trying to keep in
place as many of the modules whose initial position
also needs to be occupied in the goal configuration.
This is not an easy task, though, as the robot is required to stay connected along the entire reconfiguration process. We believe that any advance in this
direction will require to come up with a totally different reconfiguration strategy.
It is worth mentioning that our 2-dimensional implementation of the algorithm in our simulator uses
a large number of rules. Namely, 96 self-organizing
rules, 72 compressing rules and 471 expanding rules,
plus 29 common rules for both expanding and contracting. This is partially an artifact of the programming language of the simulator which, for example,
requires a different copy of the same rule for each
one of the axis-aligned directions. Partially, it is a
consequence of the fact that our rules take care of
all the hand-shaking as if the simulator was not synchronous. Finally, it is also due to the fact that we
have opted to use specific states for specific situations,
and to break long rules into smaller ones, for the sake
of readability and correctness proving, and have not
tried to optimize the number of rules. In non simulated implementations, this issue should be taken into
account.
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Computing the maximum overlap of a disk
and a polygon with holes under translation
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Abstract

motivated us to design a GPU parallel approach to
eﬃciently ﬁnd a set of approximate solutions.

We present a GPU parallel algorithm, designed under
CUDA architecture, for approximately computing the
maximum overlap of a disk and a polygon with holes
under translation. We also provide and discuss experimental results showing the eﬃciency of our approach.
1

2

Overlap area computation

The area of the overlap between a circle and a polygon
with holes can be computed as the area of the overlap between the circle and the outer boundary of the
polygon minus the area of overlap between the circle
and each one of the holes. So, we need
∩ to eﬃciently
compute the area A(q) = area(Dr (q) P ) of the overlap of Dr (q) with a simple polygon P . This area A(q)
can be computed in linear time with respect to the
number n of the vertices of P as follows. The area
A(q) is equal to the area of overlap between Dr (O)
and P ′ where O represents the origin and P ′ is the
−
→
polygon P translated by the vector −Oq. By computing the intersection points between the boundary
of P ′ and taking into account that a segment intersects a circle in at most two points, the boundary of
P ′ can be expressed as a closed polygonal chain B of
vertices p′0 , p′1 , ..., p′m = p′0 (m ≤ 3n) whose boundary
segments Bi = p′i p′i+1 are completely interior or exte∪m−1
rior to Dr (O). Consider now the curve B = i=0 B i
where B i is the radial projection of Bi onto Dr (O)
when Bi is exterior to Dr (O) and Bi otherwise. Observe that the curve B: 1) is a closed poly-curve whose
edges are straight line segments and circular arcs of
radius r; 2) may be self-touching but not self-crossing
(some pair of nonadjacent edges may have a common
intersection but do not cross); 3) can be continuously
approximated by simple closed curves (see Figure 1);
4) encloses a region whose area equals A(q).

Introduction

The continuous maximal coverage problem consists
in siting facilities in the continuous space to maximize coverage of regional demand. The one-facility
case, with the assumption of uniformly distributed
demand and a disk-like service area for the facility,
has been studied in [3], where a computationally prohibitive approach to approximately solving the problem is provided.
Next, we formally deﬁne the problem to be solved.
Let P be a polygon, that may have holes, such that
its position and orientation are ﬁxed. For any point
q ∈ R2 , denote Dr (q) the disk of center q and radius r.
The goal is to ﬁnd a location q0 ∈ R2 which maximizes
the area A(q) of the overlap of Dr (q) with P .
There has been some related work on this problem.
Given two simple polygons P and Q with n and m vertices, respectively, Mount et al. [4] gave an algorithm
to compute their maximum overlap under translation
in O(n2 m2 ) time. Cheong et al. [1] proposed an
algorithm to approximate the maximum overlap using random sampling techniques. With high probability the additive error is ε · min{area(P ), area(Q)}
and the running time is O(n + (m2 ε−4 log2 m)). More
recently, Cheng and Lam [2] presented an algorithm
to approximate the maximum overlap of two polygons P and Q, build upon the framework of Cheong
et al. [1]. Polygons P and Q may have multiple holes. If n denotes the total number of vertices
in P and Q, the running times of the algorithm is
O(n2 ε−3 log1.5 n log(n/ε)). If one of the two polygons
is convex, the additive error with high probability is
ε · area(P ) and the running time can be improved to
O(n log n + ε−3 log2.5 n log((log n)/ε)).
The prohibitive running times of the existing approximation algorithms, mainly for small ε values,

Figure 1: Approximation of B from B.

Thus, the area A(q) can be computed by using
Greens’s theorem as follows:
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∫

B

−ydx + xdy =

m−1 ∫
1 ∑
−ydx + xdy .
2 i=0 B i
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The value of the integral on B i , Ii , depends on
whether Bi is interior or exterior to Dr (O). When
Bi is exterior, the arc B i can be parameterized by:
(r cos(αi + t), r sin(αi + t)), t ∈ [0, αi,i+1 ] ,

−−→
where αi is the oriented angle between the vector Op′i
and the x axis and αi,i+1 is the oriented angle between
−−→
−−−→
the vectors Op′i and Op′i+1 . Then, we have
Ii = r2 αi,i+1 .
In the other case, that is, when Bi is interior to Dr (O),
the segment B i = Bi can be parameterized by:
p′i + t(p′i+1 − pi ), t ∈ [0, 1] .
Then, it holds:
Ii = det(p′i , p′i+1 ) = det(pi − q, pi+1 − q) .
2.1

Figure 2: Exterior chain cases.

Acceleration of the overlap area computation

3. ni,j is even. Then, Dr (O) is exterior to Bi,i .
Consequently, Ii,i = 0 and Ii,j = −r2 αj,i .

Consider that a piece of the chain B is completely
exterior to Dr (O) between the vertices p′i and p′j (j >
∪j
i). Let Bi,j = k=i Bk be this piece of chain. We
want to compute
∫
j
∑
Ii,j =
Ik
−ydx + xdy =
B i,j

In this way, for a chain of j − i vertices, we need
to apply the intersection test between a segment and
a half-line j − i times and we only need to use one
time the function arccos. Therefore, as we show in
the Results section, the time expended in the overlap
area computation decreases substantially.

k=i

without computing each Ik because it involves the use
j − i times of the function arccos, which is computationally expensive.
Let Aj,i be the shortest oriented arc on Dr (O) that
connects the point p′j with the point p′i and let Bi,i
be the closed simple curve determined by Bi,j ∪ Aj,i .
Then, Ii,j can be computed by
∫
Ii,j = Ii,i −
−ydx + xdy = Ii,i − r2 αj,i ,

3

Lemma 1 At least a location optimizing A(q) belongs to the region delimited by the convex hull
CH(P ) of the simple polygon P and, consequently,
it also belongs to the bounding box of P .
Proof. Assume that q0 is an optimal location such
that q0 ∈
/ CH(P ), and denote qe0 the closest point to
q0 among all the points in CH(P ). When we translate
−−→
the disk Dr (q0 ) by the vector q0 qe0 (see Figure 3) we
have that:
Dr (q0 ) ∩ CH(P ) ⊆ Dr (qe0 ) .
(1)

Aj,i

where

Ii,i =

∫

B i,i

Computing the maximum overlap

−ydx + xdy ,

and αj,i denotes the oriented angle between the vec−−→
−−→
tors Op′j and Op′i .
The result of the integral Ii,i depends on the orientation of Bi,i and on whether the circle Dr (O) is
interior or exterior to Bi,i . Let ni,j be the number of
intersections between Bi,j and the half-line with ori−−→
gin O in the direction of the vector −Op′i . According
to ni,j and αji , there are three cases to consider (see
Figure 2):

Taking into account that

Dr (q0 ) ∩ P ⊆ Dr (q0 ) ∩ CH(P ) , Dr (q0 ) ∩ P ⊆ P
and (1) we also have that:
Dr (q0 ) ∩ P ⊆ Dr (qe0 ) ∩ P .

From (2) we conclude that A(qe0 ) ≥ A(q0 ).

1. ni,j is odd and αj,i > 0. Then, Dr (O) is interior
to Bi,i and Bi,i is oriented counterclockwise. Consequently, Ii,i = −2πr2 and Ii,j = r2 (2π − αj,i ).

(2)


To solve the problem we sample the bounding box
of the polygon P by using a uniform grid composed
of square cells of side length d. Then, we compute the
area A(c) for each grid cell center c and pick a center
c0 with maximum area. To assure that the absolute
error between areas when choosing as optimal grid

2. ni,j is odd and αj,i < 0. Then, Dr (O) is interior
to Bi,i and Bi,i is oriented clockwise. Consequently,
Ii,i = −2πr2 and Ii,j = −r2 (2π + αj,i ).
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4

We can improve the accuracy of a solution obtained
with an initial a×b grid by using a reﬁnement method.
An initial huge grid over the entire bounding box of
the polygon P or a global reﬁnement method wastes
a lot of grid cells in areas where are not necessary.
Using huge grids can be computationally demanding,
both in terms of time and memory requirements, thus
we propose a local grid reﬁnement method. This local
grid reﬁnement strategy identiﬁes the cells, called parent cells, to be reﬁned according to a two-way ﬁltering
criterium that allows us to quickly detect grid cells
where it is not necessary to apply the reﬁnement process because their points can not be optimal, Lemma
2, or are all optimal, Lemma 3. After detecting the
parent cells, we determine the new value for d, according to the desired ε or the maximum number of
desired grid cells, and construct a new regular grid of
child cells, over each selected parent cell. Finally, we
perform for each child cell the process we followed for
the initial grid, this local reﬁnement process can be
repeated as many times as required until de desired
accuracy is obtained.
Next, we give the mentioned Lemmas:
√
√
Lemma 2 If d ≤ 2 2r and A(c0 ) − A(c) > 2dr for
the center c of a grid cell g, then the optimal point q0
does not belongs to the cell g.

Figure 3: Observe that Dr (q0 ) ∩ CH(P ) ⊆ Dr (qe0 ).

center c0 instead of the optimal point q0 it is not too
bad, we need to choose an appropriate side length d
of the square grid cells.
Observe that the largest value of the absolute error
A(q0 ) − A(c0 ): 1) occurs when the point q0 coincides
with a vertex of a square grid cell; 2) is bounded
∩ by the
area of the lune L(q0 ) = Dr (q0 ) − (Dr (q0 ) Dr (c)),
where c denotes a grid cell center,
∩ because the lune
L(q0 ) is a subregion of
D
(q
)
P but the lune
∩ r 0
L(c) =∩Dr (c) − (Dr (c) Dr (q0 )) does not intersect
Dr (q0 ) P (see Figure 4a) and thus:
A(q0 ) − A(c0 ) ≤ A(q0 ) − A(c) ≤ area(L(q0 )) .

(3)

In the particular worst-case in which q0 is a vertex of the square grid cell of center c0 , taking h =
d(c0 , q0 ) ≤ 2r, we have that:
h2 = 2

d2
;
4

d
2r ≥ h = √ ;
2

Adaptive local grid refinement

8r2 − d2 ≥ 0 ,

Proof. From (3) we know that if the cell g of center
c contains q0 the following inequalities are fulﬁlled:
√
A(q0 ) − A(c) ≤ area(L(q0 )) ≤ 2dr .
(4)
√
If A(c0 ) − A(c) > 2dr, then also

and using Taylor expansion, we have:
( )
h
h√ 2
area(L(q0 )) = 2r2 arcsin
+
4r − h2 ≤
2r
2
√
≤ 2rh = 2dr .

A(q0 ) − A(c) ≥ A(c0 ) − A(c) >

√
2dr ,

(5)

Fixed r and ε ∈ (0, 1], and according to (3), a ε
absolute error can be guaranteed by choosing the side
length d of a square grid cell as
(
)
√
ε
d = min 2 2r, √
,
2r
because, in such a case:
√
A(q0 ) − A(c0 ) ≤ area(L(q0 )) ≤ 2dr = ε .

thus q0 cannot belong to g because in this case inequalities (4) and (5) are in contradiction.


Thus, if the bounding box of the polygon P has
dimension a × b, the number of vertices of the regular grid providing an ε absolute error is (⌈a/d⌉ +
1)(⌈b/d⌉ + 1) ∈ O(ab(r/ε)2 ).

Proof. The union F of the set of all disks of radius
r whose center belongs to the cell g is the r-oﬀset of
the cell g. Consequently, if F ⊆ P , then, Dr (c′ ) ⊆ P
for any point c′ belonging to the cell g, thus c′ is
an optimal point. Observe that the union of the eight
disks of radius r centered in the center of the grid cells
adjacent to cell g together with the disk Dr (c) covers
the r-oﬀset F (see Figure 4b)). Thus, in order that
F ⊆ P it suﬃces that Dr (c′ ) ⊆ P , or equivalently
Dr (c′ ) = πr2 , for the center c′ of each of the eight
adjacent cells to g.


Lemma 3 Assume that: a) A(c) = area(Dr (c) ∩
P ) = area(Dr (c)) = πr2√
, thus Dr (c) ⊆ P and c is an
optimal point; b) d ≤ 2r is fulfilled, hence, Dr (c)
covers the cell g. If for the center c′ of each one of
the eight cells adjacent to cell g we have A(c′ ) = πr2 ,
then any point of the cell g is optimal.

When the maximum area of overlap A(q0 ) is at least
a suﬃciently high fraction of the area of any disk of
radius r, we also obtain an (1 − ε′ )-approximation. In
fact, assume A(q0 ) ≥ kπr2 for some k ≥ ε/(πr2 ) and
take 0 < ε′ = ε/(kπr2 ) ≤ 1, then ε = ε′ kπr2 ≤
ε′ A(q0 ). Thus, from A(q0 ) − A(c0 ) ≤ ε we have
A(c0 ) ≥ A(q0 ) − ε ≥ A(q0 ) − ε′ A(q0 ) = (1 − ε′ )A(q0 ).
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L(c)

d
d

h c
q0
L(q0 )

a)

b)

Figure 4: a) The maximum error occurs when the optimal point
q0 is a vertex of a cell. b) The union of the nine disks covers
the cell oﬀset.

5

GPU Implementation

The initial overlap areas, corresponding
to the circles
√
centered at a a × b grid with d ≤ 2r, are computed
in parallel by ﬁnding one area per thread, the current
A(c0 ) value is estimated using an amortized atomic
max operation. The threads in a block cooperate to
store the polygon information to shared memory. If
a reﬁnement step is required, we analyze the cells in
parallel using the ﬁltering criteria, parent cells are
marked with a 1 and terminal cells with a 2 or a 0 depending on whether they are or can not be optimal. It
is done by using squared B × B blocks, whose threads
cooperate to transfer the B + 2 × B + 2 potentially required areas to shared memory. After being marked,
the N parent cells are extracted and a k × k new grid
is placed in each one. We take k = min(32, h, w, kε ) in
the ﬁrst step and k = min(32, k, kε ) in the subsequent
ones; the 32 value is due to GPU reasons, and kε is
the required number of subdivisions needed to achieve
ε. However, we add two extra rows and columns surrounding the k × k grid, that will never be reﬁned, to
be able to properly use the stop-reﬁning criterium of
Lemma 3 at this reﬁnement step. Thus, we compute
k+2×k+2 areas per parent cell. Finally, the N (k+2)2
areas are computed in parallel and k × k blocks are
used in the next ﬁltering step, if it is required.
6

Figure 5: Los Angeles city map with the analyzed grid cells
centers, the optimal locations are marked in green. Initial grid
size=12 × 9.

Considering ε = 0.144 (km2 ) and a 12 × 9 initial
grid, which corresponds to an initial grid cell size of
d = 6.6 (km), the algorithm requires four reﬁnement
steps and takes 0.35 (s), in this case the smallest grid
cell size d is of 12 (m). If we start with a ﬁner initial
grid of size 352 × 285, d = 0.2 (km), one reﬁnement
step and 0.47 (s) are needed, now the smallest d is of
16.6 (m). Thus, the adaptive local grid reﬁnement is
worthy, and the process to accelerate the area computation too, if it is not used the running times become
1.27 (s) and 1.56 (s).
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Abstract
We investigate the 2-center problem for arbitrary
strictly convex, centrally symmetric curves instead of
usual circles. In other words, we extend the 2-center
problem (from the Euclidean plane) to strictly convex
normed planes. We show that the corresponding decision problem can be solved in O(n2 log n) time, generalizing the algorithmical approach given by J. Hershberger for the Euclidean plane. In addition, we prove
various theorems on the notions of ball hull and ball
intersection of finite sets in strictly convex normed
planes, which are fundamental for the 2-center problem, but also interesting for themselves.

geometric structure of the boundary of such point sets
associated to K. Several lemmas and theorems here
can be considered as natural generalizations of results
from [9] for the planar case (see also [11]). Further on,
these results can be directly used for the construction
of planar ball hulls and ball intersections via circular
arcs (in the sense of the respective norm), and they
are also useful for the algorithmical approach to the
2-center problem presented in the final section, which
is a natural extension of that of J. Hershberger for the
Euclidean subcase (cf. [7] and also [8]). Finally, we
prove that, for two given radii and arbitrary strictly
convex norms, the 2-center decision problem can be
solved in O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 ) space.

1

2

Introduction

Notation and preliminaries

Let Md = (Rd , k · k) be a d-dimensional normed (or
Minkowski ) space. As is well-known, the unit ball B
of Md is a compact, convex set with non-empty interior (i.e., a convex body) centered at the origin o.
The boundary of B is the unit sphere of Md , and
any homothetical copy x + λB of B is called the ball
with center x ∈ Rd and radius λ > 0 and denoted by
B(x, λ); its boundary is the sphere S(x, λ).
Given a set of points K in M2 and λ > 0, the λ-ball
hull bh(K, λ) of K is defined as the intersection of all
balls of radius λ that contain K:
\
bh(K, λ) =
B(x, λ).

The 2-center problem can be formulated as follows:
given a (finite) set K of points in the plane, find
two congruent closed discs of smallest possible radius
whose union covers K. Variants of this problem are
frequently investigated, e.g., considering only centers
from K (the so-called discrete 2-center problem), or
by allowing two different radii. It is our aim to extend this problem to arbitrary strictly convex normed
planes. Geometrically this means that we investigate the 2-center problem for arbitrary strictly convex, centrally symmetric curves instead of Euclidean
circles. In addition, for a given radius λ > 0, we study
geometric properties of planar ball hulls (the intersection of λ-balls containing K) and ball intersections
(intersection of λ-balls whose centers belong to K).
These notions are helpful for investigating (also algorithmically) the planar 2-center problem, and they are
again defined in the sense of strictly convex normed
planes.
From the more theoretical point of view, we obtain
various new results on the ball hull and the ball intersection of a finite set K in arbitrary strictly convex
normed planes. These results shed more light on the

K⊂B(x,λ)

Our Theorem 3 below describes the boundary structure of bh(K, λ).
The λ-ball intersection bi(K, λ) of K is the intersection of all balls of radius λ whose centers are from
K:
\
bi(K, λ) =
B(x, λ).
x∈K

Note that for d = 2 and K a finite set, the boundary
structure of bi(K, λ) consists of circular arcs of radius
λ with centers belonging to K.
Naturally, these notions make sense only if
bh(K, λ) 6= ∅ and bi(K, λ) 6= ∅, and this happens
if and only if λ ≥ λK , where λK is the smallest number such that K is contained in a translate of λK B.
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The minimal enclosing ball of a bounded set is always
unique in the Euclidean subcase, but this is no true
for an arbitrary norm.
For a compact set K in Md denote by diam(K) :=
max{kx − yk : x, y ∈ K} the diameter of K. In what
follows, when we speak about the λ-ball intersection
or λ-ball hull of a set K, we always mean that λ ≥ λK .
It is easy to check (see also [2]) that

B(x, λ) which contains K also contains every minimal
circular arc of radius larger than or equal to λ and
meeting any two points pi and pj in K.
Theorem 3 Let K = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } be a finite set
in a normed plane M2 , and let λ ≥ λK . We denote
by pd
i pj a minimal circular arc of radius λ meeting pi
and pj . Let H be the set of all discs of radius λ such
that their boundary contains a circular arc meeting
points from K. If the plane M2 is strictly convex or
λ ≥ diam(K), then

λK ≤ diam(K) ≤ 2λK .
3

On ball hulls of finite sets in the planar case

bh(K, λ) =

Let p and q be two points of the circle S(x, λ). In the
following, the minimal circular arc of B(x, λ) meeting
p and q is the piece of S(x, λ) with endpoints p and
q, which lies in the half-plane bounded by the line
hp, qi and not containing the center x. If p and q
are opposite in S(x, λ), then the two half-circles with
endpoints p and q are minimal circular arcs of S(x, λ)
meeting p and q. We denote pq
b to a minimal circular
arc meeting p and q .
Our objective in this section is to describe the structure of the ball hull of a finite set K (see Theorem 3
and Theorem 4). The proofs of the results in this
section are omitted but can be read in [10].

\

K⊂B(x,λ)∈H

B(x, λ) = conv(

n
[

i,j=1

pd
i pj ).

Theorem 3 shows that the boundary of the ball hull
consists of arcs meeting points from K. The endpoints
of such arcs are in fact extreme points of the ball hull.
We call these points vertices of ball hulls.
Recall that the boundary of a planar ball intersection consists of circular arcs. Similarly to vertices of
ball hulls, we call their endpoints vertices of ball intersections.
Theorem 4 Let K = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } be a finite set
in a normed plane M2 and λ ≥ λK . If M2 is strictly
convex or λ ≥ diam(K), then every arc of the boundary of bi(K, λ) has a vertex of bh(K, λ) as center.
Moreover, every vertex of bi(K, λ) is the center of an
arc belonging to the boundary of bh(K, λ).

Lemma 1 Let M2 be a normed plane. Let p and q
be two points belonging to a disc of radius λ. If M2
is strictly convex or kp − qk ≤ λ, then
1. there exist only two minimal arcs of radius λ
meeting p and q (which may degenerate to the
segment pq),
¯

4

The algorithm for the 2-center problem

Given r1 > r2 > 0, the planar 2-center decision problem asks whether a set K of n points in a normed
plane can be covered by two discs of radius r1 and
r2 , respectively. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that r ≡ r1 > r2 = 1. Of course, the consideration makes only sense when the diameter of K is
larger than the radius r1 , since otherwise a disc of radius r1 covers K. Hershberger and Suri [8] published
an algorithm solving the problem in O(n2 log n) time
and O(n) space in the Euclidean plane. Hershberger
[7] improved the time cost to O(n2 ) using an algorithm described by Step 1 and Step 2:
Step 1. Building the arrangement of discs with
radius r centered at the points of K.
Step 2. Moving a reference point p along the
boundary of the discs from the arrangement, keeping track of the set F of points that are farther than
a distance r away.
For describing precisely the idea from [7], let pθ (θ ∈
[0, 360o ]) be a parametrization of a disc C from the
arrangement, and consider four disjoints sweeps in the
circle. Let [θ1 , θ1 + 90o ) be one of those sweeps. For
every θ ∈ [θ1 , θ1 + 90o ), define the following variable
sets:

2. every disc of radius λ containing p and q also contains the minimal circular arcs of radius λ meeting p and q,
3. for every α ≥ λ, each disc of radius λ containing
p and q also contains the minimal circular arcs of
radius α meeting p and q,
4. if a circular arc of radius λ meeting p and q is
contained in a disc of radius λ and contains interior points of the disc, then this arc is a minimal
circular arc.
The above result is not true for normed planes
which are not strictly convex and satisfy kp − qk > λ.
With the maximum norm, the unit disc centered at
o = (0, 0), the unit disc centered at x = (0.1, 0) and
the points p = (0.5, 1) and q = (0.5, −1) yield a counterexample.

Lemma 2 Let K = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } be a finite set in
a normed plane M2 and λ > 0. If either the plane
M2 is strictly convex or λ ≥ diam(K), then any disc
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Fθ : the points of K which do not belong to the disc
centered at pθ ;
Dθ : the points of K which do not belong to the
disc centered at pθ and do not belong to the discs
centered at other previous (in the oriented sense of
the parametrization of the circle) points.
Aθ : the points of K which do not belong to the
disc centered at pθ , but each of them belongs to some
disc centered at other previous (in the oriented sense
of the parametrization of the circle) points.
Obviously, Fθ = Dθ ∪ Aθ for every θ. Move pθ
along the sweep starting with θ = θ1 . The sets Fθ , Dθ
and Aθ may change. At the beginning we have Fθ =
Dθ , and Aθ is empty. When pθ moves, some points
are possibly deleted in Dθ , because they leave Fθ .
Nevertheless, some points possibly begin to belong to
Aθ when they begin to belong (again or for the first
time) to Fθ .
After each change to Aθ and Dθ , test whether
bi(Aθ , 1) and bi(Dθ , 1) intersect. The point pθ and
every point of this (eventually) non-empty intersection become the centers of a solution pair of discs for
the 2-center problem. Therefore, for each circle C, for
each of the four 90o arcs that cover C:
Step 2(a). Find the order of insertions and deletions to Aθ and Dθ in O(n) time by walking along the
boundary of C.
Step 2(b). Process the insertions to Aθ in sequence, maintaining bi(Aθ , 1). Record the changes
to bi(Aθ , 1) in a transcript.
Step 2(c). Partition of the initial set Dθ1 into a
static set Z of points that will not be deleted during
the sweep, and a dynamic set Yθ of points that will
be deleted.
Step 2(d). Play the transcripts for Aθ and Dθ
simultaneously, both in forward time order (the reverse of the construction order for Dθ ). Test whether
bi(Aθ , 1) and bi(Dθ , 1) overlap at any point during
the playback.

intersections between the circles. The space is obviously O(n2 ).

Lemma 6 Let M2 be a strictly convex normed
plane, and p1 , p2 , . . . , pm be the points added to Aθ
in order of addition when p moves during its 90o
sweep. Suppose that each arc on the boundary of
bi({p1 , p2 , . . . , pj }, 1) is labelled with an integer i if
the arc belongs to the disc centered at pi . Then, for
any j, the labels of the arcs of bi({p1 , p2 , . . . , pj }, 1)
form a circular sequence with no duplication, one local
maximum, and one local minimum.
Proof. Lemma 1 in [7] proves the statement in the
Euclidean case making use of the following arguments
that we prove for strictly convex normed planes:
1) Every arc from the boundary of bi(K, r) is generated by a vertex on the boundary of bh(K, r), and
every vertex on bi(K, r) corresponds to an arc from
the boundary of bh(K, r). This is our Theorem 4.
2) If r ≥ 1, then bh(K, r) ⊆ bh(K, 1). This is
proved, for instead, in [9].
3) Let B(x1 , 1) and B(x2 , 1) be two discs in a
normed plane M2 whose intersection has non-empty
interior. Let t3 be a point belonging to S(x1 , 1) ∩
S(x2 , 1). Let us consider a third circle S of radius
1 containing t3 . This third circle cannot simultaneously contain points of both the arcs which form the
boundary of B(x1 , 1) ∩ B(x2 , 1).
4) If a point b belongs to the convex hull of three
points {a, c, d}, then b is not a vertex of the ball hull
of {a, b, c, d} of radius r.

Due to the structure of the boundary of the ball
intersection and its non-increasing property when
points are added (see [9]), the proofs presented in [7]
of the following Theorem 7, Theorem 8, and Theorem
9 are also valid for any strictly convex normed plane
using Lemma 6.
Theorem 7 We can maintain bi(Aθ , 1) as Aθ grows
in O(|A|) total time, where |A| is the final cardinality
of Aθ .

In the following, we justify that Hersberger’s approach runs correctly in a strictly convex normed
plane, and finally we obtain Theorem 10.

Theorem 8 Let M2 be a strictly convex normed
plane. Let Z be a fixed set of points, and Yθ be a
dynamic set subject to deletions only. Suppose we
know the x-sorted order of Yθ and Z, and suppose we
are given a change-transcript for bi(Yθ , 1). Then we
can compute a change-transcript for bi(Yθ ∪Z, 1) with
O(|Yθ | + |Z|) additional work.

Lemma 5 Let M be a strictly convex normed plane.
If K is a set of n points in M2 , then, building the
arrangement of circles with radius r > 0 centered at
the points of K takes O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 )
space.
2

Proof. The circles are well behaved, i.e., the total
number of intersections is O(n2 ) and the calculation of
the intersection points of two circles is a basic operation in our process and takes constant time. Thus, the
arrangement can be constructed in O((n + k) log n)
time using (the output sensitive) plane-sweep algorithm (see [6]), where k = O(n2 ) is the number of

Theorem 9 Let M2 be a strictly convex normed
plane. Let Aθ and Dθ be two sets of points subject
to insertions and deletions only, respectively. Suppose that some oracle maintains the boundaries of
bi(Aθ , 1) and bi(Dθ , 1) in a linked-list form, and that
at each update it gives us a pointer to the changed
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edges. Then we can detect when, if ever, bi(Aθ , 1)
and bi(Dθ , 1) intersect, using O(|Aθ | + |Dθ |) time altogether, where |Aθ | and |Dθ | are the maximum cardinalities of Aθ and Dθ .

[5] E. Fogel, D. Halperin, L. Kettner, M. Teillaud, R.
Wein, and N. Wolpert, Arrangements, in: Effective
Computational Geometry for Curves and Surfaces,
J.D. Boissonnat and M. Teillaud (editors), Mathematics and Visualization, Springer-Verlag, 2006, 1–
66.

Finally we obtain our main result in this section.

[6] E. Fogel, D. Halperin, and R. Wein, CGAL Arrangements and Their Applications. A Step-by-Step Guide,
Springer, 2012.

Theorem 10 In any strictly convex normed plane,
the generalized planar 2-center decision problem can
be solved in O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 ) space.

[7] J. Hershberger, A faster algorithm for the two-center
decision problem, Inform. Process. Lett. 47 (1993),
23–29.

Proof. Lemma 5 supports Step 1 in a strictly convex
normed plane. Theorem 7 shows that Step 2(b) runs
in O(|A|) total time, where |A| is the final cardinality
of Aθ . For Step 2(c), use the algorithm of Theorem
7 to compute a change-transcript for bi(Yθ , 1), working in time-reversed order; using Theorem 8, combine
this with Z to get a change-transcript for bi(Dθ , 1).
Theorem 9 proves that Step 2(d) can be done in O(n)
time.


[8] J. Hershberger, and S. Suri, Finding tailored partitions, J. Algorithms 12 (1991), 431–463.
[9] P. Martı́n, H. Martini, and M. Spirova, Chebyshev
sets and ball operators, J. Convex Anal. 21 (2014),
601-618.
[10] P. Martı́n, H. Martini, M. Spirova: The 2-center
problem and ball operators in strictly convex normed
planes, submitted, http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.8055.

Observation 1 Chazelle and Lee [3] proved that for
given n points p1 , ..., pn and a fixed disc of radius r,
the arrangement of Euclidean circles with radius r
centered at these points can be constructed in O(n2 )
time and space, and this allows to obtain in [7] a better final bound for the Euclidean two center problem.

[11] H. Martini, and M. Spirova, On the circular hull
property in normed planes, Acta Math. Hungar. 125
(2009), 275-285.
[12] G. Nivasch, Improved bounds and new techniques for
Davenport-Schinzel sequences and their generalizations, Journal of the ACM 57 (2010), article 17, 44
pages.

Observation 2 We can rewrite our Theorem 10 using the following from [5]. Let there be given a set of
n curves, where each pair of curves can have at most s
intersection points, for a constant s. In this case, the
zone complexity of a single curve is O(λs+2 (n)), where
λσ (k) denotes the maximal length of a DavenportSchinzel sequence of k elements with order σ. Thus,
the total construction time is O(nλs+2 (n)), while the
complexity of the arrangement is of course O(n2 ).
Due to s = 2 for strictly convex normed planes, our
Theorem 10 can be formulated as follows: the generalized planar 2-center decision problem can be solved
in O(nλ4 (n)) time and O(n2 ) space in any strictly
convex normed plane. It is important to note that
λσ (k) is almost linear in k for small values of σ (for
Davenport-Schinzel sequences see [1] and [12]).

[13] M. Sharir, A near-linear algorithm for the planar 2center problem, Discrete Comput. Geom. 18 (1997),
125–134.
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Abstract

a vase or cup). For suitable objects, for example, a
surface decomposition guided by the SRG can be extended to a meaningful decomposition of the object
by inserting cutting surfaces between the boundary
curves of surface patches. For other objects, the insertion of these surfaces may intersect the boundary
surface or lead to a decomposition of the object into
less satisfactory parts.
We propose the surface volume Reeb graph (SVRG)
that combines the advantages of the SRG and the
VRG. For a certain class of defining functions, it can
be computed efficiently from a surface description of
the object and captures the information of both individual structures. As an application, we present a volume decomposition algorithm guided by the SVRG,
which is able to decompose complicated objects (including objects with deep cavities and holes) into
pieces that are easier to parametrize.
Our solid segmentation is guided by Reeb graphs
(see e.g. [2, 7, 8]) with respect to one or several Morse
functions.
The SRG has been used repeatedly for analyzing and decomposing boundary surfaces of objects
[1, 14, 15], typically using the average geodesic distance function [1, 15] or geodesic distances to feature
points [14].
Also the VRG has been used to analyze and decompose objects [16, 12], although it does not recognize
holes appearing in a level set component. By including a second defining function, the VRG is generalized
to the Reeb space, which captures more details of the
object [7, 11], however at the price of being more expensive to compute.
The close relation between the genus of a surface
and its Reeb graph is investigated in [3]. Extending this idea, surface Reeb graphs were used to detect
handle and tunnel loops of an object in boundary representation [4]. Finally, cutting surfaces are inserted
into an object in order to get objects with cycle-free
Reeb graphs in [6, 13]. This reduces the genus, but
some holes may remain in the object.
Several algorithms are described in the literature
that compute the Reeb graph of a surface for a given
surface description, or the Reeb graph of a volume
for a given volumetric description (e.g. [5, 9, 10, 13]).
These algorithms typically allow for a general choice
of defining functions, but if a three-dimensional man-

The Reeb graph captures the structure of a domain
using a scalar-valued function defined on it. For a
solid object, one can distinguish between the Reeb
graph of the object’s volume and the Reeb graph
of its boundary surface. In general, the surface and
volume Reeb graph are different objects, where each
has its advantages and disadvantages for analyzing a
shape. We propose a combination of both, which, for
a certain class of defining functions, can be computed
from a boundary description of the object and captures more information about its structure than the
individual graphs. As an application, we present a
volume decomposition algorithm guided by the combined surface volume Reeb graph.
Introduction
The Reeb graph captures the structure of an object
efficiently by tracking the level-set components of a
scalar-valued function defined on the object. Therefore, the Reeb graph typically finds applications in
shape analysis, simplification or decomposition.
For a solid object, two different Reeb graphs can
be considered. The volume Reeb graph (VRG) tracks
the level set components of the function restricted to
the object (considered as 3-dimensional manifold with
boundary). Typically its construction requires a volumetric description of the object. Also, the volume
Reeb graph does not recognize holes in level set components and thus may neglect some important structural features of the object.
Tracking the level set components of the function
restricted to the boundary surface of the object instead leads to the surface Reeb graph (SRG). It can
be computed efficiently from a surface representation
of the object. When using a suitable function, such as
the height function or the average geodesic distance
function, the SRG is also able to capture the structure
of certain objects. More precisely, this is the case for
objects that contain substantial protrusions (such as
the limbs of an animal or the trunks of a tree) but
no significant cavities (such as the inner boundary of
∗ Email: birgit.strodthoff@jku.at. Research supported by
the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) through NFN S117 “Geometry + Simulation”
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ifold is given in a boundary description only, a volumetric description (such as a tetrahedral mesh) has to
be generated first to compute the VRG. To avoid this,
we compute both Reeb graphs using an algorithm that
works on the boundary representation, see [11, 12]
and Section 1.3. However, it should be noted that the
boundary-based construction limits the choice of the
Morse function.
1

the object
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The surface volume Reeb graph (SVRG)
Figure 1: Surface Reeb graph (SRG), Volume Reeb
graph (VRG) and their combination (SVRG) with respect to the height function, which maps every point
to its last coordinate. The VRG contains only one
cycle corresponding to the handle on the left. In the
SRG, also the vertical hole induces a cycle, since the
boundary curve splits into an inner and an outer component. The SVRG combines the information of the
other two graphs. Note that the inner boundary component connecting points 2 and 4 is split into two edge
segments with different labels.

Reeb graphs

We begin by recalling the definition of Reeb graphs
(see [2] for a more detailed and general introduction).
Definition 1 Consider a scalar-valued function f defined on a d-manifold (or a manifold with boundary)
M . Points mapped to the same function value form a
level set, connected parts of a level set are called level
set components. The Reeb graph of M with respect
to f is obtained by contracting every level set component to a point, maintaining adjacency between level
sets.

For every edge segment, a connected, monotone
path of mesh-edges is stored. The edges of the SRG
and the VRG are represented by lists of such edge
segments, where every edge segment stores references
to the containing edges.
The vertices of the SVRG contain an instance of
a SRG-vertex and, additionally, a VRG-vertex where
appropriate. Those have access to the incident edges
of the SRG and VRG, respectively. Additionally, a
vertex of the SVRG stores a reference to the underlying vertex of the surface mesh and a set of the oriented
level set polygons through v, which can be traced efficiently. Using only these polygons and their orientation, we can decide what kind of vertex of the SVRG
lies in v.

For a solid object, two different Reeb graphs can be
considered, see also Figure 1. On the one hand, one
can consider a function defined on the object considered as 3-manifold with boundary. We will call the
Reeb graph generated by this function the Volume
Reeb graph (VRG). On the other hand, consider a
function defined on the surface of the object. The
level set components of such a function consist of
curves on the boundary of the object. The Reeb graph
tracing these level set components will be denoted as
Surface Reeb graph (SRG) in the following.
1.2

SRG

4

After recalling the definition of Reeb graphs, we introduce the surface volume Reeb graph, which combines
two Reeb graphs of a solid object.
1.1

levelsets

1.3

Computation of the SVRG from a boundary
representation

The SVRG is computed efficiently from a triangulated
boundary mesh of the given object, using an adaptation of the algorithm presented in [12], see Algorithm
1. We use a sweep algorithm where the status contains all edge segments at the current function level.
The events of the sweep are the vertices of the SVRG.
Those always lie in critical vertices of the mesh, i.e.
in local minima, maxima and saddle points with respect to f , and can thus be located by considering the
incident triangles.
In order to identify whether an edge segment in the
status is influenced by a vertex V , we use the level
set polygons through v. Typically, the level set polygons are, at some point, intersected by the mesh-edges
representing the edge segment. Only in a minimum V

The combined surface volume Reeb graph

Motivated by the close relations between the SRG and
the VRG, we introduce a combined structure, the surface volume Reeb graph, see also Figure 1. While the
VRG does not recognize holes appearing in level sets,
and the SRG does not know which boundary components bound the same level set component, the SVRG
combines the structural information of both graphs.
Definition 2 To form the combined surface and volume Reeb graph (SVRG), the edges of the SRG are
subdivided into edge segments at the f -values of incident vertices of the VRG. Each edge segment is labeled by the associated edges of the VRG.
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Algorithm 1 computeSVRG
for all vertices v of mesh do
if v is critical with respect to f then
trace oriented level set polygons through v
create a SVRG-vertex V (v)
add V to vertex list
sort vertex list by increasing f -value
for all V in vertex list do
grow edge segments to the f -value of V
identify influenced edge segments in status
update status and SVRG

serted symbolically, it is not necessary to optimize
their quality.
We apply the SVRG to obtain a decomposition of
the object. The VRG guides the volume decomposition, while the contained SRG gives efficient access
to the boundary components of an inserted cutting
surface. While cutting along level sets of the defining functions as in [6, 13], we aim at cuts complying with a certain quality criterion to achieve nicely
shaped pieces. Also, we do not only insert the minimum number of cuts to resolve loops of the VRG, but
add more cuts if they simplify the resulting pieces.
Finally, we repeatedly use this approach for different
defining functions.
The Reeb graph may be complicated due to many
superfluous small branches. In the VRG contained in
our SVRG, we cut away those small branches up to a
certain threshold and merge edges in resulting vertices
of valency two. The resulting reduced volume Reeb
graph (VRG*) is used to guide the construction.

that is no vertex of the VRG, we trace level set polygons starting from the edge segments in the status
and check which one surrounds V .
2

SVRG-guided volume segmentation

We show an application of the SVRG to guide the
decomposition of solid objects into pieces that are
easier to parametrize. More precisely, we are interested in trivariate tensor-product spline parameterizations, which are able to represent topological hexahedra, since their domain is the unit cube. Thus,
ideally we would get hexahedral pieces, but we will
aim for contractible volumes that can be segmented
into few hexahedral volumes efficiently in a second
step.
2.1

2.2

The cutting algorithm

We begin by giving an overview of the overall
algorithm, see Algorithm 2. The algorithm has
been fully implemented in C++ based on the
Computational Geometry Algorithms Library CGAL
(www.cgal.org).
Algorithm 2 cutObject
while not finished do
Choose function f and quality bound q.
Compute SVRG and VRG*.
for all edges of VRG* do
use SVRG to get good cut candidate.
sort edges by the quality of their cut candidates.
for all edges e of VRG*, starting at best do
if quality of e > q then
if cutting e simplifies the SVRG then
add e to cut edges.
Reject cut edges that do not split the object
Implement cuts of remaining cut edges

Reeb graphs for volume segmentations

For simple objects, surface decompositions based on
the SRG can often be extended to satisfactory decompositions of the volume. In general, however, a
surface segmentation may contain patches describing
the boundary surfaces of holes or deep cavities, and
thus does not induce a valid volume decomposition.
Decomposition algorithms based on the VRG always
give valid volume segmentations, eg. [16]. However,
the computation of the VRG is typically more expensive than the SRG-construction, requiring a volume
mesh of the object.
The surface Reeb graph (and therefore also the
SVRG) has a close relation to the genus of the underlying object. Every hole of the object is represented
by a loop in the SRG [3]. The loops of the VRG are,
typically, a subset of the loops of the SRG. An object decomposition algorithm guided by Reeb graphs
should therefore aim at a reduction of the number of
loops of the graph.
In [6, 13], the object is cut along level sets of the
defining function in order to resolve the loops of the
VRG. The aim of those works is to reduce the construction of the volume Reeb graph to the much more
efficient construction of the contour tree, its loop-free
equivalent. Since cutting surfaces are, thus, only in-

In every iteration of the algorithm, we first choose
a function f and a quality bound q. The quality
bound will be set rather high in the beginning, aiming
at high-quality cutting surfaces. In short, we prefer
cutting surfaces that have few boundary components
and which form near-orthogonal intersections with the
surrounding object surface. In subsequent iterations,
we decrease the quality bound to make sure that sufficiently many cuts are eventually accepted.
For the function f , we start with some given functions. In later iterations, we can use the SRG of a
previous iteration to estimate the axis of a hole in the
object, which enables us to generate a function for the
next iteration that is able to resolve that hole.
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Figure 2: Results of our decomposition algorithm.

3

Conclusion

We presented a novel algorithm for decomposing solid
objects into simpler pieces. Given a Morse function
f we combine the Reeb graphs of the object’s volume
and of its boundary surface. We then examine the
edges of the contained volume Reeb graph. If their
removal helps us to split the object – and this can be
decided using the Reeb graph – then we cut it with a
level set of f . In order to optimize the quality of the
resulting pieces, a quality criterion is applied during
the selection of cutting surfaces. This procedure is
repeated using different functions f .
In our examples, the presented method generates
satisfactory decompositions. The user can control the
quality of the resulting shapes by using different starting functions or different bounds for accepting cutting
surfaces.
The choice of suitable Morse functions remains an
interesting topic for future research. So far we have
used only linear functions. In order to allow curved
cutting surfaces, the approach could be generalized
to nonlinear functions, provided that they allow for a
boundary-based construction of the Reeb graphs.
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Abstract

in which we are given a graph G and a spectrum of
colors S = {c1 , . . . , cs } endorsed with a matrix W of
non-negative interferences Wij = W (ci , cj ) between
each pair of colors. For such a pair (G, W ), a coloring c of the graph will induce
at each vertex v an
P
interference Iv (G, W, c) = u∈N (v) W (c(u), c(v)).

Motivated by WiFi channel assignment, we consider
a graph together with a spectrum of colors and a
matrix of interferences between colors. We explore
two vertex-coloring problems. First, the Threshold Spectrum Coloring problem: allowing a fixed
number of colors, it aims to minimize the maximum
of the interferences at the vertices. Second, the
Chromatic Spectrum Coloring problem: fixing
a threshold and allowing to use as many colors as vertices, it aims to minimize the number of colors leading to an interference below the threshold at every
vertex. To deal with these problems, we have implemented modifications of the well-known DSATUR
heuristic to account for the given spectrum, comparing their results with those of the heuristic optimization algorithm ALHSO. Further, we have checked the
appearance of monochromatic edges in the colorings
obtained.
1

This is motivated by the setting in IEEE 802.11based wireless access technology, commonly known as
WiFi, in which each access point must be assigned a
frequency channel from a given spectrum, where interferences between channels arise and one aims to
minimize the interference at access points. Having
this in mind, we introduce the Threshold Spectrum Coloring (TSC) problem: fixed a spectrum
of k colors, endorsed with a k × k matrix W of interferences between colors, the goal is to determine
the minimum threshold t ∈ R≥0 such that (G, W ) admits a k-coloring c in which the interference at every
vertex is at most t, i.e., Iv (G, W, c) ≤ t, ∀v. Such a
minimum t will be called the minimum k-chromatic
threshold of (G, W ), denoted as Tk (G, W ).

Introduction

For a counterpart, we also consider the Chromatic Spectrum Coloring (CSC) problem: fixed
a threshold t ∈ R≥0 and letting the spectrum to have
size |V (G)|, the goal is to determine the minimum
number of colors k ∈ N such that (G, W ) admits a
k-coloring c in which the interference at every vertex
is at most that threshold t. Such a minimum k will be
called the t-interference chromatic number of (G, W ),
denoted as χt (G, W ).

Graph coloring is among the main problems in Discrete Mathematics, attracting researchers because of
both theoretical challenges and applications [8, 12].
One of the most prominent vertex-coloring problems is frequency assignment [1], for which models
range from the most naive, forbidding monochromatic edges, to the most general, with assignment
constraints, interference constraints, and an objective
function.
The present work explores an intermediate model,

Observe that the usual Vertex Coloring problem is the particular case with the identity as matrix of weights and a threshold t = 0, i.e., χ(G) =
χ0 (G, I). With the same matrix and a threshold t
we get the Improper Coloring problem, which allows at most t monochromatic edges around a vertex.
These two particular cases are NP-hard [6, 13], hence
so is the Chromatic Spectrum Coloring problem.
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In addition, fixed any k ≥ 2 it is NP-complete to
decide if there exists a k-coloring with interference at
most any threshold t ≥ 2, see [3] and the references
therein. Hence, the Threshold Spectrum Coloring is also NP-hard.
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2

Related work

problem looks for the color minimizing the interference at v. Our implementation CSC-DSATUR for the
Chromatic Spectrum Coloring problem looks for
a color that does not make interference at v exceed
the product of the fixed threshold t by the proportion of neighbors already colored. That is, if vertex v
has five neighbours, but only three of them have been
colored so far, the color chosen should guarantee the
interference at v to be at most 35 t. For a color to be
chosen, this constraint must hold not only for v, but
also for any neighbor of v which has already been colored. This is a conservative heuristic to ensure it is
not possible to have a solution where the maximum
interference per node is above the threshold.
In addition, for our two problems we have also
tested a generic nonlinear optimizer based in Harmony Search, a music-inspired, evolutionary optimization algorithm [5]. In particular, we have used
a freely available implementation which further uses
Augmented Lagrangian Multipliers to handle constraints [2].
Finally, for each scenario and approach we have performed 20 repetitions.

Araujo et al. [3] considered a weight function w on
the edges of the graph G instead of a matrix W of
interferences between colors, and they define the interference at a vertex to be the sum of weights of incident monochromatic edges. For a given edge-weighted
graph (G, w) they study the Weighted Improper
Coloring in which, fixed a threshold t ∈ R≥0 , the
goal is to determine the minimum number of colors k ∈ N such that (G, w) admits a k-coloring c
in which the interference at every vertex is at most
that threshold t. They also study the Threshold
Improper Coloring problem, where fixed a spectrum of k colors the goal is to determine the minimum threshold t ∈ R≥0 such that (G, w) admits a
k-coloring c in which the interference at every vertex
is at most t.
Of independent interest are the works on the
Frequency Assignment Problem, which use different
models to fit the characteristics of specific applications. An interested reader can check the survey by
Aardal et al. [1].
3

Experiments

3.3

We have conducted a first experimental analysis of
our two problems, based on benchmarking different
techniques in a range of scenarios. In this section we
describe these scenarios, summarizing the techniques
we have tested in them, and discussing the results
obtained in the experiments.
3.1

Tables 1 and 2 show the data obtained, respectively,
for the Threshold Spectrum Coloring and the
Chromatic Spectrum Coloring problems. For
the sake of comparison with the usual Vertex Coloring problem, we have also checked the appearance
of monochromatic edges, showing its proportion over
the total number of edges.
For the TSC problem, inspired by the 11 channels available in the WiFi problem, we have chosen k = 11. Table 1 shows that, as expected, the
approximations obtained for the maximum vertex
interference T11 (G, W ) increase with p. Moreover,
it shows that TSC-DSATUR performs better than
ALHSO for lower values of p, but the opposite effect arises for higher values of p, as the complexity
of the graph increases. This behavior is due to the
fact that ALHSO deals better with complex nonlinear
problems. Furthermore, the standard deviations are
noticeable lower in ALHSO than in TSC-DSATUR.
Regarding the percentage of monochromatic edges
(%M ) in TSC-DSATUR and ALHSO, the general behavior consists in having lower values of %M for lower
maximum vertex interferences. For the TSC problem,
the maximum vertex interference is plotted in Figure 1. For the sake of space, we do not show figures
for n = 60 and n = 80 vertices, since the conclusions
that can be obtained from them are identical to those
for n = 70. In that figure we also add to the comparison the random coloring technique. Results show
that both TSC-DSATUR and ALHSO perform much
better than the random technique.

Settings

As an initial exploration of the problem space, we
have considered graphs generated randomly using the
Erdős-Renyi (ER) model [7]. In it, every pair of
vertices has a prescribed probability p of being connected. Different sub-categories were created by varying the number of vertices n and the probability of
connection p. In particular, we generated 10 graphs
for each combination of the following parameters:
number of vertices n ∈ {60, 70, 80} and probability of
connection p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}, which are the
same settings used in [9, 10].
For the interference between colors we have considered an exponential decay of base 2 with the position
1
of the colors in the list, i.e., Wij = |i−j|
2
3.2

Results

Coloring techniques used for benchmarking

For a first experimental analysis of our two problems, we have adapted the sequential greedy algorithm DSATUR [4], standard for the usual Vertex Coloring problem. Our implementation TSCDSATUR for the Threshold Spectrum Coloring
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Table 1: Average and standard deviation for the maximum vertex interference, as well as average percentage of monochromatic edges, for TSC with k = 11.
n
60
60
60
60
60
70
70
70
70
70
80
80
80
80
80

p
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

TSC-DSATUR
avg std %M
0.8 0.1 0.0
3.8 0.4 0.6
6.8 0.7 2.0
9.9 0.5 4.3
12.9 0.4 6.6
1.0 0.2 0.0
4.4 0.4 0.9
7.9 0.6 2.7
11.9 0.6 4.8
15.0 0.3 6.8
1.2 0.2 0.0
5.4 0.5 1.0
9.7 0.7 3.1
13.6 1.0 5.2
17.3 0.5 6.9

ALHSO
avg std %M
1.2 0.2 0.0
4.3 0.2 1.4
7.1 0.4 3.0
9.9 0.3 4.5
12.6 0.1 6.3
1.4 0.1 0.0
5.0 0.2 1.6
8.4 0.3 3.4
11.6 0.3 4.9
14.7 0.1 6.6
1.7 0.1 0.1
5.8 0.2 1.9
9.7 0.3 3.7
13.2 0.3 5.1
16.9 0.3 6.8

Figure 1: Maximum vertex interference achieved by
different techniques for the Threshold Spectrum
Coloring problem with k = 11 colors and n = 70
vertices.

Table 2: Average for the minimum number of colors
, as well as averχt and the size of the spectrum χmax
t
age percentage of monochromatic edges, for CSC with
t = 0.25g being g the average degree of the graph.
n
60
60
60
60
60
70
70
70
70
70
80
80
80
80
80

p
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

CSC-DSATUR
χt χmax
%M
t
8.8
9.1
0.2
10.5 10.6 3.0
10.8 10.8 4.9
11.3 11.3 6.5
11.1 11.1 8.1
9.8 10.1 0.9
11.1 11.2 3.6
11.3 11.3 5.6
11.8 11.8 7.0
11.2 11.2 8.2
10.0 10.0 1.1
11.4 11.4 3.9
11.6 11.7 6.0
11.7 11.7 7.4
11.5 11.5 8.4

ALHSO
χt χmax
%M
t
9.7
9.8
0.0
10.8 10.8 1.4
10.8 10.8 3.1
10.8 10.8 4.7
10.7 10.7 6.6
10.1 10.1 0.1
11.0 11.0 1.6
11.1 11.1 3.3
10.9 10.9 5.0
10.7 10.7 6.8
10.2 10.2 0.1
11.1 11.1 1.9
11.1 11.1 3.7
10.8 10.8 5.3
10.8 10.8 7.0

Figure 2: Average number of colors (χt (G, W ))
achieved by different techniques for the Chromatic
Spectrum Coloring problem with with t = 0.25g
and n = 70 vertices.
shows the average number of colors achieved by the
solutions of the benchmarked techniques, along with a
random reference approach, which generates random
colorings with increasing number of colors until getting a solution where the maximum interference per
node falls below the threshold t. It is interesting to
note that the difference between the results obtained
by our heuristics and the random reference are significantly lower as the average degree of the graph
(which depends on p) increases. Although this may
seem counter-intuitive, we must keep in mind that we
are adjusting the threshold t proportionally with the
graph degree g, which keeps the minimum number
of different colours needed by the solutions whose in-

For the CSC problem, in Table 2 we show the average and standard deviation for χt , i.e. the number of
colors required to achieve a certain maximum vertex
interference t. We have chosen t = 0.25g, for g the
average degree of the graph. Conclusions are similar
to those obtained for the TSC problem, as ALHSO
performs better than CSC-DSATUR only for higher
values of p. It is interesting to note that the average number of different colors used χt is not always
,
equal to the average maximum color label used χmax
t
which means that both CSC-DSATUR and ALHSO
sometimes choose solutions leaving holes in the spectrum, to achieve lower interference. Finally, Fig. 2
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terference falls below the threshold around the same
values (8 to 12 colors). Finding such a solution randomly is a different issue, however, and it becomes
easier when graph degree increases, since the proportion of such solutions in the global solution space increases when increasing the degrees of freedom (i.e.
the number of edges) per node. Finally, we can see
similar trends regarding the proportion of monochromatic edges as in the TSC problem.
4

model real WiFi channel assignment situations. Two
types of vertices, Access Points and Clients, are
needed, with interferences between vertices depending on their type and mutual distance.
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Abstract

Every greedy coloring is a proper Grundy coloring.
Therefore, the Grundy number of G is the maximum
positive integer k for which a graph G has a greedy
k-coloring. See [4].
The line graph L(G) of a nonempty graph G is the
graph whose vertex set is E(G), two vertices u and v
of L(G) are adjacent if and only if u and v are adjacent edges in G. The chromatic index χ1 (G), Grundy
index Γ1 (G) and pseudo-Grundy index γ1 of G, are
defined respectively as the chromatic number, Grundy
number and pseudo-Grundy number of the line graph
L(G) of G. Notationally, χ1 (G) = χ(L(G)), Γ1 (G) =
Γ(L(G)) and γ1 (G) = γ(L(G)).

The Grundy index of G is the maximum positive integer k for which a graph G has a greedy k-coloring
of its edges. A geometric graph is a graph drawn
in the plane such that its vertices are points in general position in the plane, and its edges are straightline segments. In this paper we extend the notion
of Grundy index for geometric graphs, and present
upper and lower bounds of this index for complete
geometric graphs.
1

Introduction

A vertex k-coloring of a simple graph G, is a surjective
function that assigns a color from the set {1, 2, . . . , k}
to each vertex of G . A coloring is proper if any two
adjacent vertices have different colors. The minimum
positive integer k for which there exists a proper kcoloring of (the vertices of) G is the chromatic number
of G and is denoted by χ(G).
A Grundy coloring of a graph G is a vertex coloring
of G having the property that for every two colors i
and j with i < j, every vertex colored j has a neighbor
colored i. The maximum positive integer k for which
a graph G has a proper Grundy k-coloring is denoted
by Γ(G) and is called the Grundy number of G. The
maximum positive integer k for which a graph G has
a Grundy k-coloring is denoted by γ(G) and is called
the pseudo-Grundy number of G. Clearly we have
that
χ(G) ≤ Γ(G) ≤ γ(G).

2

A rectilinear geometric drawing (or a drawing, for
short) G = (V, E) of a graph G, is a drawing of G
in the plane, in which the vertices are represented by
S a set of points in the plane, and the edges are represented by E a set of (possibly crossing) straight line
segments connecting two points in S. We call such
a drawing a geometric graph. For brevity we refer
to the elements in S as vertices, and to the elements
in E as edges. In this paper, we only consider complete geometric graphs, that is, graphs in which every
two distinct vertices are adjacent. Note that any set
of points in the plane induces a complete geometric
graph.
Let G be a geometric graph. We say that two edges
of G intersect if they have a common endpoint or they
cross each other. Two edges are disjoint if they do
not intersect. A coloring of the edges of G is proper
if every pair of intersecting edges has different colors.
A coloring is complete if each pair of colors appears
on at least one pair of intersecting edges.
The chromatic index χ1 (G) of G is the maximum
positive integer k for which there exists a proper kcoloring of the edges of G. The Grundy index Γ1 (G) of
G is the maximum positive integer k for which there
exist a proper Grundy k-coloring of the edges of G.
The pseudo-Grundy index γ1 (G) of G is the maximum
positive integer k for which there exist a Grundy kcoloring of the edges of G.

Now we give an alternative definition of the Grundy
number. Consider the following greedy algorithm,
suppose the vertices of a graph G are listed in the
order v1 , . . . , vn :
1. The vertex v1 is assigned the color 1.
2. Once the vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , vj have been assigned colors, where 1 ≤ j < n, the vertex
vj+1 is assigned the smallest color that is not assigned to any neighbor of vj+1 belonging to the
set {v1 , . . . , vj }.
∗ Email:
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dlara@cs.cinvestav.mx
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For every i ∈ {1, . . . n2 }, we describe a coloring of
the edges of Cn ({i}) using i + 1 colors, and prove that
it is a proper Grundy coloring.
For
some
fixed
i,
consider
the
set
{e1,i+1 , e2,i+2 , . . . , ei+1,i+(i+1) } of the first i + 1
edges of Cn ({i}). Assign a different color to each one
of these edges. It is clear that so far the coloring
is proper and Grundy. Using these same colors, we
color the remaining edges of Cn ({i}) in the following
way. For j ∈ {1, . . . , i + 1}, let c be the color assigned
to edge ej,i+j , assign c to all edges in the set C =
{e1+(i+j),(i+j)+(i+1) , e1+(i+j)+(i+1),(i+j)+2(i+1) , . . .}.
We stop when C is maximal: adding one more edge
to C violates the requirement of properly coloring
the edges. We repeat this process for all different
values of i. Figure 1 shows the coloring of C13 ({1})
and of C13 ({2}). Note that some of the edges of
the graph remain uncolored, and that the partial
coloring obtained is proper. It is clear that, for i
fixed, we used exactly i + 1 different colors, so the
number of colors we have used up to this point is
Pb n2 c
n2 +2n
. Now we prove that this partial
i=1 i + 1 ≥
8
coloring is a Grundy coloring.
Let C = {ea1 ,b1 , ea2 ,b2 , . . . eak ,bk }, be the set of
edges with the same color, say c, as shown in Figure 2. By construction, all these edges belong to a
same circulant graph, say Cn ({i}). Further, a2 =
b1 + 1, a3 = b2 + 1, . . . , ak = bk−1 + 1, also b1 − a1 =
i, . . . , bk − ak = i, and bk − a1 − 1 ≤ i. Let e be an
edge with color c0 > c, and assume this edge belongs
to Cn ({i0 }). Since c < c0 , then i ≤ i0 . Assume, by
contradiction that e does not intersect any edge in
C. Therefore, a subset of points of size i0 + 1 can be
separated from the set without intersecting any edge
in C, but this is a contradiction since the size of the
biggest of these subsets is i − 1.
The coloring can be completed using the greedy coloring algorithm.


The geometric chromatic index χg (G) of G is the
largest value k for which a drawing G of G exist such
that χ1 (G) = k. Similarly, we define the geometric Grundy index Γg (G) and the geometric pseudoGrundy index γg (G) of G as the smallest value k for
which a drawing G of G exist such that Γ1 (G) = k
and γ1 (G) = k, respectively.
Complete colorings of some geometric graphs have
been studied before by several authors; see [5, 6, 7]. In
this paper we study, for complete geometric graphs,
the Grundy and pseudo-Grundy indices, as well as the
geometric Grundy and the geometric pseudo-Grundy
indices. In Section 3, we consider complete geometric
graphs induced by point sets in convex position, and
give upper and lower bounds for the pseudo-Grundy
index of such graphs. In Section 4, we consider complete geometric graphs induced by point sets in general non-convex position, and give upper and lower
bounds for the geometric pseudo-Grundy index of
such graphs.
3

Points in Convex Position

In this section we study complete geometric graphs
induced by point sets in convex position. We call this
type of graph a complete convex geometric graph. The
crossing pattern of the edge set of a complete convex
geometric graph depends only on the number of vertices, and not on their particular position. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the point set of the
graph corresponds to the vertices of a regular polygon.
Let G be a complete convex geometric graph of order n, and let {1, . . . , n} be the vertices of the graph
listed in clockwise order. For the remainder of this
section all sums are taken modulo n. We denote by
ei,j the edge incident with the vertices i and j.
2

Lower bound: Γ1 (G) ≥ n8 + n4
 
Given a set J ⊆ {1, . . . , n2 }, a circulant graph Cn (J)
of G is defined as the graph with vertex set equal
to V (G) and E(Cn (J) = {ei,j ∈ E(G) : j − i ≡ k
mod n, or j − i ≡ −k mod n, k ∈ J}. The complete
graph K
 n is the circulant graph Cn (J) when J =
{1, . . . , n2 }.

3.1

3.2

Theorem 2 Any geometric graph with n vertices
and n + 1 edges, contains two disjoint edges.
Using this theorem the following result can be obtain, the order of a graph denotes the number of its
vertices.

n2
n
+ .
Γ1 (G) ≥
8
4
Proof. Consider the following partition of the set of
edges of G:

E(G) =

n2
4.8

The following theorem was shown in [1]:

Theorem 1 Let G be a complete convex geometric
graph of order n.

n
b[
2c

Upper bound: γ1 (G) ≤

Corollary 3 Let G be a geometric graph of order n.
There are at most n chromatic classes of size one in
any complete coloring of G. In particular, there are
at most n chromatic classes of size one in any Grundy
coloring of G.

E(Cn ({i})).

i=1
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Consider two intersecting edges in G, the intersection might occur either at a common interior point
(crossing), or at a common end point (at a vertex).
Denote by m the total number of intersections that
occur at vertices,
since G is the complete graph, then

m = n n−1
2 . Denote by cr the total number of intersections that occur at interior points, since G is the
complete graph
 and the point set is in convex position,
then cr = n4 .
Using these observations, we prove the following result:

1
2

5
3

2

4

1

4

1

3
2

5
5

Theorem 4 Let G be a geometric graph of order
n. The pseudo-Grundy index γ1 (G) of G is at most
2
O( √n24 ).

2
3

1

4

4
2

3

1

Proof. Let γ1 be the pseudo-Grundy index of G, and
let {1, 2, . . . , γ1 } be the set of colors used in a Grundy
coloring of G using γ1 colors.
By Corollary 3 the maximum number of chromatic
classes of size one in any Grundy coloring of G is n.
Suppose that all other chromatic classes are of size
at least two. We show the result by counting the
minimum number of incidences required in a Grundy
coloring with these properties. Is is not hard to see
that a coloring that minimizes the required number of
incidences, must be one in which the chromatic classes
of size one are precisely {γ1 , γ1 − 1, . . . , γ1 − (n − 1)}.
Let us count the number of incidences used by each
edge. Let i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1} and j ∈ {n, n+1, . . . γ1 −
1}. One edge with color γ1 −i requires at least γ1 −i−1
incidences with smaller colors, while one edge with
color γ1 − j requires at least γ1 − j − 1 incidences with
smaller colors. Therefore,
of incidences
 the number

required is at least γ21 + γ12−n ≤ m + cr. After
doing some algebra, we obtain the desired result. 

5
2

1

Figure 1: The coloring of the first two circulants of
the complete convex geometric graph with 13 vertices.

≤ i points
a1
bk
i−1 points

4

i−1 points

In this section we consider point sets in general position in the plane and present lower and upper bounds
for the geometric pseudo-Grundy index. Recall that
the geometric pseudo-Grundy index of a graph G is
defined as:

b1
a2

ak
···

On γg (Kn )

b3

γg (G) = min{γ1 (G) : G is a geometric graph of G}.
i−1 points

i−1 points

4.1
a3

b2

Lower bound for γg (Kn )

To achieve the lower bound, we use the following result (see [2]):

Figure 2: A set of edges with the same color.
Theorem 5 Every sufficiently large finite set X ⊂
R2 in general position contains 4 subsets Y1 , Y2 , Y3
1
and Y4 with |Yi | ≥ 22
|X| (i = 1, . . . , 4) such that every
set {y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 } with y1 ∈ Y1 , y2 ∈ Y2 , y3 ∈ Y3 , and
y4 ∈ Y4 is in convex position.
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Proof. Let G be a 3-symmetric and 3-decomposable
drawing of Kn with the following properties: (i) each
wing is a convex chain highly resembling a straightline, (ii) the vertices of U , V and W are labeled as
u1 ,...,un/3 , v1 ,...,vn/3 , w1 ,...,wn/3 , respectively, where
u1 , v1 and w1 are the vertices of the convex hull of S,
(iii) the vertices of each wing are listed in clockwise
order.
The edge with the biggest edge-degree is u1 vn/3 .
The only edges intersecting u1 vn/3 are those with one
end point in U and the other end point in V . The
2
degree of this edge is n9 + Θ(n). Therefore, ∆1 (G) =
n2

9 + Θ(n)

Using the above theorem, we can establish the following result.
2

n
c ≤ γg (Kn )
Theorem 6 b 484

Proof. Let S be a set of n points in general position in the plane. Take the subsets S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 of S
guaranteed by Theorem 5. Give different colors 1 to
n2
c to the edges with one of its endpoints in S2 and
b 484
the other endpoint in S4 . Repeat these same colors
on the edges with one of its endpoints in S1 and the
other endpoint in S3 . Note that the partial coloring
obtained is pseudo-Grundy, and can be completed via
the greedy coloring algorithm to a Grundy coloring of
the complete graph. The result follows.

4.2

This result directly implies our last theorem.
Theorem 8

Upper bound for γg (Kn )

We get an upper bound for γg (Kn ), using the following definitions and remarks:
Let G be a geometric graph, and let e be an edge of
G. The edge-degree of e is the number of edges in G
that intersect e. The largest degree among the edges
of G is called the maximum edge-degree of G and it is
denoted by ∆1 (G).
The crossing index cr1 (G) of a graph G, is defined
as the smallest value k for which a geometric drawing
G of G exists such that ∆1 (G) = k.
Let G be a complete geometric graph, and let k
be its Grundy number. Consider a Grundy coloring
of G, using k colors, and let e be an edge to which
color k has been assigned. Since the coloring is a
Grundy coloring, for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, there
must be an edge with color i intersecting e. Thus
∆1 (G) ≥ γ(G) − 1 and then

γg (Kn ) ≤
Proof. Use Proposition7

n2
+ Θ(n).
9
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Proposition 7 There exists a geometric complete
2
graph G with n vertices for which ∆1 (G) = n9 +Θ(n).
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Orthogonal polygon illumination with rotating floodlights
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We consider a variation on the classic art gallery problem on orthogonal and simple polygons. In our setting, our guards have a bounded angle of visibility,
and they rotate uniformly. For orthogonal polygons,
we study the case of illuminating the interior or the
exterior of a polygon with or without holes with rotating floodlights of size 3π
2 . We also study the problem
of illuminating simple polygons using rotating floodlights of size π.
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In 1973, V. Klee [5] posed the problem of determining
how many lights are always sufficient to illuminate the
interior of an art gallery represented by a simple polygon on the plane. V. Chvátal proved that b n3 c lights
are always sufficient an sometimes necessary. Shortly
thereafter Fisk [8] gave an elegant and simple proof
of Chvátal’s result. In 1987, J. O’Rourke published
the book Art Gallery Theorems and Algorithms [10],
solely dedicated to the study of illumination problems
of polygons in the plane. Since then, several variants on this original problem have been posed. Some
of these variants involve illuminating some restricted
families of simple polygons, e.g. orthogonal polygons,
or using light sources with a restricted angle of illumination, called floodlights, or more recently modem
illumination problems in which the signal emmited by
a source (e.g. a wireless modem) can penetrate several
edges of a polygon [7, 2]. The surveys of T. Shermer
[11] and J. Urrutia [13] are good sources of information of most of the variations studied of the original
Art Gallery problem.
An α-floodlight f is a light source that emits light
within a cone of angular size α bounded by two rays
emanating from a point, the apex of f , α is called the
size of f . In 1997, Urrutia [4] proposed the problem
of illuminating the plane with n floodlights of sizes
∗ Partially

supported by grants 168277 (CONACYT,
México), and IA102513 (PAPIIT, UNAM, México).
† Partially supported by grant SEP-CONACyT of México
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α1 , . . . , αn such that their apices have to be located
at a given point set P with n elements, one apex per
point. In [4] it was proved that this can always be
done if α1 + · · · + αn = 2π, and α1 , . . . , αn ≤ π. In
1994, Estivill-Castro et al. [6] studied the following
problem: How many π/2 vertex floodlights are always sufficient and sometimes necessary to illuminate
an orthogonal polygon with n vertices? They proved
that the answer to that question is precisely 3n−4
8 . In
all of these variants the floodlights are static. In 2011,
Urrutia posed the problem of illuminating the plane
with rotating floodlights of a given size such that their
apices have to be located at the elements of a point set
P , see E. Kranakis et al. [9]. They studied the problem of determining the initial orientation and sizes
of a set of rotating floodlights that always illuminate
the plane. They proved, among other results, that
three floodlights of size π are sufficient and necessary
to illuminate the plane all the time, as the floodlights
rotate counterclockwise at the same speed. In 2013,
Bereg et al. [3] studied a similar problem in which
the apices of rotating floodlights have to be located
at the elements of a point set P , and the elements of
a second point set must be always illuminated by at
least one floodlight.

We will assume that all the lights rotate counterclockwise such that at a time t = α, they have rotated
α degrees. We say that a point p of the plane is illuminated by a floodlight f at instant t (w.r.t some
polygon P ), if the segment f p is contained in the illumination angle of f at time t, and there is no edge
of P intersecting the interior of f p. In this paper we
study the following problems: i) illumination of orthogonal polygons with vertex floodlights of size 3π
2
(i.e. located at the vertices of the a polygon). And
ii) illumination of simple polygons with vertex floodlights of size π. For simplicity, we assume that all
floodlights rotate counter-clockwise. We give sharp
bounds for both problems.
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2

Orthogonal polygons

We use the following notation as in [12]. Given an
orthogonal polygon P , we call an edge of P a top edge
if there is an  > 0 such that any point at distance less
than or equal to  from the mid-point of e, and below
e belongs to the interior of P . Right, bottom, and left
edges are defined in a similar way. A vertex of P is
called a top-left vertex if the edges of P incident to
it are a top and a left edge. Top-right, bottom-right,
and bottom-left vertices are defined in a similar way;
see Figure 1. Since a vertex may also be convex or
reflex, there are eight possible types of vertices in an
orthogonal polygon.

Figure 3: TL-rule for
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Figure 1: In (a) e is a top edge, f is a right edge, and
v is a TR-vertex. In (b) f is a left edge, and v is a
TL-vertex.
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For a given rotating floodlight f , the beginning of
f is the oriented half-line starting at the apex of f ,
that leaves the area illuminated by f to its right, and
the area not illuminated by f to its left. The end of
f is defined in a similar way, see Figure 2.
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Given a rotating floodlight f , its orientation at time
t is the value of the (non-negative) angle made from
the positive x-axis to the beginning of f , for illustration see Figure 2.
Following [1] we define placement rules for αfloodlights at the vertices of an orthogonal polygon as
follows: in the Top-Left-illumination rule (for short
the T L-illumination rule), we place an α-floodlight at
the left endpoint of each top edge, and an α-floodlight
at the top vertex of each left edge. Unless otherwise
specified, we will assume that the orientation of our
α-floodlights is 0. For example if α = π, in the ini-

Theorem 1 [1] Let P be an orthogonal polygon with
or without holes. Then the T L-illumination rule produces an assignment of static floodlights of size π2 ,
that illuminate the interior of P .
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95

tial position of a π-floodlight, it will illuminate the
half-plane below the line passing through its apex.
The other three possible rules (TR-rule, BR-rule,
and BL-rule) are defined in a similar way, see Figure 3, although the orientations of the floodlights are,
2π
π
respectively 3π
2 , 2 , and 2 .
Now we define the α-(TR,BL)-illumination rule as
the union of the α-floodlights of the T R-illumination
rule, and the BL-illumination rule, with the additional restriction that all the α-floodlights start with
equal orientations. The α-(TL,BR)-illumination rule
is defined similarly. The following result proved in [1]
will be used.

The same is true for each of the TR-illumination
rule, the BR-illuminatio rule and the BL-illumination
rule.

124

Figure 2: Beginning, end and orientation of a floodlight.

π
2 -floodlights.
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Guarding the interior of orthogonal polygons

The main result of this section is the following Theorem.
Theorem 2 Let P be an orthogonal polygon with
2m vertices, with or without holes. Then, m 3π
2 rotating floodlights, with initial orientation 0, and located according to the 3π
2 -(T R,BL)-illumination rule
or the 3π
-(T
L,BR)-illumination
rule, are always suf2
ficient to illuminate P . Furthermore m 3π
2 -rotating
floodlights are sometimes necessary.
Proof. Let f be a 3π
2 -rotating floodlight, placed at
a vertex v of P by the T L-illumination rule. We
say that f is active at a time t according to the T Lillumination rule if f illuminates the region that would
be illuminated by a (non-rotating) π2 -floodlight placed
at p by the T L-illumination rule. In a similar way we
define an active 3π
2 -rotating floodlight according to
the T R-, BR-, and BL-illumination rules.
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Figure 4: Orthogonal polygons that need m
rotating floodlight to be illuminated.

3π
2 -

Figure 6: Illuminating the exterior of an orthogonal
polygon.

Figure 5: Floodlights f1 and f2 work together to illuminate the semi-plane S. It is shown how both of
them illuminate for a period of time 2π.
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If a rotating 3π
2 -floodlight f was placed according
to the T L-illumination rule, then f is active according
to the T L-illumination rule in the interval [0, π]. In a
similar way we can prove that if f was placed according to the BR-illumination rule, it will be active in the
interval [π, 2π]. Thus rotating floodlights placed according to the the 3π
2 -(TL,BR)-illumination rule will
always illuminate P . The second case is proved in a
similar way.
To prove that the above bound is tight, we can see
that the orthogonal polygons with 2m vertices shown
in Figure 4, requires m rotating 3π
2 -rotating floodlight
to be illuminated.


Figure 7: Polygons requiring m + 2
lights to illuminate their exterior.
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4

Guarding the exterior of orthogonal polygons

In this section we give tight bounds on the number
of floodlights needed to illuminate the exterior of a
polygon. The following lemma is given without proof:
Lemma 3 Let S be a semiplane. Two 3π
2 -rotating
floodlights placed on a horizontal line ` are sufficient
and necessary to illuminate the half-plane above `.
See Figure 5.
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Theorem 4 Let P be an orthogonal polygon with
2m vertices, with or without holes. Then, m + 2 3π
2 rotating floodlights, located at the vertices of P , are
always sufficient, and sometimes necessary, to illuminate the exterior of P .
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3π
2 -rotating

flood-

Proof. (sketch) Let B be the smallest rectangle that
contains P , and let L1 , L2 , L3 and L4 be its supporting lines, see Figure 6. We illuminate first the exterior
of B using Lemma 3. Observe that B \ P is a set of
orthogonal polygons, each of which is illuminated according to Theorem 2. It is easy to see that, in total
we use m + 2 floodlights. The details are omitted for
lack of space.
To prove that the above bound is tight, we can see
that the orthogonal polygons with 2m vertices illustrated in Figure 7, requires m + 2 floodlights to be
illuminated.

5

Guarding the interior of simple polygons with
rotating floodlights of size π

In this section we study the problem of illuminating
simple polygons with rotating floodlights of size π, located on vertices of the polygon. We give tight bounds
on the number of π-rotating floodlights needed to illuminate the interior of a simple polygon.
The following Lemma is given without a proof.
Lemma 5 Three π-rotating floodlights are sufficient
and necessary to illuminate a triangle T .
It is not hard to verify that in order to illuminate T ,
the three π-rotating floodlights, must start with the
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Figure 8:
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Figure 9: Polygons whose number of required floodlights reaches the lower bound. Note that each peak of
a polygon requires three floodlights to be illuminated.
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same orientations, for otherwise at some time t, they
will fail to illuminate T , see Figure 8. We proceed to
show now the main result in this section.
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Theorem 6 Let P be a simple polygon with n vertices. Then, n rotating π-floodlights, located at the
vertices of P , are always sufficient, and sometimes
necessary, to illuminate P .
Proof. Place at each vertex of P a rotating πfloodlight such that all of them start with the same
orientation, and consider a triangulation T (P ) of P .
By Lemma 5, each triangle in T will be illuminated.
Therefore P is illuminated.
Consider now the family of polygons with 2m + 1
vertices shown in Figure 9. It is easy to see that the
interior of the triangle with vertices v2i+1 , v2i+2 , v2i+3
can be illuminated only with the floodlights at v2i+1 ,
v2i+2 , and v2i+3 , i = 1, . . . , m − 1. It is easy to verify
that in order to illuminate the triangles with vertices
v1 , v2 , and v3 , and the triangle with vertices v2m−1 ,
v2m , and v2m+1 we also need a rotating π-floodlight
at each of these vertices.
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6

Conclusions and future work
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We have given sharp bounds on the number of rotating vertex α-floodlights required to illuminate orthogonal and simple polygons. All of our results lead
trivially to linear time algorithms to find the vertices
of the polygons where the floodlights have to be located, as well as their initial orientations.
In a forthcoming paper we will prove that the problem of finding the smallest number of rotating αfloodlights required to always illuminate a given polygon is NP -complete.
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Abstract

sidering monochromatic, heterochromatic, and polychromatic colorings. A subset of elements of a colored point set is called monochromatic if all its elements have the same color. The number of monochromatic 3-holes in every bi-chromatic point set was studied by Aichholzer, Fabila-Monroy, Flores-Peñaloza,
Hackl, Hummer and Urrutia [2], they proved that
any bi-colored point set has at least Ω(n5/4 ) empty
monochromatic triangles. Their bound was improved
by Pach and Tóth [14] to Ω(n4/3 ).
In 2013 Basu, Bhattacharya, and Das [3] considered a similar problem. For c, s ≥ 1, let Mr (c, s) be
the smallest integer such that any set with at least
Mr (c, s) points in the plane, no three on a line, and
colored with c colors, contains a convex monochromatic r-gon with at most s interior points.
Basu et.

≤
λ3 (c) ≤
al. [3] (see also [4]) proved that: c−1
2
c − 2 where λ3 (c) is the smallest integer such that
M3 (c, λ3 (c)) < ∞. Exact values of M3 (c, s) were
also determined in [3], M3 (2, 1) = 6, M3 (3, 1) = 13.
They also conjectured that any sufficiently large 4chromatic point set always contains a monochromatic
triangle with at most one point in its interior. That
is M3 (4, 1) < ∞.
In the first section of this paper we prove that
M3 (c, c − 3) < ∞, which proves the above conjecture when c = 4. In the second section of this paper,
we turn our attention to convex quadrilaterals. Devillers et. al. [6] conjectured that any sufficiently large
bi-chromatic point set always contains an empty convex monochromatic quadrilateral. We will show that
any sufficiently large bi-chromatic point set, always
contains a convex monochromatic quadrilateral with
at most one point in its interior.

In this paper we consider a variation of the Erdös
problem on holes of point sets [7]. We show that
any sufficiently large but finite planar point set, no
three on a line, and colored with c colors, contains a monochromatic triangle with at most c − 3
points in its interior (c ≥ 4). The particular case
c = 4 solves the conjecture presented by Basu, Bhattacharya, and Das in [3]. We also show that any sufficiently large bi-chromatic planar point set contains
a convex monochromatic quadrilateral with at most
one point in its interior.
Introduction
The classical theorem of Erdös and Szekeres [8] states
that for every integer m ≥ 3 there exists a minimum
integer ES(m) such that any planar point set with at
least ES(m) points, no three on a line, contains m
points that determine the vertices of a convex m-gon.

It is known that 2m−2 + 1 ≤ ES(m) ≤ 2m−5
m−2 + 1.
The lower bound is due to Erdös and Szekeres [9] and
is conjectured to be sharp. The upper one is due to
Tóth and Valtr [17].
In 1978 Erdös [7] asked whether for every r there
is a sufficiently large number H(r) such that any set
of points P in general position with H(r) elements
contains an r-hole, that means, r points that are the
vertices of a convex r-gon containing no elements of
P in its interior. E. Klein proved that H(4) = 5, Harborth [11] H(5) = 10. Nicolás [13] proved first that
H(6) ≤ ES(25), and Gerken [10] improved Nicolás
bound to ES(9). Horton sets [12] are examples of
point sets containing no empty 7-gons.
In 2003 Devillers, Hurtado, Károlyi and Seara [6]
studied several variants of the Erdös-Szekeres problem
when additional chromatic constrains are considered.
They obtained many results on the number of compatible r-holes contained in any colored point set, con-

1

Triangles

Let S be a set of points in the plane and colored with
c colors, and let Sj be the subset of elements of S
colored with color j, 1 ≤ j ≤ c. Sj will be called a
chromatic class, and its cardinality will be denoted as
kj . If kj ≥ km for every m, 1 ≤ m ≤ c, we will say
that j is a majority color of S. The convex hull of a
subset Sj will be denoted as CH(Sj ), the number of
elements on CH(Sj ) will be denoted as hj , and the

∗ Email: alejandro.corinto@gmail.com. Partially supported
by grant 80268 of CONACYT, México
† Email: jcraviotolagos@gmail.com. Partially supported by
grant 80268 of CONACYT, México
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number of points of Sj in the interior of CH(Sj ) will
be denoted as ij , kj = hj + ij .
The argument used to prove the next result is recursive, and at iteration r, r S will denote the subset
of elements of S that will be considered in that iteration. r Sj will denote the subset of elements of r S with
color j, r kj will be the cardinality of r Sj , and r hj and
r
ij will denote the number of elements on CH(r Sj )
and its interior respectively.
Figure 1: Recursive iterations when c=4

Theorem 1 Any sufficiently large planar point set
colored with c colors (c ≥ 4), contains a monochromatic triangle with at most c − 3 points in its interior.
More precisely,

Intuitively speaking, the convex hull of 0 S1 has to
be large, for otherwise the internal points generate
more triangles than those that can be blocked by the
points with color different from 1.
Now we focus our attention to what happens inside
CH(0 S1 ), and apply recursively the same argument.
We search for the majority color among the elements
of 1 S. By Lemma 3 (presented later) we know that
that color cannot be color 1. Without loss of generality let us assume that color 2 is the majority color of
1
S. Then 1 k2 satisfies the following inequality,


(c − 2)(0 k1 + 0 i1 − 2)
1
.
(3)
k2 ≥
(c − 1)

M3 (c, c − 3) = O(c2 ).
Proof. Let S = 0 S be a set of N points in the plane,
no three on a line, and colored with c colors (c ≥ 4).
Without loss of generality let us assume that color
1 is the majority color of 0 S. Then 0 k1 satisfies the
following inequality,
 
N
0
.
(1)
k1 ≥
c
In order to show that there is indeed a minimum
integer N such that S contains a monochromatic triangle with at most c − 3 points in its interior, we
will first assume that a counterexample W exists, and
show some conditions that it must satisfy. Next we
will show that if N is large enough, W cannot exist.
The following will be useful:

Again, every triangle generated by 1 S2 must also be
blocked by points with color 3, 4, . . . , c or 1. Let 2 S be
the subset of elements of 1 S that lie inside CH(1 S2 ),
then it must happen that
2

r

• Let Sj be a set of points in general position, then
any triangulation of r Sj has exactly r kj + r ij − 2
triangles.

i1 + 2 k3 + 2 k4 + . . . + 2 kc ≥ (c − 2)(1 k2 + 1 i2 − 2). (4)

Given that color 2 is the majority color of 1 S, the
number of points in the other chromatic classes is
smaller or equal to 1 k2 , and thus they can be cancelled in Eq.(4) to obtain the following inequality,

• If no monochromatic triangle with at most c − 3
internal points exists, then every monochromatic
triangle must have at least c − 2 points in its
interior.

2

2
2
2
1
i1 + 
k3 + 
k4 + . . . + 
kc ≥ (c − 2)(
k2 + 1 i2 − 2),
1

We say that a monochromatic triangle is blocked
if it contains at least c − 2 points in its interior.
To build W, in particular, every triangle of color 1
must be blocked. This implies there are at least
(c − 2)(0 k1 + 0 i1 − 2) points with other color in the
interior of CH(0 S1 ). Let 1 S be the subset of elements
of 0 S that lie inside CH(0 S1 ). The next inequality is
easy to see,

2

i2 ≤

i1
+ 2.
(c − 2)

Since 2 i1 ≤ 1 i1 = 0 i1 , and using Eq.(2), we obtain
that
N
2
1
i2 ≤
+
+ 2.
(5)
c(c − 2)2
(c − 2)

To prove our result we need to perform one more
iteration.
By Lemmas 3 and 4 (presented later) colors 1 and
2 cannot be the majority colors of 2 S. Without loss
of generality let us assume that color 3 is the majority
color of 2 S. The following inequality holds,


(c − 2)(1 k2 + 1 i2 − 2) − 2 i1
2
k3 ≥
.
(6)
(c − 2)

N − 0 k1 ≥ 1 k2 + 1 k3 + · · · + 1 kc ≥ (c − 2)(0 k1 + 0 i1 − 2).
The left and right terms of this inequality together
with Eq.(1), give us an upper bound for the number of
internal points that 0 S1 can have without generating
a monochromatic triangle with at most c − 3 points,
which is,
N
0
i1 ≤
+ 2.
(2)
c(c − 2)

Notice the negative term, 2 i1 , in the previous equation. The majority color of 2 S has been sought only
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among c − 2 colors. The triangles generated by 2 S3
must also be blocked. Thus,

Corollary 2 M3 (4, 1) ≤ 145
We proceed now to prove Lemma 3.

3
3
)+2 k +(c−2)(2 i −2), Lemma 3 For c ≥ 4, if N is big enough, then the
i1 +3 i2 +
k4 +. . .+
kc ≥ (c−3)
(2 k
3
3
3
same color cannot be the majority color in two con3
3
2
i1 + i2 − k3
2
secutive iterations.
+ 2.
(7)
i3 ≤
(c − 2)
Proof. Let j be the majority color of r S, and suppose
We now show that if N is big enough, then
that it is also the majority color in the next iteration.
2
k3 >3 i1 +3 i2 + 2(c − 2),
(8)
Then r ij must satify the following majority condition
(lower bound),
which implies by Eq.(7) that 2 i3 is strictly negative,

r
which is a contradiction.
ij + (c − 2)(r kj + r ij − 2)
r
.
(14)
i
≥
j
From the majority conditions (6) and (3) we get the
c
2
following lower bound for k3 ,
r
r
r
r
r

Let hj be the size of CH( Sj ), kj = hj + ij . Solv2
r
(c
−
2)
(c
−
2)
i
(c
−
2)
1
2
0
0
k3 ≥
k1 +
i1 +1 i2 −
−2
+1 ing
. for hj we have that
(c − 1)
(c − 1)
(c − 2)
(c − 1)
(c − 3) r
(9)
r
hj ≤ −
ij + 2.
3
0
3
1
Since i1 ≤ i1 and i2 ≤ i2 , we know that
(c − 2)
3

0

i1 + 1 i2 + 2(c − 2) ≥3 i1 +3 i2 + 2(c − 2).

(10)

c ≥ 4, so it follows that

Using the lower bound (9) for k3 and the upper
bound of (10), Eq.(8) holds by transitivity if


1
(c − 2)
(c − 2) 0
0
k1 > i1 1 −
+
+ cγ + O(1)
(c − 1)
(c − 1) (c − 2)

r

2




1
1
(c − 2)  1
−
−
+
2
(c − 1)
(c − 2) (c − 1) (c − 2)

(15)

This implies that r kj ≤ 2, which means that r kj is
bounded from above by a constant factor and therefore the number of points in all the other chromatic
classes is as well. But r kj satisfies a majority condition analogous to (14),


(c − 2)(r−1 kl + r−1 il − 2)
r
kj ≥
.
(16)
(c − 1)

for some positive constant γ. Using the lower bound
(1) for 0 k1 and the upper bound (2) for 0 i1 , and factorizing an Nc we have that
N
c

hj ≤ 2.



> cγ+O(1). And this lower bound tends to infinity as N goes to
infinity. So if N is big enough, then Eq. (15) cannot
(11)
hold, thus j cannot be the majority color of r+1 S.
Taking c  1, the term inside the curly brackets of
Detailed analysis shows that 0 i1 cannot be the maEq.(11) goes to one and remains positive if c ≥ 4, so
jority color of 1 S if N > 2c. And 1 i2 cannot be the
N > c2 γ + c · O(1).
(12)
majority color of 2 S if N > 2c (2c−3)

(c−2) .
This last equation holds for fixed c if N is large
Lemma 4 For c ≥ 4, if N is big enough, then color
enough.
1 cannot be the majority color in the third iteration.
A detailed analysis yields the following,
n
o
1
2c c + c−2
2 Convex quadrilaterals
n
o.
N>
(13)
(c−2)
(2c−3)
(c−1) − (c−1)(c−2)2
Devillers, Hurtado, Károlyi and Seara [6] conjectured
that any sufficiently large bi-chromatic point set conSo, if N is large enough, then Eq.(13) holds. Which
tained a convex monochromatic empty quadrilateral.
implies that Eq.(8) is true. Thus, by Eq.(7), 2 i3 is
Aichholzer, Hackl, Huemer, Hurtado and Vogtenhustrictly negative, which is a contradiction. Therefore,
ber [1] showed that indeed, if the point set is large
for N large enough, S must contain a monochromatic
enough, then there exists a not necessarily convex
triangle with at most c − 3 interior points. That is
monochromatic empty quadrilateral, and thus a linear number of them. Sakai and Urrutia [15] showed
M3 (c, c − 3) < ∞.
that if the distribution of colors in the bi-chromatic
It can be seen directly in Eq.(13) or Eq.(12) that
set is uneven (R ≥ 2B + 5), then indeed a red 4-hole
exists. The general case for uniformly distributed col2
M3 (c, c − 3) = O(c ).
ors still remains open. A counterexample (if it exists)

requieres every monochromatic 4-hole to be blocked.
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Abstract
We generalize the ham sandwich theorem to d + 1
measures in Rd as follows. Let µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µd+1 be absolutely continuous finite Borel measures on Rd . Let
ωi = µi (Rd ) for i ∈ [d + 1], ω = min{ωi ; i ∈ [d + 1]}
Pd+1
and assume that j=1 ωj = 1. Assume that ωi ≤ 1/d
for every i ∈ [d + 1]. Then there exists a hyperplane
h such that eachPopen halfspace H defined by h satd+1
isfies µi (H) ≤ ( j=1 µj (H))/d for every i ∈ [d + 1]
Pd+1
and j=1 µj (H) ≥ min(1/2, 1 − dω) ≥ 1/(d + 1). As
a consequence we obtain that every (d + 1)-colored
set of nd points in Rd such that no color is used for
more than n points can be partitioned into n disjoint
rainbow (d − 1)-dimensional simplices.
1

Figure 1: A noncrossing geometric properly colored
perfect matching.
The planar version of Theorem 1 follows, for example, from the simple fact that a shortest geometric red-blue perfect matching is noncrossing [1]. This
elementary metric argument does not generalize to
higher dimensions, however. Akiyama and Alon [1]
proved Theorem 1 using the ham sandwich theorem;
see Subsection 1.1.
Recently, Kano, Suzuki and Uno [11] extended the
planar version of Theorem 1 to three colors as follows.

Introduction

It is well-known that if n red points and n blue points
are given in the plane in general position, then there
exists a noncrossing perfect matching on these points
where each edge is a straight-line segment and connects a red point with a blue point. Akiyama and
Alon [1] generalized this result to higher dimensions
as follows.
For a positive integer m, we write Rm for the
m-dimensional Euclidean space and [m] for the set
{1, 2, . . . , m}.

Theorem 2 (Kano, Suzuki and Uno [11]) Let R, G
and B be disjoint finite sets of red, green and blue
points in the plane, respectively. Assume that no
three points of R∪G∪B are collinear. If |R∪G∪B| =
2n, |R| ≤ n, |G| ≤ n and |B| ≤ n, then there exists a
noncrossing geometric perfect matching on R ∪ G ∪ B
where every edge connects two points of distinct colors; see Figure 1.

Theorem 1 (Akiyama and Alon [1]) Let d ≥ 2 and
n ≥ 2 be integers, and for each i ∈ [d], let Xi be a set
of n points in Rd such that all Xi are pairwise disjoint
and no d+ 1 points of X1 ∪X2 ∪. . . ∪Xd are contained
in a hyperplane. Then there exist n pairwise disjoint
(d − 1)-dimensional simplices, each of which contains
precisely one vertex from each Xi , i ∈ [d].

Theorem 2 was proved by induction using a result
on partitions of 3-colored point sets on a line. Moreover, Theorem 2 is easily extended to four or more
colors by merging the smallest color classes together.
Theorem 3 (Kano, Suzuki and Uno [11]) Let r ≥ 3
and n ≥ 1 be integers. Let X1 , . . . , Xr be r disjoint
point sets in the plane. Assume thatP
no three points
of X1 ∪ X2 ∪ . . . ∪ Xr are collinear, ri=1 |Xi | = 2n,
and |Xi | ≤ n for every i ∈ [r]. Then there exists a
noncrossing geometric perfect matching on X1 ∪ X2 ∪
. . . ∪ Xr where every edge connects two points from
different sets Xi and Xj .
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Theorems 2 and 3 can be alternatively proved by
the same metric argument as the in case of two colors.
First, the condition that no color class contains more
than half of the points implies that there is at least
one matching of the points such that every edge connects points of different colors. The shortest geometric matching with this property is then noncrossing.
Kano and Suzuki [10] made the following conjecture
generalizing Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.

Stone and Tukey [14] generalized the ham sandwich
theorem to d-dimensional sandwiches made of d ingredients.

Conjecture 4 (Kano and Suzuki [10]) Let r ≥ d ≥ 3
and n ≥ 1 be integers. Let X1 , . . . , Xr be r disjoint
point sets in Rd . Assume that no P
d + 1 points of
r
X1 ∪ . . . ∪ Xr lie in a hyperplane,
i=1 |Xi | = dn,
and |Xi | ≤ n for every i ∈ [r]. Then there exist n
pairwise disjoint (d − 1)-dimensional simplices, each
of them having d vertices in d distinct sets Xi .

Stone and Tukey [14] proved more general versions
of the ham sandwich theorem, including a version for
Carathéodory outer measures and more general cutting surfaces. Cox and McKelvey [4] and Hill [7] generalized the ham sandwich theorem to general finite
Borel measures, which include measures with finite
support. For these more general measures, the condition µi (H) = µi (Rd )/2 must be replaced by the
inequality µi (H) ≤ µi (Rd )/2. Breuer [3] gave sufficient conditions for the existence of more general
splitting ratios. In particular, he showed that for
absolutely continuous measures whose supports can
be separated by hyperplanes, there is a hyperplane
splitting the measures in any prescribed ratio. See
Matoušek’s book [12] for more generalizations of the
ham sandwich theorem and other related partitioning
results.
To prove Theorem 5, we follow the approach by
Akiyama and Alon [1]. To this end, we need to generalize the ham sandwich theorem to d + 1 measures
in Rd . Clearly, it is not always possible to bisect all
d + 1 measures by a single hyperplane, for example, if
each measure is concentrated in a small ball around a
different vertex of a regular simplex.
Let r ≥ d and let µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µr be finite Borel measures on Rd . We say that µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µr are balanced
in a subset X ⊆ Rd if for every i ∈ [r], we have

Theorem 7 (The ham sandwich theorem)
[14], [12, Theorem 3.1.1] Let µ1 , µ2 , . . ., µd be d
absolutely continuous finite Borel measures on Rd .
Then there exists a hyperplane h such that each open
halfspace H defined by h satisfies µi (H) = µi (Rd )/2
for every i ∈ [d].

Conjecture 4 holds when r = d by Theorem 1 or
d = 3 by Theorem 3.
In this paper we prove Conjecture 4 for every d ≥ 2
and r = d + 1.
Theorem 5 Let d ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1 be integers. Let
X1 , . . . , Xd+1 be d + 1 disjoint point sets in Rd . Assume that no d + 1 points of X1 ∪ . . . ∪ Xd+1 lie in
P
a hyperplane, d+1
i=1 |Xi | = dn, and |Xi | ≤ n for every i ∈ [d + 1]. Then there exist n pairwise disjoint
(d − 1)-dimensional simplices, each of them having d
vertices in d distinct sets Xi .
The proof of Theorem 5 provides yet another different proof of Theorem 3.
Many related results and problems on colored point
sets can be found in a survey by Kaneko and Kano [9].
1.1

Simultaneous partitions of measures

By S n we denote the n-dimensional unit sphere embedded in Rn+1 , that is, S n = {x ∈ Rn+1 ; kxk = 1}.
The Borsuk–Ulam theorem plays an important role
throughout this paper.

µi (X) ≤

r
1 X
µj (X).
·
d j=1

Theorem 8 (The hamburger theorem) Let d ≥
2 be an integer. Let µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µd+1 be absolutely
continuous finite Borel measures on Rd . Let ωi =
µi (Rd ) for i ∈ [d + 1] and ω = min{ωi ; i ∈ [d + 1]}.
P
Assume that d+1
j=1 ωj = 1 and that µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µd+1
are balanced in Rd . Then there exists a hyperplane
h such that for each open halfspace H defined by h,
the measures µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µd+1 are balanced in H and
Pd+1
j=1 µj (H) ≥ min(1/2, 1 − dω) ≥ 1/(d + 1).

Theorem 6 (The Borsuk–Ulam theorem) [12,
Theorem 2.1.1] Let f : S n → Rn be a continuous mapping. If f (−u) = −f (u) for all u ∈ S n , then there
exists a point v ∈ S n such that f (v) = 0 = (0, . . . , 0).
Informally speaking, the ham sandwich theorem
states that a sandwich made of bread, ham and cheese
can be cut by a single plane, bisecting the mass of each
of the three ingredients exactly in half. According to
Beyer and Zardecki [2], the ham sandwich theorem
was conjectured by Steinhaus and appeared as Problem 123 in The Scottish Book [13]. Banach gave an
elementary proof of the theorem using the Borsuk–
Ulam theorem for S 2 . A more direct proof can be
obtained from the Borsuk–Ulam theorem for S 3 [12].

Our choice of the name for Theorem 8 is motivated
by the fact that compared to a typical ham sandwich,
a typical hamburger consists of more ingredients, such
as bread, beef, bacon, and salad.
Note that the lower bound min(1/2, 1 − dω) on the
total measure of the two halfspaces is tight: consider,
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(ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )

for example, d + 1 measures such that each of them
is concentrated in a small ball centered at a different
vertex of the unit d-dimensional simplex.
We were not able to generalize Theorem 8 for d ≥ 3
and d+2 or more measures in Rd , even if instead of the
condition that the hyperplane cuts at least 1/(d + 1)
of the total measure on each side, we require only that
the partition is nontrivial.

ℓ
c

B

a
(0, 0, 0)

Problem 9 Let d ≥ 3 and r ≥ d + 2 be integers. Let µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µr be absolutely continuous positive finite Borel measures on Rd that are balanced
in Rd . Does there exists a hyperplane h such that
for each P
open halfspace H defined by h, the total
r
measure
j=1 µj (H) is positive and the measures
µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µr are balanced in H?

Figure 2: Left: the target polytope inside B for d = 2
and ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = 1/3. Right: the truncated
target polytope corresponding to hyperplanes cutting
at least 1/3 of the total measure on both sides. The
segment ac, which is the intersection of the line ℓ with
B, is contained in the truncated target polytope.

It is easy to see that for a given d, it would be sufficient to prove Problem 9 for r ≤ 2d − 1. Indeed, suppose that r ≥ 2d and that µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µr are measures
balanced in Rd . If µ1 (Rd ) ≥ µ2 (Rd ) ≥ · · · ≥ µr (Rd ),
then after replacing µr−1 and µr by a single measure
µ′r−1 = µr−1 + µr , the resulting set of r − 1 measures
is still balanced in Rd .
2

We define a function f = (f1 , . . . , fd+1 ) : S d →
R
by
fi (u) = µi (H − (u)).
d+1

Since the measures µi are absolutely continuous,
µi (h) = 0 for every hyperplane h. This implies that
f is continuous [12].
Qd+1
The image of f lies in the box B = i=1 [0, ωi ].
Moreover, f maps antipodal points of the sphere to
points symmetric about the center of B. The target
polytope is the subset of points (y1 , . . . , yd+1 ) of B
satisfying the inequalities

Proof of the hamburger theorem

In this section we prove Theorem 8. We follow the
proof of the ham sandwich theorem for measures
from [12].
The set of open half-spaces in Rd , together with
the empty set and the whole space Rd , has a natural topology of the sphere S d . We use the following
parametrization.
Let u = (u0 , u1 , . . . , ud ) be a point from the sphere
S d , that is, u20 + u21 + . . . + u2d = 1. If |u0 | < 1, then
at least one of the coordinates u1 , . . . , ud is nonzero,
and we define two halfspaces as follows:

yi ≤

See Figure 2, left. The subset of the target polytope
satisfying the inequalities
γ ≤ y1 + y2 + · · · + yd+1 ≤ 1 − γ

i=1



d
X
+
d
ui xi > u0 .
H (u) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) ∈ R ;
i=1

We also define a hyperplane h(u) as the common
boundary of H − (u) and H + (u). For the two remaining points (1, 0, . . . , 0) and (−1, 0, . . . , 0), we set

H − (−1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) = ∅,

(2)

where γ = min(1/2, 1−dω) is called the truncated target polytope; see Figure 2, right. Our goal is to show
that the image of f intersects the truncated target
polytope.
We first show a proof using the notion of a degree
of a map between spheres. Then we modify it so that
it uses only the Borsuk–Ulam theorem.
Let b = (ω1 /2, ω2 /2, . . . , ωd+1 /2) be the center
of B. The map g = f − b is antipodal, that is,
g(−u) = −g(u) for every u ∈ S d . Clearly, b satisfies
both (1) and (2) and thus it belongs to the truncated
target polytope. Hence, if 0 is in the image of g, then
any hyperplane h(u) such that g(u) = 0 satisfies the
theorem.
For the rest of the proof we may assume that 0 is
not in the image of g. Then we can define an antipodal
g(u)
. Using the fact
map g̃ : S d → S d as g̃(u) = kg(u)k
d
that every antipodal map from S to itself has odd



d
X
ui xi < u0 ,
H (u) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) ∈ Rd ;
−

H − (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) = Rd ,

d+1
d+1
1 X
1 X
yj and ωi − yi ≤ ·
(ωj − yj ). (1)
·
d j=1
d j=1

H + (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) = ∅,

H + (−1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) = Rd .

Note that antipodal points on S d correspond
to complementary half-spaces; that is, H − (u) =
H + (−u) for every u ∈ S d .
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f : S k → S k+l and g : S l → S k+l are antipodal maps,
then their images intersect [12, Exercise 3.∗ /116].

degree [6, Proposition 2B.6.], we conclude that g̃ is
surjective. Hence, the image of g intersects every line
passing through the origin, equivalently, the image of
f intersects every line passing through b. Therefore,
it is sufficient to find a line ℓ through b such that ℓ∩B
belongs to the truncated target polytope.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that

1 1
ω1 ≥ · · · ≥ ωd+1 = ω. Let t = min 2d
, d − ωd+1 .
We define ℓ as the line containing the points
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Abstract

A rectangle ri with lower-left anchor pi = (ai , bi ),
can be parameterized by two variables xi and yi such
that ri = [ai , xi ] × [bi , yi ]. Consequently, the area of
an L-anchored rectangle packing is aP
continuous muln
tivariable
function
in
2n
variables
i=1 area(ri ) =
Pn
i=1 (xi − ai )(yi − bi ), over a domain determined by
the geometric constraints of the packing. We call an
L-anchored rectangle packing maximum (resp., maximal ) if it attains the global (resp., a local) maximum
of this function. We define maximum and maximal
anchored rectangle packing analogously.
For computing the maximum area, AL (P ) or A(P ),
for a given point set P , it is instrumental to estimate
the number of maximum packings. It is easily seen
that the number of maximum packings is at least exponential in n = |P | if, for example, P contains n
points on a diagonal of [0, 1]2 . The enumeration of locally maximal configurations, which can be computed
greedily, combined with reverse search [3] yields a simple strategy for finding the global maximum. In this
paper, we control the number of (locally) maximal
anchored and L-anchored rectangle packings. For an
integer n ∈ N, let M (n) (resp., ML (n)) denote the
largest number of maximal rectangle packings over
all sets P ⊂ [0, 1]2 of n noncorectilinear points (two
points are corectilinear if they have the same x- or
y-coordinate).

We consider packing axis-aligned rectangles r1 , . . . , rn
in the unit square [0, 1]2 such that a vertex of each
rectangle ri is a given point pi (i.e., ri is anchored at
pi ); and explore the combinatorial structure of all locally maximal configurations. When the given points
are lower-left corners of the rectangles, then the number of maximal packings is shown to be at most 2n Cn ,
where Cn is the nth Catalan number. The number
of maximal packings remains exponential in n when
the points may be arbitrary corners of the rectangles.
Our upper bounds are complemented with exponential lower bounds.
Introduction
Let P be a finite set of points p1 , . . . , pn in the unit
square [0, 1]2 . An anchored rectangle packing for P
is a set of axis-aligned rectangles r1 , . . . , rn , that lie
in [0, 1]2 , are interior-disjoint, and point pi is one of
the four corners of ri for i = 1, . . . , n. We say that
rectangle ri is anchored at pi . In a lower-left anchored
rectangle packing (L-anchored packing, for short), pi
is the lower-left corner of ri for all i.

Results. In this paper, we prove exponential upper
and lower bounds for ML (n) and M (n). Our upper
bound for ML (n) is expressed
of
 in nterms
√ the nth
2n
1
3/2
Catalan number Cn = n+1
∼
4
/(n
π).
n

Figure 1: Left: a set P of 5 points in the unit square
[0, 1]2 and an anchored rectangle packing for P . Middle:
a maximal anchored rectangle packing for P . Right: A
maximal L-anchored rectangle packing for P .

√
Theorem 1 We have Ω(4n / n) ≤ ML (n) ≤ Cn 2n .

Note that both the lower and upper bounds are
larger than Cn . The lower bound follows from an
explicit construction. The upper bound is the combination of two tight upper bounds. Each L-anchored
rectangle packing induces a subdivision of [0, 1]2 into
“staircases” (L-subdivisions, defined in Sec. 1). We
show that the number of L-subdivisions for n points
is at most Cn , and this bound is attained when the
points form an antichain under the product order. We
also show that each L-subdivision is induced by at
most 2n−1 L-anchored rectangle packings, and this

Anchored rectangle packings have applications in
geographic information systems [8, 9]. We address the
fundamental problem of determining the maximum
total area A(P ) (resp., AL (P )) of the rectangles in an
anchored (resp., L-anchored) rectangle packing of P .
Freedman [13, 14] conjectured that if (0, 0) ∈ P , then
AL (P ) ≥ 1/2. The current lower bound in this case
is AL (P ) ≥ 0.091 due to Dumitrescu and Tóth [5].
∗ Email:
† Email:

balask@lamission.edu
cdtoth@acm.org
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r1
p1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) An L-subdivision for P . (b) An L-subdivison induced by a maximal L-anchored rectangle packing. (c)
Maximal anchored rectangles in the staircases that do not form a maximal L-anchored rectangle packing: rectangle r1
could expand. (d) For n points on the line y = x, ML (P ) = 2n−1 .
defined below. Let P = {p1 , . . . , pn } be a set of noncorectilinear points in [0, 1]2 . Let q = (0, 0) denote
the lower-left corner of [0, 1]2 . We may assume that
(0, 0) 6∈ P (by scaling P , if necessary, since maximality is an affine invariant).
An L-shape for a point pi (i = 1, . . . , n) is the
union of a horizontal and a vertical segment whose
left and bottom endpoint, respectively, is pi . Refer
to Fig. 2(a). An L-subdivision for P is formed by n
L-shapes for pi (i = 1, . . . , n) such that the top and
right endpoint of each L-shape lies in another L-shape
or on the boundary of [0, 1]2 . The L-shapes subdivide
[0, 1]2 into n+1 simple polygons, called staircases. By
construction, the lower-left corner of each staircase is
either q = (0, 0) or a point in P . The upper-right
vertices of a staircase are called steps of the staircase.

bound is attained when the points form a chain under the product order.
The machinery developed for the proof of Theorem 1 does not extend to general anchored rectangle
packings. Nevertheless, we can prove that the number
of maximal (any corner) anchored rectangle packings
is exponential
Theorem 2 There exist constants 1 < c1 < c2 such
that Ω(cn1 ) ≤ M (n) ≤ O(cn2 ).
We derive an exponential upper bound using the
contact graph of the rectangles in a packing. Specifically, we show that the contact graph can be represented by a planar embedding of the contact graph
in which the vertices are points in the rectangles, and
the edges are represented by polylines with at most
one bend per edge. The number of graphs with such
an embedding is known to be exponential [6]. We can
encode all maximal anchored rectangle packings for P
using one such graph and O(n) bits of additional information. This leads to an exponential upper bound.
Related Work. Combinatorial bounds for the number of some other geometric configurations on n points
in the plane have been studied extensively. Determining the maximum number of (geometric) triangulations on n points in the plane captivated researchers
for decades. The current best upper and lower bounds
are Ω(8.65n ) and O(30n ) [4, 11]. Ackerman et. al. [1]
established an upper bound of O(18n /n4 ) for the
number of rectangulations of n points in [0, 1]2 , where
a rectangulation is a subdivision of [0, 1]2 into n + 1
rectangles by n axis-parallel segments, each containing a given point. This structure is reminiscent of Lsubdivisions, defined in Sec. 1, for which we prove a
tight upper bound of Cn ≤ O(4n /n3/2 ). The number
of anchored rectangle packings has not been studied
before. It is not known if finding the maximum area
of an anchored rectangle packing of n given points is
NP-hard.
1

Lemma 3 In every L-subdivision for P , the n staircases anchored at the points in P jointly have at most
2n − 1 steps.
Proof. Each step of a staircase is either the upperright corner of [0, 1]2 , or a top or right endpoint of
an L-shape. Every such point is the step of a unique
staircase. The n L-shapes yield 2n steps, and the
upper-right corner of [0, 1]2 yields one step. The staircase anchored at q = (0, 0) has at least two steps,
hence the remaining staircases jointly have at most
2n + 1 − 2 = 2n − 1 steps.

L-anchored packings versus L-subdivisions.
Lemma 4 For every maximal L-anchored rectangle
packing of P , there is an L-subdivision such that
rectangle ri lies in the staircase anchored at pi for
i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Let r1 , . . . , rn be an L-anchored rectangle
packing for p1 , . . . , pn ∈ [0, 1]2 . For each i = 1, . . . , n−
1, successively draw an L-shape as follows (refer to
Fig. 2(b)). First extend the bottom edge of ri to
the right until it hits the bounding box, the left edge
of another rectangle, or a previously drawn L-shape.
Similarly, extend the left edge of ri up until it hits the
bounding box, the bottom edge of another rectangle,

Lower-Left Anchored Rectangle Packings

The key tool for the proof of Theorem 1 is a subdivision of the unit square [0, 1]2 into staircase polygons,
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or a previously drawn L-shape. The n L-shapes form
an L-subdivision. By construction, the L-shapes are
disjoint from the interior of the rectangles r1 , . . . , rn ,
hence each rectangle lies in a staircase. Since the
lower-left corner of each staircase is q = (0, 0) or a
point in P , each staircase with lower-left corner pi ∈ P
contains the rectangle anchored at pi .


In fact, one could quantify the difference S(P 0 ) −
S(P ) when we move point pi to p0i in the the above argument. Specifically, the number
of intersection
pat

terns in Z2 and Z3 are A+a
and C+c
, respectively;
a
c

but after the transformation, we have A+C+a+c
posa+c
sible intersection patterns between these segments.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.

In the L-subdivision described in Lemma 4, each
rectangle ri (i = 1, . . . , n) is a maximal rectangle
within a staircase polygon. However, the converse
is not necessarily true. Choose maximal rectangles in
all staircases with lower-left corners in P . This need
not produce a maximal L-anchored rectangle packing
for P . See an example in Fig. 2(c). Nevertheless, we
can derive an upper bound for ML (P ).

√
Theorem 1 We have Ω(4n / n) ≤ ML (n) ≤ Cn 2n .
Proof. Let P be a set of n noncorectilinear points
in the unit square. By Lemma 4, every maximal L-anchored rectangle packing for P can be constructed by considering an L-subdivision for P , and
then choosing a maximal rectangle from each staircase anchored at a point in P . By Lemma 6, we
have S(P ) ≤ S(n) = Cn L-subdivisions for P . By
Lemma 5, there are at most 2n−1 ways to choose
maximal rectangles in the staircases. Consequently,
we have ML (P ) ≤ S(P )2n−1 ≤ Cn 2n−1 .
Even though both Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 are tight,
their combination is not tight, since they are attained
on different point configurations: n points that form
a chain or an antichain under the product order. Our
lower bound is based on the following construction.
Place one point at the origin and n − 1 points on
the line y = 1 − x. The L-shape of the first point
2
is contained in the boundary of
, and
p the last
 [0, 1]
1 2n−2
n−1
/ (n − 1)3 π
n − 1 points admit Cn−1 n n−1 ∼ 4
L-subdivisions. The first point has a staircase with
n steps (t1 = n), all other staircases are rectangles
(ti = Q
1, for i = 2, . . . , n). Consequently,
ML (P ) =
√
n
S(P ) i=1 ti = Cn−1 ·n = Θ(4n / n), as required. 

Lemma 5 In every L-subdivision for P , |P | = n,
there are at most 2n−1 possible ways to choose a maximal rectangle in each staircase whose lower-left corner
is in P . This bound is the best possible.
Proof. If the staircases anchored at the n points
Qnin P
have t1 , . . . , tn steps, then there are precisely i=1 ti
different ways to choose a maximal anchored rectangle
in each. By Lemma 3 and the arithmetic-geometric
mean inequality,
!n 
n
n
n
Y
1
1X
ti
= 2−
< 2n . (1)
ti ≤
n
n
i=1
i=1

However,
t1 , . . . , tn arePintegers, and the maximum
Qn
n
of i=1 ti subject to
i=1 ti = 2n − 1 is attained
0
when the ti s are distributed as evenly as possible,
say,
. = tn−1 = 2 and tn = 1. Consequently,
Qn t1 = . . n−1
t
≤
2
. This upper bound is attained when
i=1 i
the points in P form a chain in the product order
(e.g., points on the line y = x), then n − 1 staircases
have 2 steps, and the staircase incident to (1, 1) has
only 1 step (Fig. 2(d)).


2

General Anchored Rectangle Packings

In this section, we prove Theorem 2. We show that
a maximal anchored rectangle packing for a point set
P can be reconstructed from the contact graph of the
rectangles, and from O(n) bits of additional information. Since a maximal rectangle packing may contain
rectangles of 0 area, we need to be careful defining
contact graphs.
The contact graph of a rectangle packing is a graph
G = (V, E), where V corresponds to the set of vertices, E to the set of edges, and two vertices are
connected by an edge iff the corresponding rectangles have positive area and intersect in a nontrivial
line segment; or one rectangle has 0 area and lies on
the boundary of the other rectangle. It is easy to see
that the contact graph of a rectangle packing is planar. However, the number of n-vertex planar graphs is
super-exponential [7]. The number of graphs reduces
to exponential with suitable geometric conditions. For
a set P of n points in the plane, for example, the number of straight-line graphs with vertex set P is only
exponential. An exp(O(n)) bound was first shown by

Let S(P ) be the number of all L-subdivisions for
a noncorectilinear point set P ; and let S(n) =
max|P |=n S(P ). By Lemma 5, we have ML (P ) ≤
S(P )2n and ML (n) ≤ S(n)2n .
The number of L-subdivisions. We prove a tight
upper bound for S(n), the maximum number of Lsubdivisions for a set of n points in the unit square.
Our upper bound is expressed
√ of the nth
 in nterms
2n
1
Catalan number Cn = n+1
∼
4
/
πn3 .
n
Lemma 6 For every n ∈ N, we have S(n) = Cn .

Proof. Lower bound. Let P be a set of n points
that form an antichain under the product order (e.g.,
points on the line y = 1 − x). In this case, each staircase anchored at a point in P is a rectangle, and it is
well known [12] that the number of rectangular subdivisions is the Catalan number Cn . Hence S(P ) = Cn
in this case. Upper Bound. (See the appendix.)
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Ajtai et al. [2] using the crossing number method. The
current best upper bound is O(187.53n ), due to Sharir
and Sheffer [11]. The contact graphs of any anchored
rectangle packings for P can be embedded in the plane
such that the vertex set is P , but these graphs cannot
always be realized by straight-line edges. It turns out
that a weaker condition will suffice: a 1-bend embedding of a planar graph G = (V, E) is an embedding
in which the vertices are distinct points in the plane,
and the edges are polylines with one bend per edge
(that is, each edge is the union of two incident line segments). Francke and Tóth [6] proved recently that for
every n-element point set, the number of such graphs
is at most exp(O(n)).

(4) for each edge (i, j) of G, the orientation of the
line segment ri ∩ rj .

We can uniquely reconstruct a maximal anchored
rectangle packing from this information.

Lemma 8 For every noncorectilinear point set P , every code described above determines at most one maximal anchored rectangle packing for P , which can be
(re)constructed in polynomial time.
The combination of Lemmata 7 and 8 yields the
upper bound in Theorem 2.
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Lemma 7 Let P = {p1 , . . . , pn } be a noncorectilinar
set in [0, 1]2 . The contact graph of every maximal
anchored rectangle packing for P has a 1-bend embedding in which the vertex representing rectangle ri
is point pi for i = 1, . . . , n.

Figure 3: Left: A maximal anchored rectangle packing
for P . Thick lines indicate the L-shapes incident to the
points in P . Right: A 1-bend embedding of the contact
graph of the rectangles.

For a fixed point set P , by Lemma 7, the contact graph of every maximal anchored rectangle packing admits a 1-bend embedding on the vertex set P .
However, several maximal anchored rectangle packings may yield the same contact graph (as an abstract
graph). We show that all maximal anchored rectangle packings for P can be encoded by their contact
graphs and O(n) bits of additional information. We
may assume that all vertices of a maximal rectangle
packing are grid points. Furthermore, we may also
assume that there is no equiareal continuous deformation that creates a new contact or reduces the area
of a rectangle to 0.
Fix a noncorectilinear point set P = {p1 , . . . , pn }.
Every maximal anchored rectangle packing r1 , . . . , rn
is encoded by the following information:
(1) The contact graph G of the rectangles r1 , . . . , rn ;
(2) for i = 1, . . . n, an indicator variable σi such that
σi = 0 iff area(ri ) = 0;
(3) for i = 1, . . . n, the position of the anchor pi in ri
(lower-left, lower-right, etc.);
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Abstract
We consider stabbing regions for a set S of n line segments in the plane, defined as regions that contain exactly one endpoint of each segment of S. We provide
efficient algorithms that report all combinatorially different stabbing regions for S when the regions are
described as the intersection of isothetic halfplanes:
halfplanes, strips, quadrants, 3-sided rectangles, and
rectangles. The running times are O(n) (for the halfplane case), O(n log n) (for strips, quadrants, and 3sided rectangles), and O(n2 log n) (for rectangles).
1

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) A set of segments with a stabbing rectangle. (b) A set of segments that has no stabbing
rectangle.

Separability and classification problems have been
widely investigated and arise in many diverse problems in computational geometry. In our context, perhaps the simplest stabbing region one can consider
is a halfplane, whose boundary is defined by a line,
and so it is equivalent to a line that intersects all segments (thus classifying their endpoints). Edelsbrunner et al. [9] presented an O(n log n) time algorithm
for solving the problem of constructing a representation of all stabbing lines (with any orientation) of a
set S of n line segments. An Ω(n log n) lower bound
for the decision problem (i.e., determining whether a
stabbing line for a set of segments exists) was later
presented by Avis et al. [3]. When no stabbing halfplane exists, it is natural to ask for other, more complex, types of stabbers. Among other shapes, Claverol
et al. [7] studied the problem of reporting all stabbing
wedges (i.e., the intersection of two halfplanes) for a
set S of n segments; see also [6]. The time and space
complexities of their algorithm depend on two parameters of S. In the worst case, the algorithm runs in
O(n3 log n) time and uses O(n2 ) space.
Following this line of research, we introduce new
shapes of stabbing regions and exploit their geometric
properties to obtain efficient algorithms. In Section 2
we study the case in which the stabbing region is
formed by at most two halfplanes, that is, halfplanes,
strips, and quadrants. The algorithms are based on
iteratively classifying segments. In Section 3 we extend the approach to 3-sided rectangles, and finally
to rectangles in Section 4. Due to lack of space, we
omit all proofs from this abstract.

Introduction

Let S be a set of n line segments in the plane. We
say that a region R ⊆ R2 is a stabbing region for S
if R contains exactly one endpoint of each segment
of S; see Figure 1(a).1 Depending on the segment
configuration, a stabbing region of a certain shape
may not exist, as shown in Figure 1(b). Our aim in
this paper is to determine the existence and compute
(when possible) all stabbing regions R for a given set
of segments S, for regions that can be described as
the intersection of isothetic (i.e., horizontal or vertical) halfplanes. Thus, the shapes here considered are
halfplanes, strips, quadrants, 3-sided rectangles, and
rectangles. This problem fits into the general framework of classification or separability problems since
any stabbing region implicitly classifies all endpoints
of S into two sets: the ones inside R (including those
on its boundary), called red points, and the ones outside R, called blue points. Thus, we focus on computing all combinatorially different stabbing regions for
S, which are those that provide a different classification of the endpoints of the segments in S.
∗ Emails:
merce@ma4.upc.edu,
dgarijo@us.es,
korman@nii.ac.jp,
{carlos.seara,
rodrigo.silveira}@upc.edu.
M. C., C. S., and R.S were partially supported by projects
MINECO MTM2012-30951 and Gen. Cat. DGR2014SGR46.
D. G. was supported by project PAI FQM-0164. R.S. was
partially funded by the Ramón y Cajal program (MINECO).
1 Note that since the definition uses only the endpoints of
the segments, the input can be seen as a set of pairs of points.
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Related work Several variations of the stabber problem have been considered in the literature, even in
three dimensions [5, 10]. A more general formulation for the above-mentioned problems is using colorspanning objects. In this case, the input is a set of n
colored points, with c colors, and the goal is to find an
object that contains at least (or exactly) k points of
each color. Our setting is the particular case in which
c = n/2 and we want to contain exactly one point
of each color class. The color-spanning objects (for
the at least objective) that have been studied in the
literature are strips and axis-parallel rectangles [1, 8].
Both cases can be solved in roughly O(n2 log c) time.
Less research has been done for the exact objective.
In this respect, the most relevant previous work is by
Barba et al. [4]. They give algorithms that, in O(n2 c)
time, compute disks, squares, and axis-aligned rectangles that contain exactly one element of each of
the c color classes. The algorithm that we present
in Section 4 (for axis-aligned rectangle stabbers) improves the result of [4] for the particular case in which
c = n/2 and one looks for an axis-aligned color spanning rectangle. Our algorithm is almost a linear factor
faster, and reports all possible solutions (as opposed
to just one). Very recently, Arkin et al. [2] studied
other related problems in this setting, mainly focused
on minimizing the number objects (e.g., unit squares)
needed to contain exactly one point from each color.
2

2.2

As in Section 2.1, we can ignore the x-coordinates
of the endpoints, project the points onto the y-axis,
and work with the set S instead. The endpoints of
the classified segments can be seen in the projection
onto the y-axis as a set of blue and red points. It
follows that there is a separating horizontal strip for
them if and only if the red points appear contiguously
on the y-axis. More precisely, from top to bottom,
one should encounter first a blue group, then a red
group, and then another blue group. We refer to the
two groups of blue points as the top and bottom blue
points, respectively. We denote the intervals of the
y-axis spanned by them by Bt and Bb , respectively.
The interval spanned by the red points is denoted by
R. Since all points above Bt and below Bb must be
necessarily blue, we can extend Bt and Bb from +∞
and until −∞, respectively.
Observation 2 Let si and sj be two segments such
that si is above sj . Then, any horizontal stabbing
strip must contain qi and pj .
We say that a stabbing strip is non-trivial if it cannot be augmented to become a stabbing halfplane.
Lemma 1 Any non-trivial horizontal stabbing strip
for S contains points qb and pt .
Our algorithm starts by classifying sb and st using
Lemma 1. As soon as some points are classified, we
partition the plane into three regions: the red region
(which must be contained in any stabber), the blue
region (which cannot be contained in any stabber) and
the gray region (the regions of the plane for which we
still do not know). If a segment of S has an endpoint
in either the blue or red regions we can classify it
accordingly. In turn, this coloring may force the red
or blue regions to grow, which may further allow us to
classify other segments of S, and so on. We call this
process the cascading procedure. This approach will
continue until either we find a contradiction (i.e., the
red and blue regions overlap), or no more segments
can be classified.
Next we explain the algorithm in more detail. At
each step of the algorithm segments will be classified
into three groups C, W , and U . A segment is in C
if it has been already classified, in W if it is waiting
for being classified (there is enough information to
classify it, but it has not been done yet), or in U if
its classification is still unknown. The algorithm is
initialized with C = W = ∅, and U = S.

Stabbing with one or two halfplanes

We begin by introducing some notation. We denote
the input segments by S = {s1 , . . . , sn }, and use pi
and qi to denote the upper and lower endpoint of si ,
respectively, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The coordinates of a
point p ∈ R2 are denoted by x(p) and y(p). Finally, sb
and st denote the segments with highest bottom endpoint (qb ) and lowest top endpoint (pt ), respectively.
2.1

Stabbing strips

Stabbing halfplane

As we are dealing with horizontal stabbers, we can
see the problem as one-dimensional. All segments
can be projected onto the y-axis, becoming intervals.
Considering the set S = {s1 , . . . , sn } of projected segments, the question is simply whether all the intervals
in S have a point in common.
Let yb and yt denote the y-coordinates of qb and pt ,
respectively. Clearly, for any horizontal line y := u
that stabs S we must have yb ≤ u ≤ yt . In fact,
such a line exists if and only if yb ≤ yt . When that is
the case, the upper and lower halfplanes defined by y
will be the only two combinatorially different stabbing
halfplanes. This results in a linear time algorithm.

Regions In addition to C, W , and U , the algorithm
maintains red and blue candidate regions that are
guaranteed to be contained or avoided in any solution, respectively. When we are looking for a horizontal strip, these regions will also be horizontal strips.

Observation 1 All axis-aligned stabbing halfplanes
for S can be found in O(n) time.
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Figure 2: Computing a stabbing strip. (a) Result
after classifying st and sb . (b) Result after cascading.

quadrants can be treated similarly.
For a segment s = (p, q), let Q(s) denote its bottomright quadrant; that is, the quadrant with apex
at (max{x(p), x(q)}, min{y(p), y(q)}). See Fig. 3(a).
Any (bottom-right) quadrant classifying a segment
s ∈ S must contain Q(s). Given S, the bottom-right
quadrant of S, Q(S), is the inclusionwise smallest
quadrant that contains ∪s∈S Q(s); see Fig. 3(b). Any
stabbing quadrant of S must contain Q(S).
The algorithm follows the same approach as before.
The main difference lies on how regions are defined.

Thus, it suffices to maintain the projection of the regions on the y-axis. The red and blue regions are
represented by the intervals Bt , Bb and R: the blue
region is Bt ∪Bb , and the red region is R. The complement of Bt ∪Bb ∪R is called the gray region, composed
of two connected components. See Fig. 2(a).
Cascading procedure The procedure iteratively
classifies segments in W based on the red and blue regions. As long as W is not empty, we pick a segment
s ∈ W , assign the corresponding colors to its endpoints, and move s from W to C. If a newly assigned
endpoint lies outside its corresponding zone, the red
or blue area must grow to contain that point. Note
that after the red or blue region grows, other segments
can change from U to W . The process continues classifying segments of W until either: (i) a contradiction
is found (the red region is forced to overlap with the
blue region), or (ii) set W becomes empty and all segments in U have one endpoint in each of the connected
components of the gray region.

Regions The red region R is defined as the inclusionwise smallest quadrant that contains all classified red
points and Q(S). Let a = (xR , yR ) denote the apex
of R. Any blue point b of a classified segment forbids
the stabber to include b or any point above and to the
left of b (i.e., in the top-left quadrant of b). Moreover,
if b satisfies y(b) ≤ yR or x(b) ≥ xR , a whole halfplane will be forbidden. The union of these forbidden
regions forms the blue region B. The boundary of B
is a staircase polygonal line (see Fig. 3(c)). The gray
region contains the points p that are not in R or B,
and satisfy either x(p) > xR or y(p) < yR . As in
Section 2.2, the gray region has two connected components. Note that in this case there exists an extra
region, that we call white, that is disjoint from the red,
blue, and gray regions. Observe that a segment containing an endpoint in the white region must contain
its other endpoint in the red region.
As before, we apply the cascading procedure until
a contradiction is found, or W becomes empty. If the
cascading procedure finishes without finding a contradiction, each remaining segment in U has an endpoint
in each of the gray components. Thus, if no contradiction is found we can extend R until it contains
one of the two gray components to obtain a stabber.
This is possible because, by construction, each of the
connected components of the gray region forms a bottomless rectangle that shares a corner with the apex
of R. Similarly to the strip case, we can add the two
nearest endpoints, cascade, and iterate to report all
combinatorially different quadrants.

Lemma 2 A stabbing strip exists if and only if the
cascading procedure finishes without a contradiction.
Once the cascading procedure has finished without
contradictions, we define τ as the index of the segment
of U whose upper endpoint is lowest. Analogously, we
define β as the index whose lower endpoint is highest.
Any stabbing strip will either contain: (i) all points
in the upper component of the gray region, (ii) all
points in the lower component of the gray region, or
(iii) both pτ and qβ . The first two can be reported
in constant time, while there can be O(n) stabbers
satisfying (iii). To find all stabbers of the third type,
it suffices to classify sτ and sβ , cascade, and repeat
the previous steps.
Theorem 3 All combinatorially different stabbing
strips for S can be computed in O(n log n) time.
2.3

(c)

Figure 3: The bottom-right quadrants of five segments (a), of the set of segments (b), and the initial
classification in regions given by Q(S) (c).

Bb
(a)

(b)

Stabbing quadrants

Theorem 4 All combinatorially different stabbing
quadrants for S can be computed in O(n log n) time.

In this section we consider stabbers that are
bottom-right quadrants. The other three types of
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qb
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(a)

can show that the union of all Gi ’s gives rise to a total
of O(n) combinatorially different solutions, implying
that there are O(n) stabbing 3-rectangles in total. In
turn, that leads to the following result.

D
pl

Theorem 5 All combinatorially different stabbing 3rectangles for S can be computed in O(n log n) time.

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Three points defining the initial red region. (b) Blue and gray regions are defined similarly.
3

4

Stabbing rectangles

Any inclusionwise smallest stabbing rectangle must
contain one endpoint on each side, and in particular, an endpoint v of a segment in S must be on its
lower boundary segment (otherwise, it could be made
smaller). Fixing v (i.e., the lower side of a candidate stabbing rectangle), we can reduce the problem
to that of finding a 3-sided rectangle. Since there are
n candidates for v, we have O(n) different instances
that can be solved independently using Theorem 5.

Stabbing with three halfplanes

A 3-rectangle refers to a rectangle that is missing the
lower boundary edge, and that extends infinitely towards the negative y-axis (i.e., a bottomless rectangle). As in the previous cases, we solve the problem
by partitioning the plane into red-blue-gray regions
and cascading. However, to generate all stabbing 3rectangles we need a more involved sweeping phase
that is combined with further cascading iterations.
Due to space limitations, we only explain the main
differences with the previous algorithm. We start by
defining a red region that must be included in any
stabbing 3-rectangle. This region is defined by the
segment with highest bottom endpoint (qb ), the segment with leftmost right endpoint (pr ) and the one
with rightmost left endpoint (pl ), see Fig. 4(a). This
allows us to initialize the red region and start the cascading procedure. If no contradictions are found, the
classified segments define red, blue and gray regions
analogous to the ones in the previous sections. After
cascading, all remaining unclassified segments must
have both endpoints in the gray region. We differentiate between five areas in the gray region, named
A,B,C,D,E, as depicted in Fig. 4(b). The type of a
segment s is XY, for X,Y ∈ {A, B, C, D, E}, if s has
one endpoint in region X and the other endpoint in
region Y. We observe that after the cascading procedure, any unclassified segment must be of type AC,
AD, AE, BE, or CE.
To report all solutions based on the unclassified segments, we need an extra sweeping phase, in which we
sweep the endpoints p1 , . . . , pk in region A from left to
right. In the i-th step of the sweep, we classify points
p1 , . . . , pi−1 as blue, and points pi , . . . , pk as red, and
perform a cascading procedure. If the cascading gives
no contradiction, we are left with a new gray region Gi
and a number of unclassified segments that must be of
type BE or CE. Then we perform a secondary sweep:
we sweep the endpoints of the unclassified segments in
a subregion of E from left to right. At each step of the
secondary sweep, we fix those to the left of the sweep
line as red, and those to the right of the sweep line as
blue, and perform another cascading procedure.
With the help of a number of technical observations,
we can show that at each step of the secondary sweep,
at most one new solution is generated. With this we

Theorem 6 All combinatorially different stabbing
rectangles for S can be computed in O(n2 log n) time.
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Abstract

says that, in contrast, every 3-dimensional polytope
has a realization with all the edges tangent to the
sphere (see for example [7]). This remarkable result
does not have analogues in higher dimension. Schulte
proved that for every d > 3 and 0 ≤ i ≤ d−1, there are
d-polytopes that do not admit any realization with all
their i-faces tangent to the sphere [8]. Many related
scribability problems had already been suggested by
Grünbaum and Shephard in [6], among them that of
weak i-scribability. However, many of these remain
surprisingly still unsolved.

We study the (i, j)-scribability of polytopes, which
roughly asks for the existence of realizations of a given
polytope such that every i-face avoids the unit ball
while every j-face cuts it. This generalizes the case
i = j, which corresponds to all i-faces being tangent
to the sphere, and was first considered by Schulte
(Colloq. Math. Soc. János Bolyai, 48 (1987)). We
are able to construct d-polytopes that are not (i, j)scribable for all cases where i > 1 or j < d − 2, which
leaves four cases open for each d ≥ 4. In particular, it
is still open whether there is a (0, d − 1)-scribed realization for every d-polytope. By the Koebe-AndreevThurston theorem, every 3-polytope has such a realization.
We also consider weak (i, j)-scribability, which asks
for realizations where the affine hull of every i-face
avoids the ball while the affine hull of every j-face cuts
it. Weak (i, i)-scribability was originally considered
by Grünbaum and Shephard (J. Geom. 29 (1987)).
We show that there exist d-polytopes that are not
weakly (i, i)-scribable for all d ≥ 3 and 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1
except for the case d = 3, i = 1, solving a question left
open by Schulte (Colloq. Math. Soc. János Bolyai,
48 (1987)). Finally, we prove that every d-polytope is
weakly (i, j)-scribable for all 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d − 1, which
finishes the classification for weak (i, j)-scribability.

Here, we consider some new relaxed scribability notions. We say that a (combinatorial type of) polytope
is (i, j)-scribable if it has a realization where all its ifaces avoid the ball while all its j-faces cut the ball.
This definition comes in two flavors, depending on
how restrictive are the definitions of avoid and cut
that we consider (see Section 1 for the precise definitions).
The strong version asks the j-faces to intersect the
ball and the i-faces to have a supporting hyperplane
that avoids the ball. Hence, we recover classical iscribability as strong (i, i)-scribability. We are able
to construct d-polytopes that are not strongly (i, j)scribable for all d > 3 when i > 1 or j < d − 2.
This leaves in particular open the intriguing question of whether every d-polytope is strongly (0, d − 1)scribable (although we suspect that the answer should
be negative)1 .

Introduction

In contrast, we completely understand the weak
version of (i, j)-scribability, which asks for realizations where the affine hull of every i-face avoids the
ball while the affine hull of every j-face cuts it. We
prove that every d-polytope is weakly (i, j)-scribable
for all 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d − 1. Moreover, we construct
non weakly (i, i)-scribable d-polytopes for all d ≥ 3
and 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 except for the aforementioned case
d = 3, i = 1. This solves a problem left open by
Schulte in 1987 [8]

Inscribability of polytopes has been intriguing mathematicians ever since Steiner asked in 1832 whether every combinatorial type of 3-dimensional polytope can
be realized with all the vertices on the sphere [9]. The
first counterexample had to wait for almost a century,
when Steinitz proved that there are many polytopes
that do not admit inscribed realizations [10]. By a
simple polarity argument, this implies that there are
polytopes that are not circumscribable, i.e. have no
realization with all the facets tangent to the sphere.
The surprising Koebe–Andreev-Thurston Theorem
∗ Email: haochen@math.fu-berlin.de. Research supported
by the ERC Advanced Grant number 247029 “SDModels”.
† Email: arnau.padrol@fu-berlin.de. Research supported by
the DFG Collaborative Research Center SFB/TR 109 “Discretization in Geometry and Dynamics”.

1 Since the submission of this abstract we have managed to
prove that even-dimensional cyclic polytopes with sufficiently
many vertices are not (1, d−1)-scribable. The question of (0, d−
1)-scribability is still open.
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1

Definitions

Note that, in order to be consistent with our definitions for polytopes, we define (i, j)-scribability for
cones by using faces of the cone of dimensions i + 1
and j + 1. This is because these are the faces of the
cone that come from homogenizations of i- and j-faces
of the polytope. An alternative way to look at this is
to consider the spherical polyhedra obtained by intersecting the cones with the (d − 1)-sphere.
The following properties motivate the choice of
these definitions as well as the use of polyhedral cones
(since polarity does not behave well with polytopes).
Recall that if F is a face of a polyhedral cone C, the
face figure C/F is obtained by orthogonally projecting C along lin(F ).

Although we are mainly interested in convex polytopes, it is convenient to consider their homogenization and make the definitions in the context of pointed
polyhedral cones. A polyhedral cone is the conical hull
of a finite set of vectors; that is, a set of the form
nX
o
cone(V ) :=
λi vi λi ≥ 0, vi ∈ V ,
for some finite set V ⊂ Rd . A polyhedral cone C is
pointed if does not contain a whole line.
The homogenization hom(P ) ⊂ Rd+1 of a convex
polytope P ∈ Rd is the pointed polyhedral cone
o
n
hom(P ) := (λx, λ) x ∈ P, λ ≥ 0 ,

Proposition 1 In the strong/weak sense, if C is an
(i, j)-scribed pointed polyhedral cone then:
(i) C is (i0 , j 0 )-scribed for any i0 ≤ i and j 0 ≥ j;
(ii) C ◦ is (d − 1 − j, d − 1 − i)-scribed;
(iii) every k-face of C is (i, j)-scribed;
(iv) every k-face figure of C is (i − k − 1, j − k − 1)scribed;
and all these properties obviously also hold if we replace scribed by scribable.

which has the same combinatorial structure as P .
We will work with (Lorentzian) polar duality and
define the polar C ◦ of C ⊂ Rd as
o
n
X
xi yi ≤ xd yd for all x ∈ C .
C ◦ := y ∈ Rd
i≤d−1

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we follow the notation from [11] concerning basic notions on polytopes
and polyhedral cones. We use lin(S) and aff(S) to denote the lineal and affine hull of S, and relint(S) to
denote its relative interior. We use Bd to denote the
unit d-ball, and L := hom(Bd ) to denote its homogenization. That is
n
o
L := x ∈ Rd+1 x21 + · · · + x2d ≤ x2d+1 , xd+1 ≥ 0 .

We omit the proof, which is straightforward from
the definitions.
2

Strong (i, j)-scribability

Strong (i, i)-scribability corresponds to the classical
concept of i-scribability [8]. Indeed, if a face both
strongly cuts and avoids L at the same time, then it
is tangent to L. In this section, we prove the following
negative result concerning strong (i, j)-scribability.

Definition 1 Let C be a polyhedral cone and F a
proper face of C. We say that F
• strongly cuts L if relint(F ) ∩ L =
6 ∅;
• weakly cuts L if lin(F ) ∩ L 6= ∅.
We say that F
• weakly avoids L if lin(F ) ∩ relint(L) = ∅;
• strongly avoids L if C has a supporting hyperplane H ⊃ F such that H + ⊃ C ∪ L, where H +
denotes one of the closed halfspaces defined by H.

Theorem 2 For all d ≥ 4, if i ≥ 2 or j ≤ d − 3, there
is a d-polytope that is not strongly (i, j)-scribable.
Among the remaining cases, the weakest (and hence
hardest to disprove) is when i = 0 and j = d − 1. It
yields the natural question:
Is every d-polytope strongly (0, d − 1)-scribable?

From now on, in order to ease the text, the phrase “in
the strong or weak sense, respectively” means that the
statements hold if either “strongly” or “weakly” are
consistently placed wherever applicable.

Although we are skeptical about this statement being true, we were not able to construct a counterexample yet. Observe that it is true for d ≤ 3 by the
Koebe–Andreev-Thurston Theorem.

Definition 2 In the strong or weak sense, respectively, a pointed polyhedral d-cone is (i, j)-scribed for
0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d − 2 if
• each of its (i + 1)-faces avoids L; and
• each of its (j + 1)-faces cuts L.
It is (i, j)-scribable if it is combinatorially equivalent
to a (i, j)-scribed pointed polyhedral cone.
A polytope is (i, j)-scribed/ble if its homogenization is (i, j)-scribed/ble.

To prove Theorem 2 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3 For every d ≥ 2, there is a polytope that
is not strongly (0, d − 1)-scribed in any ellipsoid.

Proof. Consider N = d+2
− 1 generic points
2
p1 , . . . , pN lying on the x1 ≤ 0 hemisphere of the
unit (d − 1)-sphere Sd−1 = ∂Bd . Since
 there is a
unique quadric in Rd going through d+2
− 1 generic
2
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that is (0, d−3)-scribed. Taking the inverse projective
transformation, we obtain a realization of P which is
(0, d − 3)-scribed in an ellipsoid. A contradiction. 
3

Weak (i, j)-scribability

It is clear that, for all the notions defined above, the
strong version implies the weak one. Moreover, if a
face weakly cuts and avoids L, then its linear hull
must be tangent to L.
This way we almost recover the definition of weak
i-scribability of Grünbaum and Shephard [6] (see
also [8]) as our weak (i, i)-scribability. They say that
a polytope is i-scribable if it is combinatorially equivalent to a polytope for which the affine hull of every
i-face is tangent to the sphere.
However, observe that to say that a polytope P
is weakly (i, i)-scribable, we require hom(P ) to be
combinatorially equivalent to a weakly (i, i)-scribed
cone C. But we do not require C to be of the
form hom(Q) for some polytope Q. This makes our
definition slightly weaker than that of Grünbaum–
Shephard.
For example, there are polytopes that are weakly
(0, 0)-scribable in our setting but not in theirs (note
that in their setting, strong and weak 0-scribability
coincide).

Figure 1: The construction of Lemma 3. This polygon
is not (0, 1)-scribed in any ellipse.
points, and since this dependence is continuous, there
exists an ε > 0 such that for any q1 , . . . , qN with
qi ∈ pi + εBd , the unique quadric that goes through
these qi ’s is an ellipsoid contained in 2Bd .
Now, consider dN distinct points pij , for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and 1 ≤ j ≤ d, with pij ∈ Sd ∩ (pi + εBd ). If ε
is small enough, then for each i, the corresponding
pij ’s form a facet Fi of the convex hull of all the pij ’s.
Choose also d points p0j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ d, that are close
enough to (3, 0, . . . , 0) in such a way that all the pij ’s
are in convex position and the p0j ’s form a facet F0
outside 2Bd .
Let P = conv {pij | 0 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ d}. If P
was (0, d − 1)-scribed to an ellipsoid E, then the
ellipsoid would have to intersect the facets Fi for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Hence, it would contain a point
qi ∈ pi + εBd for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and thus E ⊆ 2Bd .
This means that E cannot intersect F0 and hence that
P is not (0, d − 1)-scribed in E.
This construction is sketched in Figure 1.


Proposition 5 The triakis tetrahedron, which is the
stacked 3-polytope obtained by stacking a simplex to
each of the four facets of a simplex, is weakly (0, 0)inscribable, but is not inscribable.

To finish the proof, we need the following result,
found independently by Below and Dobbins (see [1,
Ch. 5], [3, Thm. 4.1] and [4, Thm. 1]).

Proof. Consider the following eight vectors in R4 .
√
√
√
v3,4 := (1, ± 2, 0, 3)
v1,2 := (1, 0, ±1, 2)
√
√
√
v5,6 := (1, ±1, 0, − 2) v7,8 := (1, 0, ± 2, − 3).

Theorem 4 Let P be a d-dimensional polytope with
algebraic vertex coordinates. Then there is a polytope
Pb of dimension d + 2 that contains a face F that is
projectively equivalent to P in every realization of Pb.

They all fulfill x21 +x22 +x23 = x24 , and hence vi ∈ ±∂L,
which means that cone(v1 , . . . , v8 ) is a weakly (0, 0)scribed polyhedral cone. The combinatorial type of
this cone is that of the triakis tetrahedron, which is a
well-known example of non-inscribable polytope [10]
(cf. [5, Thm. 13.5.3]).


Proof of Theorem 2. We will construct a dpolytope that is not strongly (0, d − 3)-scribable, and
the remaining cases will follow by Proposition 1.
Let P be (d − 2)-polytope that is not strongly
(0, d − 3)-scribed in any ellipsoid. Observe that the
construction of Lemma 3 uses generic points and
therefore we can impose that they have algebraic coordinates (and even rational). Now let Pb be the polytope from Theorem 4.
Assume for contradiction that it had a (0, d − 3)scribed realization. Then also would its face F corresponding to P . However, in every realization of Pb, F
is projectively equivalent to P . Therefore, that means
that there is a polytope projectively equivalent to P

However, there are also polytopes that are not
weakly (0, 0)-scribable with our definition.
Lemma 6 The truncated cube of Figure 2 is a 3polytope that is not weakly (0, 0)-scribable.
Proof. Consider the 3-polytope P obtained by truncating one vertex of a 3-cube (whose graph is depicted
in Figure 2). We claim that is not weakly (0, 0)scribable.
Indeed, assume for contradiction that C is a weakly
(0, 0)-scribed pointed cone with the face lattice of P ,
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Consider a generic affine subspace L of dimension
d − k that does not intersect P . Observe that, if L is
sufficiently generic, then it intersects the affine span
of every (k+1)-face of P in a point, while it avoids the
affine span of every k-face. Now, let E be an ellipsoid
constructed in such a way that it contains all these
intersection points in its interior but is close enough
to L so that it still avoids the affine span of every
k-face. The affine map that sends the ellipsoid to
the unit ball provides a (k, k + 1)-scribed realization
of P .


Figure 2: The polytope with this graph is not weakly
(0, 0)-scribable.
and let H be a generic dehomogenization hyperplane
for C. That is, an affine hyperplane whose intersection with C is a polytope Q combinatorially equivalent to P (it exists because C is pointed).
Since C is weakly inscribed, each extreme ray of C
lies in ±∂L. Hence, all vertices of Q lie in the quadric
(±∂L) ∩ H.
It is well known that if seven vertices of a (combinatorial) 3-cube lie on a quadric, then so does the
eighth one [2, Section 3.2]. Observe that in any realization of Q we can recover a 3-cube by removing the
truncating facet. Let w be the 8th vertex of this cube.
Then w, as well as the points u and v from Figure 2
belong to the quadric. However, if a quadric contains
3 collinear points, then it contains a whole line (see
[2, Ex 3.7]) but, since 0 ∈
/ H, our conic section does
not contain lines. A contradiction.
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We end by showing that all polytopes are weakly
(i, j)-scribable for all the remaining values of i and j.
Theorem 8 Every d-polytope
scribable for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d − 1.

is

weakly

(i, j)-

Proof. Notice that it is enough to prove that every
d-polytope P is weakly (k, k +1)-scribable for 0 ≤ k ≤
d − 2.
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Discrete Geometry on 3 Colored Point Sets in the Plane
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Abstract

Y consist of consecutive points and both I − X + Y
and J − Y + X are balanced, namely, they contain
exactly a red points, b blue points and c green points,
respectively (see Fig. 1).

Discrete geometry on 2-colored point sets in the plane
have been studied for many years. Recently some results on 3-colored point sets in the plane were obtained. We give a short survey on discrete geometry
on 3-colored point sets in the plane, which includes a
couple of new results.

I
X

I-X+Y

Introduction
Discrete geometry on red and blue points in the plane
have been studied for many years, in particular, in the
last two decades a large mount of research have been
done ([4]). On the other hand, recently some results
on 3-colored point sets in the plane were obtained. We
give a short survey on this topics including a couple
of new results.
For most results on red and blue points in the plane,
it is impossible to extend them to 3-colored point sets.
However, for some results, by adding additional conditions, we can extend them to results on 3-colored
point sets in the plane.
1

∗1

J
Y

J-Y+X

Figure 1: Bipartition I ∪ J and their subset X and Y
given in Theorem 1
It is well-known that if n red points and n blue
points are given in the plane in general position, then
there exists a non-crossing geometric alternating perfect matching on these red and blue points, where
each edge is a straight line segment and connects a
red point and a blue point. Recently, this result is
extended as follows. Notice that every edge of a properly colored matching connects two points with distinct colors, and if the number of colors is two, such
a matching is often called an alternating matching.

Matchings and balanced partitions

Theorem 2 (Kano, Suzuki and Uno [8]) Let
n ≥ 1 be an integer. If |R ∪ B ∪ G| = 2n and
1 ≤ |R|, |B|, |G| ≤ n, then there exists a non-crossing
geometric properly colored perfect matching on
R ∪ B ∪ G (see Figure 2).

Let R, B and G denote disjoint three sets of red
points, blue points and green points in the plane (on
a line), respectively. We also assume that no three
points of R ∪ B ∪ G are collinear (no two points lie
in the same position), namely, they are in general position in the plane (on a line). We mainly deal with
points in the plane, and if not mentioned, R, B and
G are point sets in the plane. We begin with a new
result on 3-colored point sets on a line. This theorem
can be proved by using the moment curve in space
and the ham-sandwich theorem.

Figure 2: A non-crossing geometric properly colored
perfect matching.

Theorem 1 (Kaneko, Kano and Watanabe [5])
Assume that R, B and G are on a line, |R| = 2a,
|B| = 2b and |C| = 2c, where a, b, c are positive
integers. Let I ∪ J be a bipartition of R ∪ B ∪ G by
a point such that |I| = |J| = a + b + c. Then there
exists a subset X ⊂ I and Y ⊂ J such that X and

Theorem 3 Assume that R, B and G are on the
plane lattice Z2 such that every vertical line and
horizontal line passes through at most one point of
R∪B∪G. If |R∪B∪G| = 2n and 1 ≤ |R|, |B|, |G| ≤ n,
then there exists a non-crossing geometric properly
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colored perfect matching on R ∪ B ∪ G such that each
edge is an L-line segment (see Fig. 3).

Theorem 7 (Bereg and Kano [3]) Assume that
|R| = |B| = |G| = n ≥ 2 and all the vertices of
the convex hull of R ∪ B ∪ G have the same color.
Then there exists a line that determines a half-plane
containing exactly k red points, k blue points and k
green pints for some integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.

Figure 3: A non-crossing properly colored geometric
perfect matching with L-line segments.
Theorems 2 and 3 are proved by using the following
lemma on a partition of three colored point sets on a
line. Note that Theorem 2 can be proved by taking
a shortest properly colored geometric perfect matching. However, Theorem 3 cannot be proved by this
argument.
Lemma 4 Assume that R, B, G are on a line, R ∪
B ∪ G contains even number of points, and the two
endpoints have the same color. Then there exists a
bipartition I ∪ J of R ∪ B ∪ G by a point such that |I|
and |J| are even and I and J satisfy |I ∩ X| ≤ |I|/2
and |J ∩ X| ≤ |J|/2 for every X ∈ {R, B, G}

Figure 5: A balanced partition given in Theorem 7
with n = 7.
The above Theorem 7 holds in the plane lattice as
follows.

This lemma has been recently extended to the plane
as follows. It is clear that Theorem 2 follows immediately from the following theorem.

Theorem 8 (Bereg and et al. [2]) Assume that
R, B and G are on the plane lattice Z2 such that
every vertical line and horizontal line passes through
at most one point of R ∪ B ∪ G and all the vertices
of the orthogonal convex hull of R ∪ B ∪ G have the
same color. Then there exists an L-line that determines an orthogonal half-plane containing exactly k
red points, k blue points and k green points for some
integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 (see Fig. 6).

Theorem 5 (Kano and Kynčl [7]) Let n ≥ 2 be
an integer. If |R| + |B| + |G| = 2n and 1 ≤
|R|, |B|, |G| ≤ n, then there exists a line l passing
through no point of R ∪ B ∪ G such that each open
half plane H defined by l satisfies that (i) |(R ∪ B ∪
G) ∩ H| ≥ min{|R|, |B|, |G|}, (ii) |(R ∪ B ∪ G) ∩ H|
is even, and (iii) 0 ≤ |R ∩ H|, |B ∩ H|, |G ∩ H| ≤
|(R ∪ B ∪ G) ∩ H|/2.
H
l
H

Figure 4: A balanced partition given in Theorem 5.

2

Balanced sets and Spanning trees

Figure 6: A balanced partition given in Theorem 8
with n = 7.

In this section, we give some other results on balanced
sets and geometric monochromatic spanning trees, in
which every edge connects two points with the same
color.
In the following theorem, a 2-fan is defined to be a
point x in the plane and two rays emanating from x.

We now turn our attention from alternating graphs
to monochromatic graphs, where each edge connects
two points with the same color.
Theorem 9 (Kano, Merino and Urrutia [6])
Assume that |R ∪ B ∪ G| = n. Then there exist
geometric monochromatic spanning trees RT , BT ,
GT on R, B, G, respectively, such that the total

Theorem 6 (Bárány and Matoušek [1]) Any 3
measures can be simultaneously α-partitioned by a
2-fan for α = (1/2, 1/2) and for α = (2/3, 1/3).
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number of intersections among edges of RT ∪ BT ∪ GT
is at most 2n − 3.
The above theorem was proved for any number of
colored point sets, and the problem on two colored
points was completely solved by Tokunaga [9].
We shall give a couple of open problems on the topics of this survey.
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Abstract
Let Σ = {σ1 , . . . , σn } be a permutation of the set
[n] = {1, . . . , n}. A subsequence σi1 , . . . , σim of Σ
is increasing (respectively decreasing) if σi1 < . . . <
σim (respectively σi1 > . . . > σim ). It is well known
that any permutation of [n] contains an √
increasing or
a decreasing subsequence with at least n elements
([1]). This result is equivalent to Dilworth’s Theorem
for partially ordered sets of dimension 2 ([3]).
A classical proof of this result is the following: to
every σi assign coordinates (xi , yi ) on the plane as
follows: xi is the length of a longest increasing subsequence of Σ ending at σi , and yi is the length of a
longest decreasing subsequence of Σ starting at σi . It
is easy to see that
√ at least one of xi or yi is greater
than or equal to n. We denote f (σi ) = (xi , yi ), and
by f (Σ) the set of all points f (σi ), i = 1, . . . , n.
In this paper, we characterize the sets of points
in N2 that are f (Σ) for some permutation Σ. Using the algorithm introduced by Fredman in [2], it
is easy to see that given Σ, f (Σ) can be obtained in
O(n log n) time. Given a set of points S in N2 , we
show a O(n log n) time algorithm to obtain, if it exists, a permutation Σ such that f (Σ) = S.

Figure 1: Graphic description of Lemma 1. One of
f (σi ) or f (σk ) must be one of the positions marked
by a cross.
Let pi = (xi , yi ) and pj = (xj , yj ) be two points
in N2 . We say that pj dominates pi if xi ≤ xj and
yi ≤ yj .
Some properties of f that are well known, or easy
to prove are the following:
Observation 1 f (σi ) 6= f (σj ), for i 6= j.
Observation 2 If f (σj ) dominates f (σi ), then σi ≤
σj .

Introduction
Let Σ = {σ1 , . . . , σn } be a permutation of the set
[n] = {1, . . . , n}. A subsequence σi1 , . . . , σim of Σ is
increasing (respectively decreasing) if σi1 < . . . < σim
(respectively σi1 > . . . > σim ). Let f be the function
such that f (σi ) = (xi , yi ), where xi is the length of a
longest increasing subsequence of Σ ending at σi and
yi is the length of a longest decreasing subsequence
of Σ starting at σi . Our main objective is to study
sets of points S in the plane such that S = f (Σ) for
a permutation Σ of [n].
∗ Email: chepomich1306@gmail.com. Partially supported by
grant 80268 of CONACyT, México.
† Email: jorge.cravioto@hotmail.com. Partially supported
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Observation 3 The position of f (σi ) depends only
on the elements of the permutation that are smaller
than σi .
1

Characterization of f (Σ)

Lemma 1 Let f (σj ) = (xj , yj ). If xj > 1, then there
exists a point (xi , yi ) in f (Σ) such that xi = xj − 1
and σi < σj and i < j. If yj > 1, there exists a
point (xk , yk ) in f (Σ) such that yk = yj − 1 such that
σk < σj and j < k. If both of xj > 1 and yj > 1 then
yi ≥ yj or xk ≥ xj .
Proof. Since xj > 1, there exists an increasing subsequence of length xj ending at σj . Let σi be the second
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Let f (σi ) be a point in f (Σ). The point f (σi ) is
the maximum of its column if no other point in f (Σ)
with the same x-coordinate, has a larger y-coordinate.
Analogously, we define a point f (σi ) as the maximum
of its row if no other point in f (Σ) with the same
y-coordinate, has a larger x-coordinate.

Figure 2: The covering chain of a set of points S
marked by crosses. Lemma 6 states that the covering
chain forms a river.
last term in that subsequence. Clearly a longest subsequence ending at σi has length xj − 1. In a similar
way we can prove the existence of σk .
Suppose that xj and yj are greater than 1, and i <
j < k as shown above. If σi > σk then yi > yk = yj −1
and if σi < σk then xk > xi = xj − 1, see Figure 1.
This completes the proof.

Definition 1 Given a set of points S on the plane,
the covering chain of S consists of all the points (x, y)
with integer coordinates such that (x, y) is not dominated by any element of S, but at least one of (x−1, y)
or (x, y −1) is dominated by an element of S. See Figure 2.
Let Σ be a permutation on [n]. We define Σk as the
permutation on [k] obtained by deleting from Σ the
n − k largest elements.
Theorem 2 Let Σ be a permutation on [n] and let
σj = n. Then, f (σj ) is in the covering chain of
f (Σn−1 ).
Proof. Let σj = n and consider a point f (σl ) in
f (Σn−1 ). Since at least one of the coordinates of f (σj )
is greater than one of the coordinates of f (σl ), f (σj ) is
not dominated by any point in f (Σn−1 ). Suppose that
xj and yj are greater than 1. By Lemma 1, there exist
two points, f (σi ) and f (σk ), such that xi = xj − 1,
yk = yj − 1 and either yi ≥ yj or xk ≥ xj . Therefore, (xj − 1, yj ), (xj , yj − 1) or both are dominated by
points in f (Σn−1 ). This implies that f (σj ) is in the
covering chain of f (Σn−1 ). For xj = 1 or yj = 1 the
proof is straightforward.

The following observation is easy to see:
Observation 4 Let f (σi ) and f (σj ) be two points in
f (Σ). If xi = xj and yi < yj , then j < i. If yi = yj
and xi < xj , then i < j.

Lemma 3 Let f (σi ) and f (σj ) be two points in f (Σ)
where xj = xi + 1. If both are the maximum of their
columns, then σi is to the left of σj , i.e. i < j. Moreover if f (σk ) and f (σl ) are such that yl = yk + 1 and
both are the maximum of their rows, then l < k.
Proof. Suppose that j < i in the first case. Since
f (σi ) is maximum of its column, for any point f (σi0 )
in f (Σ) with xi0 = xi , Observation 4 implies that
j < i ≤ i0 . This contradicts Lemma 1. The second
case can be proved in a similar way.

The two previous Lemmas imply the following:
Lemma 4 Let f (σi ) ∈ f (Σ) be the maximum of its
column and let f (σj ) be any other point of f (Σ). If
xi ≤ xj , then i < j. If f (σk ) ∈ f (Σ) is the maximum
of its row, then if yk ≤ yj , we have that j < k.
Theorem 5 Let Σ be a permutation on [n]. Let pz =
(xz , yz ) be a point in the covering chain of f (Σ). Then
n + 1 can be inserted at the beginning, the end, or in
between two elements of Σ such that in the resulting
0
} of [n + 1] if σz0 =
permutation Σ0 = {σ10 , . . . , σn+1
0
n + 1 then f (σz ) = pz . For the remaining elements of
Σ0 , if σi = σj0 , then f (σi ) = f (σj0 ).
Proof. The last part of our result, follows from Observation 3. Notice that if xz = 1, σz0 should be inserted at the beginning of Σ, and if yz = 1, σz0 should
be inserted at the end of Σ. Therefore we will assume
that xz , yz > 1. Since pz belongs to the covering
chain of f (Σ), two cases arise: one of (xz , yz − 1) or
(xz −1, yz ) is dominated by a point in f (Σ), or both of
them are dominated by points in f (Σ). Let us analyse
these cases.
• Suppose without loss of generality that (xz , yz −
1) is dominated but (xz − 1, yz ) is not. Let f (σi )
be the maximum of the column with x-coordinate
equal to xz − 1 and let f (σj ) be the maximum
of the column with x-coordinate equal to xz (see
Figure 3). By Lemma 3, i < j. We claim that
if σz0 = n + 1 is inserted between σi and σj then
f (σz0 ) = pz . Since i < z, the x-coordinate of
f (σz0 ) is greater than xi = xz − 1. By Lemma 4,
for every σl ∈ Σ where xj ≤ xl , j ≤ l. Since σz0 is
to the left of σj then the x-coordinate of f (σz0 ) ≤
xl . Thus, the x-coordinate of f (σz0 ) = xz .
Since (xz , yz − 1) is dominated, there exists a
point σk ∈ Σ, with xk ≥ xz and yk = yz − 1, as
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satisfied. For every ri ∈ R there are three possible
outcomes which are: (xi , yi − 1) belongs to D, (xi +
1, yi − 1) belongs to D but (xi , yi − 1) does not, and
(xi +1, yi ) belongs to D. In all the cases it is relatively
easy to see that the inductive condition satisfies for
ri+1 . Since D is a finite set and every outcome is a
valid step in the sequence of R, the covering chain of
S forms a river.

Let R be a river in N2 . We say that a point p ∈
/ R is
below R if it is dominated by a point in R. Otherwise,
p is above R. Let S be a sets of points in N2 . We say
that R separates S if R∩S = ∅ and there are elements
of S above and below R.

Figure 3: The first case analysed in Theorem 5.
shown in Figure 3. By Lemma 4, j < k. Thus,
the y-coordinate of f (σz0 ) is greater than or equal
to yz . Since (xz −1, yz ) is not dominated, we have
that yi < yz . Let i < k. If σi < σk , then xi < xk ,
but since (xz , yz ) is not dominated, yk < yz . If
σi > σk , then yk < yi < yz . Therefore, the ycoordinate of f (σz0 ) = yz . The other case can be
proven in a similar way. See Figure 3.
• Suppose that both (xz , yz −1) and (xz −1, yz ) are
dominated by points in f (Σ). Let f (σi ) be the
maximum of the row with y-coordinate equal to
yz and let f (σj ) be the maximum of the column
with x-coordinate equal to xz . It is easy to see
that i < j. Then, σz0 = n + 1 should be inserted
between σi and σj . Since (xz , yz − 1) and (xz −
1, yz ) are both dominated by points of f (Σ), by
Lemma 4, there exist k < i and j < l such that
xk = xz − 1 and yl = yz − 1. By Lemma 4,
for every σr ∈ Σ such that yi ≤ yr , r < i and for
every σs ∈ Σ such that xj ≤ xs , j < s. Therefore,
f (σz0 ) = (xz , yz ).

Definition 2 We define a river R, as a sequence of
points in N2 , [r1 = (x1 , y1 ), . . ., rk = (xk , yk )], such
that x1 = yk = 1 and for each i ∈ [1, k − 1] , ri+1 ∈
{(xi + 1, yi ), (xi , yi − 1), (xi + 1, yi − 1)}. See Figure 2.
Lemma 6 Let S be a set of points in N2 . The covering chain of S forms a river.
Proof. This lemma is proven by induction. Let D
be the covering chain of S. We will construct R by
introducing a point from D at every step and at each
step we will make sure that every point with a larger
y-coordinate or a lower x-coordinate has already been
introduced into R or does not belong to D.
Let y be the maximum y-coordinate of any point
of S and let r1 = (1, y + 1). It is easy to see that
r1 belongs to D and that the inductive condition is
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Theorem 7 Let S be a set of points in N2 such that
(1, 1) ∈ S. Then, S is the image of f (Σ) for a permutation Σ, if and only if no river R separates S.
Proof. Let S be the image of f (Σ). Suppose that
there is a river R that separates S into S − and S + ,
such that S + lies above R. Let σj be the element
of Σ with minimum value such that f (σj ) lies above
R. By Lemma 1, there must exist two points in S − ,
f (σi ) and f (σk ), such that xi = xj − 1, yk = yj − 1,
and yi ≥ yj or xk ≥ xj . However, (xj − 1, yj ) and
(xj , yj − 1) are not dominated by any point in S − ,
which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that there is no river separating S into
two disjoint subsets. Our proof proceed by induction
on the cardinality of subsets of S.
If S = {(1, 1)} our result is true. Suppose that
S is a set of n points in N2 . We will construct a
series of subsets of S, S1 , . . . , Sn , in which Si+1 =
Si ∪{pi+1 } where pi+1 ∈ S \Si . Let S1 = {(1, 1)}. We
will also construct a series of permutations Σ1 , . . . , Σn
such that Σi+1 is obtained from Σi by inserting i + 1
at the beginning, the end, or between two consecutive
elements of Σi , and such that f (Σi ) = Si .
Let Σi = {σ1i , . . . , σii }, i = 1, . . . , n. Let D be the
covering chain of Si , and C the elements of D that
belong to S.
i+1
By Theorem 2, f (σi+1
) must be in C. Let pi+1 be
a point in C that does not dominate any other point
of C. This will ensure that the covering chain of Si+1
will contain all of the points in C \ {pi+1 }.
By Theorem 5 we know that for every point p in
the covering chain of Si there is a position in Σi at
which i + 1 can be inserted such that for the resulting
permutation thus obtained, f maps i + 1 to p. This
ensures that f (Σi+1 ) is equal to Si+1 .

Algorithm for encoding a point set Sn
We analyze briefly how to obtain from a point set
Sn with n elements, if it exists, a permutation Σ of
[n] such that f (Σ) = Sn . Our algorithm works in
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Figure 4: Two ways of encoding the same point set.
Permutation a): 10, 2, 12, 13, 20, 8, 16, 7, 6, 1, 3, 4,
15, 17, 19, 18, 5, 14, 9, 11. Permutation b): 17, 7, 1,
18, 14, 10, 8, 2, 19, 3, 20, 15, 11, 4, 12, 9, 5, 16, 13, 6.
O(n log n) time. We call this process, an encoding of
Sn .
Suppose that we have already processed a subset of Sn , starting with the subset S1 = {(1, 1)}.
Suppose that we have processed a subset Si of Sn
with i elements, where Sj+1 was obtained from Sj by
choosing an element of the covering chain Cj of Sj ,
j = 1, . . . , i − 1. The idea is to maintain a priority
queue containing the elements of Ci that will allow us
to choose an element of Ci not dominated by another
element of Ci , add this element to Si to obtain Si+1 ,
and update Ci to obtain Ci+1 . Not surprisingly, this
can be done in O(n log n) time.
An example of the encoding of a point set is presented in Figure 4. It is worth mentioning that the
number of encodings of a point set can be exponential. Briefly speaking, this is related to the number of
linear extensions of a partial order of dimension two,
as presented by Golumbic in [4].
2

Encoding application for the planar representation of permutations

In this section we show some interesting examples of
encoding point sets into permutations.
In Theorem 7, we show a characterization of the
point sets that can be encoded into a permutation. We will now show a way of using this result.
We proved that every point set can be encoded as
long as it contains point (1, 1) and no river separates it. This means that if we have an arbitrary
point set S with integer coordinates, we can turn
S into a part of a permutation by adding to it a
half frame around it, consisting of a set of points
F = {(1, 1), . . . , (m, 1), (m, 2), . . . , (m, r)} such that
the point (m, r) dominates all of the elements of S.
It might be necessary to shift S up by one unit as
to free the points in {(1,1), . . . , (m,1)}, see Figure 5.
This frame ensures that no river crosses the new set,
ensuring that S ∪F can be turned into a permutation.
As we are working with points in N2 , it is only
natural to think in terms of binary images. So any
binary image can be encoded into a permutation as

Figure 5: Half frame to allow any point set in N2 to be
encoded into a permutation. One of the permutations
encoding this point set is: 1, 113, 101, 89, 70, 59, 48,
34, 2, 114, 71, 3, 115, 72, 4, 116, 5, 6, 117, 102, 90,
73, 60, 49, 35, 7, 118, 74, 36, 8, 119, 75, 37, 9, 120,
38, 10, 11, 121, 103, 91, 76, 61, 50, 39, 12, 122, 77, 13,
123, 78, 14, 104, 92, 62, 51, 40, 15, 16, 124, 105, 93,
79, 63, 52, 41, 17, 125, 80, 18, 126, 81, 19, 106, 94,
64, 53, 42, 20, 21, 107, 95, 82, 65, 54, 43, 22, 127, 83,
23, 128, 84, 24, 108, 96, 85, 66, 55, 44, 25, 26, 129,
109, 97, 86, 67, 56, 45, 27, 110, 28, 98, 29, 130, 111,
99, 87, 68, 57, 46, 30, 31, 132, 131, 112, 100, 88, 69,
58, 47, 33, 32.
long as it has a half frame around it.
In Figure 5, a message is written inside a half frame
so it can be turned into a permutation. The length of
the permutation will be exactly the number of black
points in the image.
This type of encoding is interesting since every image containing a half frame can be assigned at least
one permutation. This permutation can be used as an
encryption of our image, which in turn can contain a
message.
3

Conclusions

The algorithm for encoding point sets shown in Section 1 provides a way to encrypt images, and thus
messages. Interestingly, any single image can have an
exponential number of encodings, which makes it safe
as long as, as usual, we do not know the encoding
algorithm. In addition, if we add some extra points
to our image, or even a single one, the permutation
encoding our image can change drastically.
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Abstract
We prove that for any convex pentagon there are two
disks, among the five disks having a side of the pentagon as diameter and the midpoint of the side as its
center, that do not intersect. This shows that K5 is
never the intersection graph of such five disks.
1

Introduction

This note addresses a geometric problem on convex
pentagons in the plane. For a given convex pentagon
five disks are drawn, one for each side of the pentagon, with the diameter of a disk being the side and
its center the midpoint of the side. We answer affirmatively the next question: “Are there always at least
two disks among the five disks that are disjoint?”
Results on disjoint and intersecting disks in the
plane are among the most classical ones in convex
geometry. Helly’s theorem, see e.g. [11], when stated
for disks in the plane, tells us that if any three of a
given family of n disks have a common intersection,
then all n disks have a common intersection. A theorem of Danzer [2] says that if any two of a given
family of n disks intersect, then there exists a set of
four points which intersects each disk. We refer to the
survey of Wenger [11] for related results. Intersections
of disks have also been considered in the context of
intersection graphs: each disk represents a vertex of
the graph and two vertices are adjacent if and only
if the corresponding disks intersect. By the KoebeAndreev-Thurston theorem [7], every planar graph is
an intersection graph of disks. In our problem, the
disks are in special position and we prove that the
complete graph on five vertices K5 is not realizable
by the intersection graph of any such disks.
Results relating convex polygons and disks (or circles) can also be found in the literature. Given a
polygon with n vertices A1 , A2 , . . . , An , a sequence
D1 , D2 , D3 , . . . of disks can be built as follows: D1 is
inscribed in the angle with apex A1 , D2 is the smallest
∗ Email: clemens.huemer@upc.edu. Research supported by
projects MTM2012-30951 and DGR 2014SGR46.
† Email: pablo.perez@uv.cl. Research supported by project
Millennium Nucleus Information and Coordination in Networks
ICM/FIC RC130003 (Chile).
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one inscribed in the angle with apex A2 and tangent to
D1 , D3 is the smallest one inscribed in the angle with
apex A3 and tangent to D2 , etc. The Money-Coutts
theorem [3], also known as the six circles theorem,
states that for every triangle A1 , A2 , A3 there exists
such a sequence of disks that is 6-periodic. In general,
if at least one of the tangency points of the initial disk
D1 lies on a side of the triangle, then the sequence of
disks is eventually 6-periodic [6]. A similar 6-periodic
sequence of disks can be built with respect to three
given circles in general position instead of a triangle [10]. In this scenario, Tabachnikov [8] described
a class of convex n-gons for which such a sequence is
2n-periodic. Troubetzkoy [9] showed that for parallelograms such sequences are preperiodic, with eventual
period 4, and that they are chaotic for some class of
quadrilaterals. Also well known are: Malfatti’s problem [12], which given a triangle asks for three nonoverlapping disks of maximum total area contained in
the triangle; and the seven circles theorem [3], that
given a closed chain of six circles all tangent to, and
enclosed by, a seventh circle and each tangent to its
two adjacent ones, states that the three lines drawn
between the opposite pairs of tangency points on the
seventh circle are concurrent.
The innocent looking problem treated here, also
posed in [1], turned out to be quite hard to solve for
us. To give some insight, let us consider the example
in Figure 1A. The two disks corresponding to sides
AB and CD do not intersect. This is equivalent to
saying that the distance between the midpoints MAB
and MCD of the segments AB and CD, respectively,
is larger than the sum of the radii of the two disks,
equal to half of the sum of the lengths of AB and CD.
Thus, a first natural approach is trying to prove that
the sum of the five distances between the midpoints
(that is, the dotted edges in Figure 1A) is bigger than
the perimeter of the pentagon. But this is not always
the case. Another quite natural approach is to connect an interior point P of the pentagon with the five
vertices of the pentagon and consider the angles at
P . It follows from Thales’ Theorem that P lies in the
disk with, say, diameter AE if and only if the angle
∠AP E is at least π/2. In Figure 1B, P lies outside
the disks with diameters AB, BC, and DE. Clearly,
no point P lies in more than three of the five disks,
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since otherwise the five angles around P would sum
more than 2π. One could then use a fractional version
of Helly’s theorem (Theorem 12 in [11]), which states
that if among all the 10 triples of the five disks, more
than 6 triples have a point in common, then there exists a point contained in 4 disks. We conclude that
there are at least 4 triples of disks without a common intersection. However, it remained elusive to us
to solve the problem with a Helly-type approach. A
different successful approach is given in the following.
Further details appear in the full version [5].
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Figure 2: Illustration of Lemma 3.
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Figure 1: (A) Two disjoint disks with diameters AB and
CD. (B) P lies outside the disks with diameters AB, BC,
and DE.
Notation: Given three different points p, q, and r
of the plane, let `(p, q) denote the straight line containing both p and q, pq ⊂ `(p, q) the segment with
endpoints p and q, |pq| the length of pq, h(p, q) the
halfline emanating from p and containing q, and ∠pqr
the angle not bigger than π with vertex q and sides
h(q, p) and h(q, r). Let Dp,q denote the disk that has
the segment pq as diameter. We say that a (convex)
quadrilateral is tangential if each of its sides is tangent
to the same disk contained in the quadrilateral. Every
time we define a polygon by enumerating its vertices,
the vertices are given in counter-clockwise order.
2

Technical lemmas

Theorem 1 (Apolonio’s Theorem) Let P , Q,
and R be three different points of the plane, and let
M denote the midpoint of the segment QR. Then,
the length |P M | satisfies:
|P M | =

length |P R| satisfies:
r

a+c
· (a + c)(b + d) + 4bd .
|P R| =
b+d
Lemma 3 Let C be a disk and let P be a point not
contained in C. Let T1 and T2 be the points of the
boundary of C such that the lines `(P, T1 ) and `(P, T2 )
are tangents to C. Let A be a point in the segment
P T1 and B a point in the segment P T2 such that the
segment AB is tangent to C (see Figure 2). Then, the
disk DA,B is contained in the disk with center P and
radius |P T1 | = |P T2 |.
Proof. Let a = |P T1 | = |P T2 |, b = |AT1 |, and c =
|BT2 |. Let M denote the midpoint of the segment
AB, and note that |P A| = a − b, |P B| = a − c, and
|AB| = b + c. To prove the result, it suffices to prove
that |P M | + |M A| ≤ a. Note that
p
|P M | = (1/2) 2((a − b)2 + (a − c)2 ) − (b + c)2

by Theorem 1, and that |M A| = (b+c)/2. Since b ≤ a
and c ≤ a, which implies (b + c)/2 ≤ a, verifying the
above equation is equivalent to proving that
4 · |P M |2

2((a − b)2 + (a − c)2 ) − (b + c)2
2

≤ (2a − (b + c)) .

This last equation holds since the following inequalities are equivalent
2((a−b)2 +(a−c)2 )−(b+c)2
4a2 −4ab−4ac−2bc+b2 +c2

1p
2 (|P Q|2 + |P R|2 ) − |QR|2 .
2

Lemma 2 ([4]) Let P , Q, R, and S be the vertices
of a tangential quadrilateral, tangent to the disk C.
Let T1 , T2 , T3 , and T4 denote the tangent points between the sides P Q, QR, RS, and SP and C, respectively. Let a = |P T1 | = |P T4 |, b = |ST4 | = |ST3 |,
c = |RT3 | = |RT2 |, and d = |QT2 | = |QT1 |. Then, the

=

0
The result thus follows.

≤ (2a−(b+c))

2

≤ 4a2 +b2 +c2

−4ab−4ac+2bc

≤ 4bc.



Lemma 4 Let C be a disk centered at the point O,
and let P be a point not contained in C. Let T1 and
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Figure 3: Illustration of Lemma 4.

Figure 4: Illustration of Lemma 5.

T2 be the points of the boundary of C such that the
lines `(P, T1 ) and `(P, T2 ) are tangents to C. Let E
be a point in the halfline h(P, T1 ) \ P T1 and D 6= E
a point in the convex wedge bounded by h(P, T1 ) and
h(P, O) such that: h(E, D) intersects with h(P, O),
and `(E, D) does not intersect the interior of C (see
Figure 3). Then, DD,E does not intersect the disk
with center P and radius |P T1 | = |P T2 |.
Proof. Let CP denote the disk with center P and
radius |P T1 | = |P T2 |, and D0 the intersection point
between h(E, D) and h(P, O). Let S ∈ h(P, T1 ) \ P T1
and R ∈ h(P, O) \ P O be the points such that the line
`(S, R) is parallel to `(E, D0 ) and tangent to the disk
C at the point T4 . Let Q denote the reflection point
of S about the line `(P, O), and note that the quadrilateral with vertices P , Q, R, and S is a tangential
quadrilateral, tangent to C. Let T3 denote the point
of tangency between the segment QR and C, and a =
|P T1 | = |P T2 |, b = |ST1 | = |ST4 | = |QT2 | = |QT3 |,
and c = |RT3 | = |RT4 |. Then, by
pLemma 2 used with
d = b, we have that |P R| =
(a + c)(a + c + 2b).
Let M denote the midpoint of the segment SR, which
satisfies that |M S| = (b + c)/2. We claim that
|P T1 | + |M S| = a + (b + c)/2 < |P M |.
Indeed, by Theorem 1, we have that |P M | equals

=

D

τ

b

T1

1p
2 (|P S|2 + |P R|2 ) − |SR|2
2
1p
2 ((a + b)2 + (a + c)(a + c + 2b)) − (b + c)2 ,
2

and the inequalities

2a+b+c < 2·|P M |


(2a+b+c)2 < 2 (a+b)2 +(a+c)(a+c+2b) −(b+c)2

4a2 +b2 +c2 +4ab+4ac+2bc < 4a2 +b2 +c2 +8ab+4ac+2bc
0 < 4ab,

are all equivalent and hold given that a, b > 0, which
imply the claim. Let M 0 denote the midpoint of the
segment ED0 . Since the triangle with vertices P , R,
and S and the triangle with vertices P , D0 , and E are
similar, we have that |P M 0 | = λ · |P M | and |M 0 E| =
λ · |M S|, where λ = |P E|/|P S| = |P D0 |/|P R| =
|ED0 |/|SR| ≥ 1 is the similarity ratio between these
triangles. Then, since |P M | − |M S| > |P T1 | > 0, we
have that |P T1 | < |P M |−|M S| ≤ λ(|P M |−|M S|) =
|P M 0 | − |M 0 E|. This immediately implies that disk
DD0 ,E does not intersect CP . Since DD,E is contained
in DD0 ,E , then DD,E neither intersects CP .

Lemma 5 Let C be a disk centered at the point O,
and P a point not contained in C. Let T1 and T2 be the
points of the boundary of C such that the lines `(P, T1 )
and `(P, T2 ) are tangents to C. Let E be a point in
the halfline h(P, T1 ) \ P T1 and D 6= E a point in the
interior of the convex wedge bounded by h(P, T1 ) and
h(P, O) such that: h(E, D) does not intersect with
h(P, O), and `(E, D) does not intersect the interior of
C (see Figure 4). Then, DD,E does not intersect the
disk with center P and radius |P T1 | = |P T2 |.
Proof. Let α ∈ (0, π/2) denote the angle formed by
h(P, E) and h(P, O), and β ∈ (0, α] the angle formed
by h(P, E) and `(E, D) (see Figure 4). Let E 0 be
the point in h(P, T1 ) \ P T1 such that the line different
from `(P, E 0 ) containing E 0 and tangent to C, denoted
γ, is parallel to the line `(E, D). Let τ be the line
perpendicular to γ that contains E 0 , and T3 denote
the point of tangency between γ and C. Let a =
|P T1 | = |P T2 |, b = |E 0 T1 | = |E 0 T3 |, and r denote the
radius of C. Since the lines γ and τ are perpendicular,
the angle formed by the lines `(P, E 0 ) and τ is equal
to π/2 − β. Then, the distance dist(P, τ ) from the
point P to the line τ satisfies
dist(P, τ ) = |P E 0 | · sin(π/2 − β) = (a + b) · cos β.
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Figure 5: Proof of Theorem 6.
Note that ∠T1 E 0 T3 = π − β. Then, since the line
`(O, E 0 ) bisects the angle ∠T1 E 0 T3 , we have that
∠T1 E 0 O = π/2 − β/2, which implies that
b = r · cot(∠T1 E 0 O) = r · tan(β/2)
because the segment OT1 satisfying |OT1 | = r is perpendicular to the line `(P, E 0 ). On the other hand,
note that a = r · cot α. Putting the above observations together, the next inequalities
|P T1 |
a

r · cot α
cot α

cos α
sin α
0

≤ (a + b) · cos β

≤ (r · cot α + r · tan(β/2)) · cos β

sin(β/2)
cos(β/2)

cos β ·
cos β · tan(β/2)
=
1 − cos β
2 sin2 (β/2)
cos β
=
2 sin(β/2) cos(β/2)
cos β
≤
sin β
≤ sin(α − β)

are all equivalent and hold given that β > 0 and 0 ≤
α − β < α < π/2. Since by construction the line τ
either does not intersect the disk DD,E or is tangent
to DD,E at the point E 0 6= T1 , we can guarantee that
the disk DD,E does not intersect the disk with center
P and radius |P T1 | = |P T2 |.
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≤ dist(P, τ )

≤

are not parallel and intersect at a point denoted P ,
and the line `(A, B) separates the interior of C and
the point P [5]. Let T1 and T2 denote the points
of tangency between C and the sides EA and BC,
respectively. Let O denote the center point of C, and
CP the disk with center P and radius |P T1 | = |P T2 |.
According to Lemma 3, the disk DA,B is contained
in CP . According to Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, if the
vertex D belongs to the convex wedge bounded by the
halflines h(P, O) and h(P, E), then the disks CP and
DD,E do not intersect. Otherwise, D belongs to the
convex wedge bounded by h(P, O) and h(P, C), and
the disks CP and DC,D do not intersect. Hence, the
disk DA,B does not intersect at least one of the disks
DD,E and DC,D , and the result follows.


Main result

Theorem 6 In any convex pentagon, there exist two
disks among the five disks having a side of the pentagon as diameter that do not intersect.
Proof. Let A, B, C, D, and E denote the vertices
of a convex pentagon. There exists a disk C tangent
to three consecutive sides, say, the sides EA, AB,
and BC, such that: the lines `(E, A) and `(B, C)
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Abstract
We study the problem of computing stabbing circles
of a set S of n line segments in the plane. We provide
efficient algorithms: (i) to compute a representation
of all the combinatorially different stabbing circles for
S, and the ones with maximum and minimum radius,
in O(n2 ) time and space; (ii) to decide if there exists a stabbing circle for a set of parallel segments in
O(n log2 n) time and O(n) space.

1

Introduction

Let S be a set of n line segments (or segments for
short) in the plane in general position (segments have
non-zero length, no three of their endpoints are colinear, and no four of them are cocircular). A circle
c is a stabbing circle for S if each segment in S has
exactly one endpoint outside the closed disk induced
by c, see Fig. 1. Thus, c separates/classifies the endpoints in two classes: red endpoints (in the interior
or on the boundary of c) and blue endpoints (in the
exterior of c).1 Hence, our stabbing problem is also
a red/blue separability problem. We present efficient
algorithms for computing stabbing circles for S with
this separability condition. Two stabbing circles c1
and c2 for S are combinatorially different if their subsets of red endpoints are different. First, in Section 2,
we consider the stabbing circle problem for a set S of
general segments. In Section 3 we point out a relation
to Voronoi diagrams. Using this relation, in Section 4,
we study the case where S is a set of parallel segments.
∗ E-mails: merce@ma4.upc.edu, elena.khramtcova@usi.ch,
evanthia.papadopoulou@usi.ch, saumell@kma.zcu.cz, and carlos.seara@upc.edu.
M.C. and C.S. were supported by
projects Gen.Cat. DGR 2014SGR46 and MINECO MTM201230951/FEDER. E.K. and E.P. were supported by SNF project
20GG21-134355, under the ESF EUROCORES program EuroGIGA/VORONOI. M.S. was supported by the project
NEXLIZ CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0038, co-financed by the European
Social Fund and the state budget of the Czech Republic.
1 Since the definition uses only the endpoints of the segments,
S can be seen as a set of pairs of points. A segment is a convenient representation of such a pair.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Segment set with stabbing circle, (b)
Segment set with no stabbing circle.
Antecedents. The simplest stabbing object for S
is a line, which intersects all segments in S classifying their endpoints into two classes: above or below
the stabbing line. Edelsbrunner et al. [9] presented a
Θ(n log n) time algorithm for solving the problem of
constructing a representation of all stabbing lines for
S, and gave an Ω(n log n) time lower bound. For parallel segments the problem is simply LP and can be
solved in linear time. An Ω(n log n) lower bound for
the decision problem, in the fixed order algebraic decision tree model, was later presented by Avis et al. [3].
Claverol et al. [6] studied the problem of reporting
all combinatorially different stabbing wedges for S
(see also [5]). The complexities of their algorithm are
O(n3 log n) time and O(n2 ) space. Claverol [5] initiated the study of the stabbing circle problem for a set
S of general segments by computing the stabbing circle with minimum radius in O(n5/2 log n) time. Next,
we improve on this.
2

General segments: A transformation in 3D

To compute a representation of all the stabbing circles
for S we can use the powerful transformation to 3D
described in [8]: We lift up the endpoints of segments
in S into the paraboloid, z = x2 + y 2 , and join the
lifted endpoints obtaining a set S of segments in 3D.
Instead of looking for stabbing circles for S in the
plane, we can look for stabbing planes for S in 3D:
Observation 1 A stabbing circle for S can be transformed into a stabbing plane for S and vice versa.
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Following the techniques and results from [8], a representation in 3D of all combinatorially different stabbing planes of S (if one exists) can be computed in
O(n2 ) time and space. Notice that by Obs. 1, the representation of all the combinatorially different stabbing circles for S is formed by a collection of at most
O(n2 ) convex cells in 3D which have O(n2 ) total complexity. Moreover, minimum and maximum radii for
these circles are attained at the vertices of the cells.
Theorem 1 A representation of all the combinatorially different stabbing circles for S and the stabbing
circles with minimum and maximum radius can be
computed in O(n2 ) time and space.
Theorem 2 [5] The number of combinatorially different stabbing circles for S is Θ(n2 ).
Theorem 1 is related to the exact colored kenclosing circle problem: Given a set of n points with
m colors, the goal is to find a circle that contains
exactly k points of each color. Our setting is the particular case in which m = n/2 and we want to contain exactly one point of each color class. Barba et
al. [4] give algorithms to compute circles containing
exactly one element of each of the m color classes; for
m = n/2, their algorithm takes O(n2 log2 n) time and
O(n2 ) space. Theorem 1 improves, by an O(log2 n)
factor, the result in [4] for that particular case.
3

A reduction to Voronoi diagrams

In this section, a site is a pair of segment endpoints
denoted as xx0 . The set S can be viewed as a set of
segments, a set of pairs of points, or a set of sites.
The Hausdorff Voronoi diagram of S is a partitioning of the plane into regions defined as follows (see
Fig. 2(a) and also [8, 10]):
hreg(aa0 ) = {p ∈ R2 | ∀bb0 ∈ S \ {aa0 } :

max{d(p, a), d(p, a0 )} < max{d(p, b), d(p, b0 )}};

hreg(a) = {p ∈ hreg(aa0 ) | d(p, a) > d(p, a0 )}.
Note, hreg(a) and hreg(a0 ) are subregions of hreg(aa0 ).
The S
graph structure of this diagram is HVD(S) =
R2 \ aa0 ∈S (hreg(a) ∪ hreg(a0 )). An edge of HVD(S)
is called pure if it is incident to regions of two distinct
segments; and internal if it separates the subregions
of the same segment. A vertex of HVD(S) is pure if
it is incident to three pure edges (i.e., is defined by
three distinct sites); and mixed if it is incident to an
internal edge (i.e., is defined by two distinct sites).
The farthest-color Voronoi diagram is a partitioning of R2 (see Fig. 2(b) and [1, 7]), where:
fcreg(aa0 ) = {p ∈ R2 | ∀bb0 ∈ S \ {aa0 } :

min{d(p, a), d(p, a0 )} > min{d(p, b), d(p, b0 )}};

fcreg(a) = {p ∈ fcreg(aa0 ) | d(p, a) < d(p, a0 )}.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Set S of three segments; (a) HVD(S), (b)
FCVD(S). Pure (solid) and internal (dashed) edges.
S
Let FCVD(S) = R2 \ aa0 ∈S (fcreg(a) ∪ fcreg(a0 )).
The edges and vertices of FCVD(S) are characterized
similarly to those of HVD(S). Let hreg(·) and fcreg(·)
denote the closures of the respective regions.
For arbitrary segments, the structural complexity of
both diagrams is O(n2 ). For non-crossing segments,
the complexity of HVD(S) is O(n); however, this is
not necessarily the case for FCVD(S).
Let the Hausdorff disk (resp., farthest-color disk )
of a point p be the closed disk of radius pa, where
p ∈ hreg(a) (resp., p ∈ fcreg(a)). The radius of this
disk is called the Hausdorff radius (resp., farthestcolor radius) of p. The following is a key fact, which
allows to apply the machinery of the Hausdorff and
farthest-color diagrams to our problem.
Lemma 3 Let p ∈ R2 . There is a stabbing circle
for S with center at p if and only if the farthest-color
radius of p is less than its Hausdorff radius.
Definition 1 The FCVD*(S) is the locus of points in
R2 for which the farthest-color radius is less than or
equal to the Hausdorff radius.
Using the transormation of [8], both diagrams can
be viewed as envelopes of wedges in 3D (see [7, 8]).
The set S can be transformed into a family of pairs
of planes in 3D, where the lower (resp., upper) envelope of such a pair forms a lower (resp., upper)
wedge. The HVD(S) (resp., FCVD(S)) corresponds to
the upper envelope of these lower 3D wedges (resp.,
lower envelope of upper wedges). The FCVD*(S) corresponds to the portion of FCVD(S) below the surface
of HVD(S).
Lemma 4 Let f be a face of FCVD*(S). Then: (a)
f ∩ HVD(S) 6= ∅ and f ∩ FCVD(S) 6= ∅. (b) If f
intersects an internal edge of HVD(S), then f must
contain a mixed vertex of either HVD(S) or FCVD(S).
Lemma 4 guarantees that in order to decide
whether FCVD*(S) is empty, it is enough to search for
a point in FCVD*(S) among the vertices of HVD(S),
the vertices of FCVD(S), and the pure edges of
HVD(S). In the following section we use this observation to efficiently answer the decision problem for a
set S of parallel segments.
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4

Stabbing circle for parallel segments

We show that given a set S of parallel segments, the
decision problem for a stabbing circle can be solved in
O(n log2 n) time, using the Voronoi diagrams of Section 3. This improves previous O(n2 ) algorithms [5].
We first show that for parallel segments, FCVD(S)
has nice properties.
Theorem 5 If S is a set of parallel segments, then:
(a) the structural complexity of FCVD(S) is O(n);
(b) FCVD(S) can be constructed in O(n log n) time.
Proof. (a) All unbounded faces of FCVD(S) coincide at infinity with the faces of the farthest-segment
Voronoi diagram of S, whose total number is O(n) [2].
Further, FCVD(S) has at most one bounded face per
segment of S.
(b) We use the divide-and-conquer technique. Assuming the segments in S to be vertical, we divide S
into two halves by a vertical line. The merge chain is
y-monotone, thus the merging can be done in a standard way in linear time [2].

4.1

Consider a pure edge e of HVD(S). Without loss of
generality we can assume that e is bounded as only a
bounded portion of e may be contained in FCVD*(S)
(since we assume that S does not have a stabbing
line).
Let e belong to the boundary of regions hreg(a)
and hreg(b), for two segments aa0 , bb0 ∈ S. Then e is
a portion of the bisector bis(a, b). We assume that
e is horizontal and that u, v are the left and right
endpoints of e respectively. By hypothesis, neither u
nor v belong to FCVD*(S). For simplicity, we assume
that u and v are not mixed vertices of HVD(S).
We denote by Du and Dv the Hausdorff disks of u
and v, respectively. Du and Dv contain aa0 , bb0 , and
no other segment of S. Therefore, every segment cc0 ∈
S \ {aa0 , bb0 } can be classified as follows (see Fig. 4):
• type out, if both c and c0 are outside Du ∪ Dv ;
• type in, if either c or c0 is contained in Du ∩ Dv
and the other endpoint is outside Du ∪ Dv ;
• type left, if either c or c0 is contained in Du \ Dv
and the other endpoint is outside Du ∪ Dv ;
• type right, if either c or c0 is contained in Dv \ Du
and the other endpoint is outside Du ∪ Dv ;
• type middle, if either c or c0 is contained in
Du \ Dv and the other endpoint in Dv \ Du .

The algorithm for the decision problem

Our algorithm determines whether there exists a stabbing circle for S and, in the affirmative, returns the
center of such a stabbing circle. See Fig. 3.
'

$

Algorithm Decision problem
1. compute HVD(S) and FCVD(S);
2. for all vertices v of HVD(S) and FCVD(S) do
3.
check if v ∈ FCVD*(S);
4.
if v ∈ FCVD*(S) then
5.
exit and return v;
6. for all pure edges e of HVD(S) do
7.
if there exists w ∈ e ∩ FCVD*(S) then
8.
exit and return w;
9. return N U LL;

&

Du

a

e
u

b

Figure 3: Decision problem for parallel segments.

v
b0
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1

For parallel segments, both HVD(S) and FCVD(S)
can be computed in O(n log n) time, since the HVD(S)
is an instance of abstract Voronoi diagrams [2] and
the FCVD(S) can be computed as in Theorem 5.
In O(n log n) time, we can also preprocess HVD(S)
and FCVD(S) into a point-location data structure to
efficiently answer point-location queries in O(log n)
time. Steps 3-5 can then be performed easily in total
O(n log n) time. What remains are Steps 6-8, which
are discussed next.
4.2

Dv
a0

Searching in a pure edge of HVD(S)

Suppose that no vertex of HVD(S) or FCVD(S) belongs to FCVD*(S). Then we need to examine the
pure edges of HVD(S).
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Figure 4: From top to bottom, the types of the dotted
segments are middle, left, in, right, and out.

Using these classifications, we define type(w), for
any point w in e. type(w) is a set containing one
element per each cc0 ∈ S such that w ∈ fcreg(cc0 ).
So suppose that w ∈ fcreg(cc0 ) for some cc0 ∈ S. If
cc0 is not of type middle, then we add the type of
cc0 to type(w). If cc0 is of type middle, then either c
or c0 (say, c) is contained in Du \ Dv , and the other
endpoint (c0 ) is contained in Dv \ Du . We further
differentiate the classification middle as follows: If w
lies on bis(c, c0 ) then mm ∈ type(w). Otherwise, if
w ∈ fcreg(c) then ml ∈ type(w); if w ∈ fcreg(c0 ) then
mr ∈ type(w). When we need to specify cc0 , we do as
follows: Imagine that w ∈ fcreg(cc0 ) and cc0 is of type
in. Then we say in ∈ type(w) caused by cc0 .
Further, we use ˜l to denote types left and ml; and
r̃ to denote right and mr.
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We next analyze u and v. Since u ∈
/ FCVD*(S),
in ∈
/ type(u), ˜l ∈
/ type(u), and mm ∈
/ type(u). In
addition, if out ∈ type(u), then no point in e lies in
FCVD*(S), since the Hausdorff disk of any point along
e is contained in Du ∪ Dv . Hence, it only remains to
consider the case where the only elements in type(u)
and type(v) are r̃ and ˜l respectively. In all other cases
we can stop the search.
A point w in e is called a changing point if {r̃, ˜l} ⊆
type(w). Intuitively, at point w the endpoint giving
the farthest-color radius changes from being in Dv \
Du to being in Du \ Dv . Note that w is a point of
intersection between a pure edge of HVD(S) and a
pure edge of FCVD(S).

'
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Algorithm Searching in e
1. Q = {e};
2. while Q 6= ∅
3.
u0 v 0 ← element in Q; Q ← Q \ u0 v 0 ;
4.
perform a find-change query on (u0 , v 0 );
5.
let w be the point returned by the query;
6.
if w ∈ FCVD*(S) then return w;
7.
if out ∈ type(w) then return N U LL;
8.
else (∗ w is a changing point not in
FCVD*(S) ∗)
9.
if mr ∈ type(w) caused by cc0 and
bis(c, c0 ) ∩ u0 w 6= ∅ then
10.
w0 ← bis(c, c0 ) ∩ u0 w;
11.
if right ∈
/ type(w0 ) and mr ∈
type(w0 ) caused by dd0 and
bis(d, d0 ) ∩ u0 w0 6= ∅ then
12.
go to line 10 (replacing cc0 by
dd0 , and w by w0 );
13.
else if right ∈
/ type(w0 ) and ˜l ∈
type(w0 ) then
14.
Q ← Q ∪ {u0 w0 } ;
15.
else if right ∈
/ type(w0 ) and
0
mm ∈ type(w ) then
16.
Q ← Q ∪ {u0 w`0 } ;
17.
proceed analogously as in lines 9–16 to
decide if some portion of wv 0 is added
to Q;
18. return N U LL;

Lemma 6 FCVD*(S)∩e 6= ∅ iff along e there is either
a changing point in FCVD*(S), or a point w such that
in ∈ type(w).
So it is enough to examine the changing points of
e, and the points w such that in ∈ type(w). To find
such points, we use a subroutine, called find-change
query, that takes as input two points t, s in e such
that t is to the left of s, r̃ ∈ type(t) and ˜l ∈ type(s).
The subroutine returns a point w of e between t and
s such that w is a changing point, in ∈ type(w), or
out ∈ type(w); it can be performed in O(log2 n) time
by a nested search in the point-location data structure
for FCVD(S). Our algorithm starts by performing a
find-change query on uv. It is sketched in Fig. 5.
Lemma 7 If e ∩ FCVD*(S) 6= ∅, then the algorithm
Searching in e returns a point in FCVD*(S).
To analyze the time complexity, we need:
Lemma 8 (a) The running time of the algorithm
Searching in e is O((1 + me ) log2 n), where me is
the number of segments of S of type middle. (b) A
segment gg 0 ∈ S is of type middle for at most one
pure edge of HVD(S).
We are ready to state the main result of this section:
Theorem 9 Given a set S of n parallel segments in
R2 , we can decide if there exists a stabbing circle for
S (and find one if it exists) in O(n log2 n) time and
O(n) space.
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